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This authoritative biography of Britain's youngest Prime Minister in nearly two hundred years
provides a fascinating insight into the man only those closest to him know. Based on hundreds
of interviews with everyone from Westminster insiders to intimate friends, this book reveals the
real David Cameron.Lord Ashcroft KCMG PC is an international businessman, author and
philanthropist. He was deputy chairman of the Conservative Party. He is a trustee of Imperial
War Museums, and chancellor of Anglia Ruskin University.Isabel Oakeshott is an award-winning
political journalist and commentator. She was political editor of the Sunday Times.

About the AuthorMichael Ashcroft: Lord Ashcroft KCMG PC is an international businessman,
author and philanthropist. He was deputy chairman of the Conservative Party and founder and
chairman of the board of trustees of Crimestoppers. He is a trustee of Imperial War Museums,
chairman of the trustees of Ashcroft Technology Academy and chancellor of Anglia Ruskin
University.Isabel Oakeshott: Isabel Oakeshott is an award-winning political journalist and
commentator. She was political editor of the Sunday Times and co-wrote Inside Out with Peter
Watt.
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AshcroftCopyrightPREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITIONby Michael AshcroftWhen I began
work on this biography with Isabel Oakeshott early in 2014, many thought it likely that voters
would remove our subject from Downing Street in little more than a year. By the time Call Me
Dave was published the following September, David Cameron had been re-elected as Prime
Minister with an overall majority. At that point, by contrast, few expected that his premiership
would be over just nine months later. This updated edition, then, is not just an opportunity to
record the story of the referendum that led to his downfall, but an unforeseen chance to reflect
on his whole leadership of the Conservative Party and the country.As I set out in the first edition
of this book, my relationship with Cameron has not been easy. We first met in 2005, when he
was running for leadership of the party and I was on the board. He impressed me, as he did
when we met again that year, shortly after his victory. He had read Smell the Coffee, my analysis
of the Tories’ third consecutive general election defeat, and was determined to act on my two
main conclusions: that the party needed to be more focused and disciplined in the way it used its
campaign resources, and that it had to grasp how it had come to be seen by voters who ought to
have been its supporters. He asked me to help implement these lessons by becoming deputy
chairman of the party with responsibility for its private research and its campaign in target seats.
I was delighted to accept.After some wrangling over where my team and I would be based – I
had wanted us to work from my Cowley Street office – we moved into Conservative Campaign
Headquarters at 30 Millbank, where we remained until the 2010 election. Cameron and I talked
regularly during this time, and it was during one of these discussions that I believe we agreed the
type of role that I would play were he to become Prime Minister. I made a full, contemporaneous
note of our conversation. My tense relationship with Cameron since 2010 dates back to that
time, because it transpired that we each had, shall we say, a different understanding of what we
had agreed.A few days after arriving at No. 10, he telephoned to thank me for the work I had
done. In a very tight election, our operation in the target constituencies had delivered seats that
would not have been won on a uniform swing, so we could take some credit for helping to make



the Conservatives the biggest party in the new parliament. I thanked him in turn, and asked what
my next role would be.‘Ah, it’s difficult,’ he replied awkwardly. ‘We probably need to have another
conversation.’ A few days later, after lunch at Chequers, he told me that Nick Clegg, leader of the
Liberal Democrats and Deputy Prime Minister in the coalition government, had vetoed any
position for me. After Clegg stepped down in 2015, we checked this version of events with his
office. Clegg said he had no recollection of having barred any Conservative appointments. I was
left with the feeling that Cameron had broken his promise to me, and anyone wondering why we
have not been close since then need look no further for an explanation.Even so, I am proud of
the two assignments I completed at Cameron’s request during his time in government: a
strategic review of Britain’s sovereign military bases in Cyprus, and the Veterans’ Transition
Review, which examined the provision for those leaving the forces and returning to civilian life. In
both cases my recommendations were accepted and I am glad to have been able to make a
contribution in these important fields.Moreover, I want to be clear that my motivation for writing
this book is not about settling scores, however sorry I was about what happened. When we
began the project, the only biography of the Prime Minister, by Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, had been written in 2007. It seemed time to produce a new one. I was anxious that the
book should be objective, and I asked Isabel Oakeshott, then political editor of the Sunday
Times, to co-author the work. Although Cameron discouraged his friends and colleagues (and
indeed Isabel herself) from getting involved, I am pleased to say that a number of individuals
close to him have helped, though some understandably on condition of anonymity. As has been
the case with the extensive political polling I have published since 2010 – in which I regularly
pointed out that Cameron remained his party’s biggest asset – I hope readers will agree we have
achieved our aim of being balanced and fair.As for his legacy, it seems inevitable from our
current standpoint that Cameron will be remembered as the Prime Minister who took Britain out
of the European Union. Since I supported this outcome, it would be churlish for me to complain
about it. Still, as some of his critics have since observed, the referendum itself was a symptom of
his style of government: doing what was needed to get through the immediate crisis, and
banking on his own ability to cope with the next one when it arose. Until then, it had worked. If his
fate was inevitable once the Brexit result was clear, it can at least be said that he embraced it.
He knew the game was up and did the right thing quickly, which is not something you can say
about every politician every day.Overall, Cameron was too lacking in vision; too exclusive in his
leadership style; and achieved too little in foreign policy terms, to go down as a great Prime
Minister. He may bitterly regret the way his premiership ended, but he has much of which to be
proud. He formed the first coalition government of modern times and made a success of it. His
government put the economy back on its feet after a disastrous financial crisis and a deep
recession. He achieved an overall majority against the odds, and against historical precedent.
Overcoming the electoral (if not material) disadvantage of his background, he became a Prime
Minister people liked and were comfortable with. For the longer term, he understood the
predicament in which the Conservative Party found itself and put it back in a position in which it



could win elections.Out of office before the age of fifty, his contribution to public life may not be
over yet.Michael AshcroftJuly 2016ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSSeveral hundred people kindly
agreed to be interviewed for this book, many of whom asked not to be named. Accordingly we
cannot identify everyone we would like to thank, but without the very many individuals who gave
background interviews, Call Me Dave would not have been possible.A number of figures who
are happy to be associated with the project made an exceptional contribution, for which we are
enormously grateful. Among those who were particularly generous with time, information and
advice are: Andrew Cooper, the Conservative peer and former Downing Street director of
strategy; Daniel Finkelstein, the Conservative peer and Times journalist; James O’Shaughnessy,
the Conservative peer and former director of policy at Downing Street; Guy Black, the
Conservative peer and former Conservative Party director of communications; Andrew Mitchell,
the Tory MP and former Cabinet minister; Iain Duncan Smith, Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions; Don Porter, the former chairman of the National Conservative Convention; Peter
Cruddas, the former Tory Party treasurer; Graham Brady, chairman of the 1922 Committee;
Henry Macrory, former head of press to David Cameron; and the journalist Bruce
Anderson.Contributions from former Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir David Richards;
Mayor of London Boris Johnson; former Carlton boss Michael Green; former Tory Party leader
Michael Howard; former chair of the BBC Trust Chris Patten; former Chancellor Norman Lamont;
veteran MP Sir Nicholas Soames; journalist James Delingpole; David Cameron’s godfather Ben
Glazebrook; BBC journalist Chris Berthoud; Conservative peer Michael Ancram; and former
Director-General of the BBC Greg Dyke were also particularly appreciated.Tom Gardner, our
researcher, provided excellent briefing notes and editorial support including assistance with
interviews and some drafting. Laura Hughes, now on the political team at the Telegraph, was an
outstanding reporter for the project, tirelessly tracking down and charming sources, as well as
enthusiastically transcribing endless interview recordings. The meticulous and indefatigable
investigative journalist Margaret Crick turned up much valuable material and was a source of
wise counsel. The political journalist Michael Crick offered important practical advice at the
outset of this project, which was carefully noted and heeded. The journalist Will Stewart and his
excellent team in Moscow connected us with current Kremlin and former KGB sources; while the
French political journalist Charles Jaigu, of Le Figaro, dug deep into his contacts book to provide
material from Paris. Nigel Rosser offered journalistic advice, ideas, moral support and an
extremely critical eye. Jane Sherwood did picture research, and Witney-based photographer
Barry Clack took great trouble to find unpublished images from his archive. Thanks also to the
formidable Angela Entwistle and her team at Cowley Street, and Iain Dale and his team at
Biteback.Dan Ritterband; Guto Harri; Sir Henry Keswick; Harry Mount; Tim Allan; Adrian Hilton;
Abdullah Rehman; Stanley Johnson; Sir Robert Balchin; Matthew Oakeshott; Matthew Elliott;
Sean Kemp; Derek Laud; Christine Carder; Baroness Anne Jenkin; Alex Deane; Liz Leffman; Liz
Reason; Mike Heenan; Danny Kruger; Ian Birrell; Linda and Francis Whetstone; Maxwell
Beaverbrook; Sir Paul Stephenson; Garry Poulson; Marcus Warren; James Deen; Philip Basset;



Steve Rathbone; Martin Popplewell; Ivan Massow; Ivo Daalder; Ted Bromund; Dan Hannan; Tim
Chatwin; Jack Grimston; James McGrath; Peter Riddell and Dominic Cummings all made
valuable contributions.Many MPs and former MPs assisted. They include Tory MPs Mark Field,
Sir Alan Duncan, Boris Johnson, Liam Fox, Cheryl Gillan, Desmond Swayne, Conor Burns,
Jacob Rees-Mogg, Adam Holloway, David Davis, Owen Paterson, John Redwood, Greg Clark,
Kwasi Kwarteng and Bill Cash; and former Tory MPs Tim Yeo, Andrew Mackay, Andrew
Robathan, Patrick Mercer, Ann Widdecombe and Greg Barker, and the former Labour MPs
Denis MacShane, David Kidney and Shaun Woodward.This list is far from exhaustive – many
others helped the project in one way or another, and we are grateful to them all.Finally, we
should acknowledge Francis Elliott and James Hanning, whose own biography of Cameron, first
published in 2007, was the starting point for our research. Their book made our job harder
because it is so good.PART ONETO THE MANOR BORN1CHIPPING SNORTON‘Politicians are
just like anyone else that gets promoted: we worry deeply about being found out as too
unimaginative, too idle or just too stupid to do the job we’ve just been given.’– David Cameron,
25 March 2004New Year’s Eve, 2008In the grounds of a honeycomb-coloured Cotswold farm,
thudding music from a giant marquee reverberated into the night. Blacked-out Range Rovers,
the vehicle of choice for west Oxfordshire’s wealthy, spread across a field like a row of small
tanks, unremarkable next to the sleek limousines and sports cars with their personalised number
plates. Under black skies, shadowy figures pulled on cigarettes – chauffeurs, collars turned up
against the cold, braced for a long night.The setting was a property in Sarsden, epicentre of the
infamous Chipping Norton set. Inside the marquee, more than 500 of the richest and most
powerful people in Britain were seeing in the New Year in style. The Moroccan-themed tent was
festooned with floor cushions. Beautiful people draped over pouffes sipped drinks by flickering
lamp light.It was the annual New Year bash for ‘the set’, one of society’s hottest tickets, a party
so exclusive and impenetrable by paparazzi that guests conditioned to restraining themselves at
social occasions for fear of capture on camera were able to relax. They could be confident that
whatever happened in the marquee would stay in the marquee, for nobody in this gilded circle
risks ostracism by breaking the omerta that governs social gatherings.The guest list was hand-
picked and tightly controlled by the stars of the set: TV personality Jeremy Clarkson; former Blur
bassist turned gentleman farmer Alex James and his wife Claire Neate; racehorse trainer Charlie
Brooks and his glamorous sister Annabel, and the Queen Bee of them all: Rebekah Wade.
Flame-haired protégée of Rupert Murdoch; friend of prime ministers; partner of Chipping Norton
racehorse trainer and Old Etonian Charlie Brooks; and editor of The Sun, she was one of the
most powerful and best-connected women in the land. Every potential invitee required the
approval of all – a process designed to ensure nobody inappropriate slipped through the
net.Among the guests that night was David Cameron, then Leader of the Opposition, and his
wife Samantha, who live a mile or two away in the hamlet of Dean, a cluster of pretty villages
above a shady dell. There too were shadow Chancellor George Osborne and his wife Frances;
Andy Coulson, former News of the World editor; Lord Black, former director of communications



to Michael Howard; and Mark Bolland, former aide to the Prince of Wales. Other famous faces
included television presenter Alan Yentob, and Mark Thompson, director-general of the BBC.By
the time Matthew Freud and his then wife Elisabeth Murdoch swept in, the party was in full swing
– loud, boozy and perhaps not entirely free of class-A drugs. Who knows who might have
brought such substances onto the premises (or turned a blind eye if they were in circulation)?
Certainly not the hosts – but, fairly or unfairly, social gatherings among the upper echelons of
society in this part of west Oxfordshire have acquired a reputation for featuring narcotics. So
much so that some affectionately dub Chipping Norton ‘Chipping Snorton’.As the clock
approached midnight, guests in varying condition trooped out of the marquee for a spectacular
firework display. Many seemed euphoric, including Mrs Cameron. In the small hours of the
morning on 1 January, she was giving it her all on the dancefloor; dragging on a cigarette; her
husband nowhere to be seen.Not everybody was happy, however. A newspaper executive well
used to scenes of excess recalls being shocked at the concentration of power and money.‘It was
incredible to see all these people letting their hair down. But something felt wrong. There were
just too many people in too many powerful positions too close to each other. I remember saying
to the person I was with, “This will end in tears.” It wasn’t right.’Emerging from the loos later that
evening, the former newsman, a working-class boy made good, bumped into Cameron.‘You’re
not one of us, are you?’ the Leader of the Opposition quipped cheerfully. The guest was left
wondering whether the remark was a reference to his politics, his social status, or both.It is at
such exclusive social occasions, in his constituency in Witney, that David Cameron can really be
himself. In manor houses, converted barns, farmhouses and stately homes belonging to friends,
the Prime Minister kicks off his shoes and lets his guard down, safe in the knowledge that
anyone with a long lens would first have to find him (no mean feat in an area replete with muddy
farm tracks and unmarked country lanes) and then run the gauntlet of security cameras and
electric gates.Details of these parties rarely leak. Members of the gilded circle generally have a
strong interest in keeping their mouths shut about the fascinating personal relationships
between key players; their lavish lifestyles; and what they get up to behind closed doors. Theirs
is a world of helicopters, domestic staff, summers in St Tropez and fine food from Daylesford, the
organic farm shop owned by Lady Carole Bamford, wife of billionaire industrialist and Cameron
supporter Sir Anthony Bamford. The Camerons dip in and out, knowing the political damage too
close an association could cause.A first-hand account of a private Conservative Party fundraiser
held at the Georgian stately home of Cameron’s millionaire friend and neighbour Lord
Chadlington, for example, makes unedifying reading. It took place a stone’s throw from
Cameron’s own house in the tiny hamlet of Dean.According to one dismayed attendee:There
was a huge marquee full of ladies with big hair and even bigger jewellery. The entertainment for
the evening was Dave in conversation with Jeremy Clarkson, who seemed to be smashed off his
face. There was a lot of drink around. David was loving the whole laddishness of it. He was really,
really playing up. Clarkson’s opening line to Dave was, ‘Come on; let’s face it, no one in this tent
could care less about comprehensive schools. What they want to know is why organic milk is so



expensive at Daylesford?’ David tried to bluster his way out of it, but Clarkson just went on,
saying things like, ‘Seriously, Dave, everyone sends their kids to private schools…’There are
other embarrassing snippets. One member of the set has told how the Prime Minister became
so inebriated at one late-night party that he lost his mobile phone.‘He was wandering around
drunk, asking if anyone had seen it. I couldn’t believe it,’ she recalled.When she feels as if she is
in safe company, Samantha herself can be extraordinarily indiscreet, once regaling guests at a
private party with a colourful account of how she and Cameron became so intoxicated on
holiday in Morocco that they vomited.Such is the caricature of the Prime Minister: an Old
Etonian ‘toff’ most at ease among the super-wealthy after his own apparently effortless climb to
the top. Political opponents are eager to exploit and propagate the image, portraying him as
hopelessly privileged and out of touch. It is a stereotype he painstakingly avoids reinforcing in
public (he was so anxious to avoid being seen in tails that he toyed with the idea of wearing
normal work clothes to the wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton), but appears to live
up to behind closed doors. The events in Sarsden and at the home of Lord Chadlington are just
a soupçon of life in the Chipping Norton set.But if this is the ‘real’ David Cameron, a man at
home with some very wealthy and louche characters, it is only a small part of the picture.His may
be a tale of privilege, but his rise to the premiership is the result of some remarkable qualities,
not least an unflinching self-belief and a rare political ability to attract – or at least not repel –
many of those who would not normally vote Tory. Unlike Tony Blair, with his zealous
interventionism driven by religious conviction, and Gordon Brown, with his black moods and
roaring temper, Cameron is a well-balanced character without glaring flaws. His personality is
considerably more subtle than other recent prime ministers, which makes him harder to write
about but lies at the heart of his electoral success.He is the political product of the hopes and
ambitions of others, too: exceptionally talented and ambitious friends and relatives who invested
in him and helped propel him to the top. His bid for the premiership came as he was coping with
not one but two personal traumas: a desperately disabled son and the personal difficulties of a
close family member. With remarkable resilience and optimism, he made it to the top anyway,
becoming the first leader of a coalition since the Second World War. Not only did he make the
coalition last, he then defied all expectations and historical precedent to lead his party to victory
in the 2015 general election. Had he failed – as pollsters and pundits predicted – he would have
been the Prime Minister who never won an election. Instead, he is a winner, delivering the first
Conservative majority since 1992.Amid the shock and euphoria among Tory supporters, a new
narrative quickly sprang up among his critics: that his remarkable career is the product of
remarkable luck. This uncharitable interpretation characterises Cameron as the accidental
beneficiary of a succession of political and economic events, in particular in Scotland, that he
could do little or nothing to control.Can anyone really be this fortunate?The alternative
explanation for his achievements is that he made his own luck.In fact, Cameron’s rise to power
began with the machinations of a small group of highly intelligent individuals who were
determined to restore the fortunes of the Conservative Party in the face of Tony Blair’s mighty



Labour machine – and they identified Cameron as the most appropriate vehicle for their
purpose.His ascent reached its zenith in the early hours of 8 May, when, seat by seat, up and
down the country, the Conservative Party trounced the opposition.Overnight, David Cameron
redefined himself as a winner.This is his life story.2TWO SILVER SPOONSCabinet minister: ‘You
were born with a silver spoon in your mouth.’Cameron: ‘No, I was born with two.’By his own
admission, David Cameron had an extremely comfortable start in life. In a sign of the privilege to
which he would become accustomed, he made his entrance on 9 October 1966 not in an NHS
hospital – though there were plenty nearby – but in the London Clinic, off Harley Street, a private
hospital favoured by the royal family.In the late 1960s, when it was customary for mothers and
their newborns to spend a week or longer in hospital, giving birth privately was a luxury only the
richest young couples could afford. A Cabinet colleague who once teased that Cameron was
born with a silver spoon in his mouth was amused when he responded: ‘No, I was born with
two.’His parents’ wealth was both inherited and self-made. Though the Camerons are not blue
bloods, there are titles and big houses in the background, as well as the strong sense of public
duty characteristic of solid British families. Members of Samantha Cameron’s much grander
family wince when they hear the Camerons described as ‘upper class’, but they are hardly
bourgeois: the Prime Minister is a fifth cousin (twice removed) of the Queen.1His childhood
home was in Peasemore, a village near Newbury in the Berkshire Downs. His father Ian and
mother Mary moved there when he was a baby, after deciding they wanted to bring up their
family in the countryside.With his arrival they now had three children (a fourth would arrive in
1971), and exchanged their grand house in Kensington (worth £5 million in 2015) for a lovely
rectory.In a sign of the strength of the family unit, several Camerons still live in the village today:
Cameron’s older brother Alex, now a successful QC, who lives at the Old Rectory with his wife
Sarah and is chairman of Peasemore Parish Council; Mary, who lives in a smaller adjoining
property; and, remarkably, Cameron’s old nanny, Gwen Hoare, who also looked after Mary when
she was little. Now in her mid-nineties, Gwen is a stalwart of the community, and only recently
gave up delivering the parish newsletter. On her 90th birthday, her most successful young
charge invited her to Chequers.Once upon a time, Peasemore had a primary school and post
office, but the school closed in the 1950s and the post office is long gone. Today, the population
is just 300 and the village struggles to rustle up a cricket team. Though it is pretty enough,
compared with the golden stone villages in Cameron’s Cotswold constituency it is an
unremarkable little place, where characterless red-brick new-builds sit alongside more attractive
period properties. The thunder of the A34 never feels far away.Hidden from public view behind
high walls, Cameron’s childhood home is a Grade II listed building with extensive grounds,
including a tennis court and swimming pool, which would be ceremonially opened for summer
every 1 May. There is also an elaborate pagoda, built by Cameron’s father, which his friends
called ‘Ian’s erection’.Inside, the house is comfortable (though not ostentatiously plush – one
visitor remembers the odd broken table) and furnished with decent antiques. Some were
auctioned off in 2006, fetching a huge sum. Two eighteenth-century French paintings alone went



for more than £1 million.Cameron’s upbringing there was quintessentially English, full of fresh
air, croquet and homemade cakes. One childhood friend who came from less well-off stock and
spent many happy summers lounging by the pool with him and his siblings was mesmerised by
the old-fashioned wholesomeness of it all.To me it was like a fairy tale; like living in an Enid
Blyton book. His mother would come out to the pool with jugs of homemade lemonade and
freshly made cakes. It was just idyllic, the house was absolutely gorgeous, and they were very
privileged – but very nice. The pool was a focal point of the kids’ life. We just hung out there…
Dave was a very good swimmer and I remember him diving.We spent time in the kitchen and of
course there was an Aga and all that posh stuff. We played board games and cards by the pool. I
don’t remember watching TV; it wasn’t that kind of era. We amused ourselves; I remember going
on walks in the countryside and cycling, and going to the local shop for sweets.The Old Rectory
was always strewn with newspapers: the Sporting Life and the Financial Times were Ian’s
favourites, though he also liked The Times, and took The Guardian for its racing coverage.2 In
the living room was a glass-fronted – and very well-stocked – drinks cabinet, a source of
temptation for Cameron and his friends as teenagers.‘I do remember we snuck some booze out
of the cabinet one night,’ says the friend. ‘We nicked half a bottle of wine and drank it.’ It was
relatively innocent fun: they were too well brought up to binge.To childhood friends, Ian and Mary
seemed kind but a little remote. They recall Cameron and his siblings greeting their father rather
formally and deferentially when he came home from work.‘I got the sense there was respect,’
says one who used to play with Cameron as a child.When Ian came home from work, everybody
said, ‘Hello, Daddy.’ There was no talking back; I think Dave respected both his parents. Mary
was quite frightening to me because she was so grand and proper. She was always impeccably
dressed. She was quite abrupt with children; I don’t know if she was particularly warm. She
always seemed to be doing her own thing, she was very involved in the local church, and she
was always involved with stuff in the village. They were all close, but I never saw any signs of
affection, hugging and kissing and that kind of stuff.Cameron was close to both parents but
worshipped his father, whom he has described as a ‘wonderful eccentric’ and ‘huge hero figure’
in his life. Born with deformed legs, Ian was an extraordinary character: full of energy and
mischief, with a well-developed taste for the finer things in life. Cameron’s godfather, Ben
Glazebrook, who was one of Ian’s oldest friends, says:I think Ian was the most extrovert person
that I have ever known in my whole life. You know he was born with those stumpy legs? Well, he
wouldn’t mind unscrewing a leg in front of everybody. There was no point in averting your eyes,
because it was so natural somehow. Once, we were driving through Holland and he took his leg
off and put it on the table.We went to the Maldives a lot, and Ian and Mary wanted to go to the
Maldives, so Ian said, ‘Give us a few tips?’I said, ‘Well, look, it’s an Islamic island, so don’t take
in any booze, because they will just confiscate it.’He said, ‘Well, we might have a bit of a problem
there: I always take a spare leg on holiday. It looks like a magnum of champagne under the
security photographs. It’s the same sort of shape.’Home life followed a strict routine. Glazebrook
says that there was ‘never really any mucking about’.‘They would have to turn up for lunch at one



o’clock, otherwise they got torn off a strip. You just had to obey the rules. You could call it a
conventional upbringing,’ he recalls.While Ian commuted to his London office by train from
Didcot, a trek that involved leaving the house at 7 a.m., Mary was largely based at home, though
she was constantly busy with good works. The four siblings – Alex, Tania (two years older than
Cameron) and Clare, who was born in 1971 – got on well. As very young children, they went to a
private ‘pre-prep’ school, called Greenwood, in Newbury, to which they were driven every day by
a rota of local mothers.3 When they came home, they were given supper by Gwen.Gwen’s
brother Bert, who at ninety-two is two years her junior, confirms what an important figure she has
been for several generations of the family.‘She brought up the Camerons,’ he says simply.Ian
would arrive home from work around 7 p.m. and, as the children grew up, the whole family would
all sit down together to eat.‘There was lots of chat about the world’, including some politics,
Cameron has said of these family dinners, though neither parent was particularly party political.4
Cameron himself was never short of words.‘He always had something to say, even when he was
five or six,’ his mother has recalled. ‘We used to go on holiday with another family, and they used
to say, “Can’t you shut David up?”’5Everyone in the village knew and liked the family. During
school holidays, the children would roam the woods and fields with their Jack Russell dogs and
get involved in whatever was going on in the village.Jenny Mascall, who lives on a neighbouring
farm and has known the family since Cameron was a toddler, says:They always joined in all the
village things like the fête. My memories are of Cameron in fancy dress aged about two …
David’s father was on the parish council for years and years. When the children were home [from
boarding school] they went to church every weekend. His dad was an absolutely charming man.
His disability didn’t stop him from weeding the churchyard and helping out.Though neither
parent was particularly pushy, school reports were taken seriously, particularly by Ian (‘He used
to sit us down and read them,’ Cameron has recalled) and there was an expectation that they
would go to university. Ian himself had not, which he considered a ‘terrible mistake’. Instead, he
had done an accountancy course, which he hated. It gave rise to one of three rules he set for his
children. They were: that nothing in life is ever completely fair; that they should not marry until
they were at least twenty-six; and that they should never become chartered
accountants.6Animals played a significant part in their lives: Cameron learned to ride when he
was little, and Mary kept bantams. Ian would take the children to the races, and encouraged
Cameron to learn to shoot. According to Mascall, the family also kept a few sheep.There were
plenty of foreign holidays, even when the children were very young. They would typically go to
the seaside in Brittany, where they would stay in a hotel, sometimes hooking up with grand
friends like the Benyons, who lived a few miles from Peasemore in a stately home. These were
old-fashioned beach breaks, with picnics and ‘lots of messing about in the sand’.7From an early
age, Cameron learned the value of public duty. While Gwen looked after the children, Mary sat
as a Justice of the Peace in Newbury, where she developed a reputation for being tough.‘I used
to come home, to almost warn the children about the perils of doing the wrong thing, and he
learned quite a lot from that,’ she has said, adding that she ‘wasn’t always successful’.8When



she wasn’t in court or with the children, she was likely to be doing charitable or community work.
Garry Poulson, the former Mayor of Newbury, says that over the years, she gave her time to
numerous local causes, including acting as a volunteer driver for the disabled.The first proper
time I met her it was the 25th anniversary of our charity [the Downland Volunteer Group]. At that
point she was Deputy Lieutenant of the County, so she was representing the Queen at the
special service we had. I remember her warmth and generosity – she gave me a very generous
cheque from her own purse. She was ordinary and approachable, doing the right thing in the
community and not making a fuss about it. Being involved as a volunteer driver, in a village car
scheme, you meet all sorts of people from all sorts of backgrounds. You’ve got to be a very
accepting person to do that. She remains involved with many charities, including one for children
with learning difficulties called Swings and Smiles.The Tory MP Nicholas Soames, who is a
family friend, describes the Camerons as ‘very, very good people’, with a strong sense of civic
duty.‘They really do their whack, always did. Everyone who knows his mother loves her. I know
so many people who are absolutely devoted to her, and so many people who were absolutely
devoted to Ian.’Another family friend agrees, saying:Mary comes from a family of real doers. I
remember sitting at some lunch, just after David became leader, and one old, rather detached
MP was saying, ‘I don’t think he really understands the kind of life that exists in rural Britain,
about parish councils, life in rural England, and the importance of the church, village life, and
voluntary organisations.’ It was absolute bollocks – he’s been brought up in that environment all
his life. There’s not a voluntary organisation in any part of the constituency where Mary Cameron
and, in his lifetime, Ian aren’t involved. They really do get that.So, where did the money come
from? The swimming pool at the rectory is said to have been the result of a big win at the
bookies: Ian loved the races, and knew his stuff. Every year, he and Mary would throw a big party
to celebrate Ascot with another family, the Pilkingtons. However, the supply of what Cameron
calls ‘the folding stuff’ was not contingent on racing successes. There was ‘old’ money on both
the paternal and maternal sides of the family, as well as his father’s considerable income as a
stockbroker.Born in London in 1932, Ian came from a long line of successful bankers and
financiers on his father’s side and MPs and barristers on his mother’s. Sir Ewen Cameron,
David’s paternal great-great-grandfather, was London head of the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation and helped the Rothschilds sell war bonds during the Russo-Japanese
war. David’s paternal great-grandfather, Ewen Allan Cameron, was a senior partner in the stock-
brokers Panmure Gordon. His grandfather Donald, also a Panmure Gordon partner, left the
equivalent of nearly £1 million. Donald had married into the Levita family, one of whom – another
of David Cameron’s great-great-grandfathers – was Emile, a German-born Jewish financier who
was the director of the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, which became Standard
Chartered Bank. He sent his sons to Eton, starting a family tradition.Ian’s disability was severe.
He had no heels and his feet were twisted, one with only three toes, the other with four. As a
child, he underwent various operations, but doctors were never able to straighten his legs. At the
time, such a disability was quite a stigma. His parents decided not to have any more children,



leaving Ian as an only child.From a young age, he learned how to entertain himself. ‘You had to
be inventive to keep yourself amused,’ Cameron has said of his father’s childhood. ‘He loved
fantasy and he loved reading The Hobbit. I always claim that I watch Game of Thrones because
Dad would have loved it. It’s my excuse. He would have loved that whole mixture of intrigue,
power, sex.’9Ian’s father left his mother when Ian was young, a development that left her
struggling for cash. It meant Ian started work younger than many of his contemporaries. He was
very proud to be able to help his mother out, including buying her car. As a result of his disability,
he was unnaturally short for his build, reaching only 5 foot 8 inches,10 and needed prostheses,
but he never let it hold him back, carving out a highly successful career as a banker and, like his
father and grandfather before him, a partner in Panmure Gordon. He was for some time the
chairman of White’s, the oldest and grandest gentlemen’s club in London.Friends remember a
‘remarkable man’ who was ‘immensely brave’.Soames says: ‘He was a very accomplished man.
He struggled through this terrible disability and never complained. He was immensely
stoic.’Ironically, given the political sensitivities surrounding tax avoidance today, Ian’s area of
expertise was offshore investment funds.11 He set up business in 1979, shortly after it became
legal to take large sums of money out of the UK to avoid tax. He proved very skilled at it, so
much so that he rose to the top of a string of asset management firms, including a Jersey-based
company and a firm registered in Panama. He also had shares in a firm based in Geneva. In
2007, the Sunday Times Rich List estimated his worth at £10 million.12Mary Cameron’s family is
equally well-heeled and has substantial property assets. The Prime Minister’s maternal great-
great-great-grandfather, William Mount, was a wealthy MP whose son, known as WG, became a
barrister and MP for Newbury, as well as the proprietor of Wasing, a grand house in Berkshire on
a 660-acre estate. WG’s son (who became a baronet) was also an MP, and WG’s grandson,
‘WM’, who was to become David Cameron’s grandfather, was High Sheriff of Berkshire. All the
boys in the family were sent to Eton.One of three daughters of WM and his wife, Mary was born
in 1934 and grew up in an old-fashioned, church-going environment. Her cousin Ferdinand
Mount, a former adviser to the Thatcher government, has described the family as ‘straight-laced’
and imbued with noblesse oblige.By the time Mary married Ian in 1962, some of the Wasing
estate had been sold off. In the 1990s, the rest passed to her sister Lady Cecilia (Cylla) Dugdale.
Nowadays, the beautiful eighteenth-century parkland is held in a family trust. It can be hired for
weddings, meetings and sporting events, and is used as a film location.Lady Cylla’s husband,
Sir William Dugdale, 2nd Baronet, who died in November 2014, was among other things
chairman of Aston Villa Football Club, and used to take David and Alex to watch matches. They
would do it in style, sitting in VIP seats and visiting the dressing room afterwards.13 Dugdale’s
family seat, the 485-year-old Blyth Hall near Birmingham, also provided his nephews with
extensive woodlands and fields where they could shoot rabbits, which they both enjoyed. It was
one of two large houses on the Warwickshire estate.Cameron’s childhood could hardly have
been better designed to produce a happy, secure and well-balanced character. He had total
stability and appeared to want for nothing, either emotionally or materially. It was, in his own



words, ‘straightforward’ and ‘uncomplicated’, ‘very happy, very close’.14 It was also a world to
which only a tiny proportion of the population can relate.‘He is a real, proper Englishman, who
would love to defend what he sees as the real England, but his real England is different to almost
everyone else’s,’ says a childhood friend.His only real worry seems to have been competing with
his big brother, which he saw as a significant challenge. He says he struggled to carve out his
own identity and feared he was ‘set on a track’ to live in Alex’s shadow.‘Everything I did I felt he
had already done,’ he has said. ‘You think that you are doing everything the same, only three
years later … that was something I used to worry about quite a lot, that I was never going to
break out of my brother’s shadow.’15Nowhere would he feel this more acutely than at school. His
formal education began in an institution that was a throwback to a bygone world, a place of chilly
dormitories, corporal punishment and Latin verbs. The creature comforts of the Old Rectory
would seem very far away.1 Debrett’s.2 Harry Mount interview for the Sunday Times Magazine,
5 April 2015.3 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, Cameron: Practically a Conservative (Fourth
Estate, 2012), p. 10.4 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.5 Trevor McDonald Meets David Cameron,
ITV 1, 14 March 2010.6 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.7 Private information.8 Trevor McDonald
Meets David Cameron.9 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.10 Trevor McDonald Meets David
Cameron.11 The Guardian, 20 April 2012.12 When he died in September 2010, Ian left an
estate valued at £2.74 million. (Philip Beresford, Sunday Times Rich List, 2007.) The
discrepancy was until recently a mystery, although given that his will only detailed UK assets, it
seemed highly likely that he had placed some of his money offshore. A Channel 4 investigation
in April 2015 confirmed what many had long suspected: he left assets in Jersey (http://
www.channel4.com/news/camerondavid- ian-jersey-tax-haven-conservatives).13 Daily Mail, 17
November 2014.14 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, Cameron on Cameron: Conversations
with Dylan Jones (Fourth Estate, 2012), pp. 37, 40.15 Ibid., p. 37.3ANGELS’ COFFINS‘Good
health, sir!’– Cameron, aged eleven, raising a glass of Dom PérignonCameron was shipped off
to boarding school before he turned eight. There was no ‘need’ for him to be sent away – his
parents lived only a few miles down the road. It was simply the done thing in the circles in which
they moved.The prep school Ian and Mary chose was a small but grand institution called
Heatherdown, whose business was providing an old-fashioned education to young sons of the
establishment. By the time Cameron arrived, his older brother had been there for three years,
and was already as big a shot as a little person can be in a small place.Founded in 1908,
Heatherdown catered for fewer than 100 boys at any one time, but what it lacked in size, it more
than made up for in social exclusivity. According to one account of Cameron’s time there, among
the parents of his contemporaries were ‘eight honourables, four sirs, two captains, two doctors,
two majors, two princesses, two marchionesses, one viscount, one brigadier, one commodore,
one earl, one lord, and one Queen (the Queen)’.16 Cameron’s classmates included the
grandson of oil billionaire John Paul Getty, thanks to whom he would later enjoy an extraordinary
holiday in America; and Prince Edward, whose older brother Andrew was also educated
there.The main building was a Victorian mansion with bay windows set in landscaped gardens



on a 30-acre estate. At the back was a separate property called Heatherlea for the youngest
boys. On the roof was a dovecote which housed a flight of fantail pigeons belonging to the
headmaster, James Edwards.By the early 1970s, Edwards, a former navy man, had been at the
school for almost a decade.17 Educated at Radley and Magdalen College, Oxford, he was
married to a chain-smoking divorcée called Barbara whose first husband had been a Russian
prince. According to Christine Carder, who was school matron when Cameron and Alex were
there: ‘Barbara always came down to her little kitchen off the school dining room and cooked her
breakfast in her dressing gown, then went upstairs to her bedroom. She constantly had a
cigarette hanging from her mouth. She and the headmaster used to smoke in front of the
boys.’On the first day of term, Ian and Mary drove Cameron and Alex to the school, where they
were ushered into the headmaster’s house for the ‘new boys’ tea party’.A former teacher
recalls:It was held in the Edwards’ drawing room in their private quarters and there were
sandwiches and so on. It was a very nice tea, done by the school, not Barbara. It was a social –
a chance for teachers to meet the new parents and for the parents to discuss with us any worries
they might have. It was a way of reassuring the mothers. If the boy had an elder brother at the
school, he’d be invited. Then the new boys would be taken to Heatherlea.A former housemother
at the school recalls that many new parents ‘were more worked up than the boys’ as the moment
for goodbye loomed.‘Afterwards, we would walk over to Heatherlea and they’d find their beds
and unpack – always a lot of packing and unpacking!’ she says.Boys slept in cold dormitories
with bare wooden floorboards. They brought travel rugs from home for their beds, and were
allowed a favourite teddy.Days followed a rigid routine, starting at 7 a.m. sharp, when boys would
be woken for ablutions. According to one report, the headmaster himself would help rouse the
children, fortified by a glass of whisky and water, with a pipe clamped between his teeth.18 By
7.40 a.m., boys would be washed and dressed, ready for Scripture before breakfast at 8 a.m.
Meals were taken in a refectory at long wooden tables with faux-marble tops. The oak-panelled
walls were decorated with shields honouring school heads, sports captains and other
distinguished pupils. After breakfast, pupils trooped off to the loos, where they were made to
recite Latin verbs or other rote. This arcane daily ritual was rigidly enforced, with each boy
required to tick his name off a list pinned to the cubicle after his visit. Then lessons would begin,
interspersed with breaks.‘They used to have milk and biscuits in the morning, and another drink
in the afternoon, and sometimes those long iced buns. If they had chocolate icing they were
called devils’ coffins and if they had white icing they were called angels’ coffins,’ Carder
says.Twice a week, if they had been good, boys would be allowed to take two sweets from a tin
that was passed around after lunch. To supplement these scant treats, they would sneak
contraband into their dormitories. Carder recalls finding ‘doughnuts under mattresses, maybe
forgotten or left because they didn’t have time for a midnight feast’, while Nick Cunningham, who
shared a dormitory with Cameron, remembers ‘stashing a few sweets’ under a loose floorboard
by the future Prime Minister’s bed.After supper, there were prayers in the chapel, led by the
headmaster, followed by prep, baths and bed. Younger boys would be read a story by Matron



before lights out at 7.30 p.m.Every day, Carder, a qualified nurse, would issue Mrs Edwards with
a report on pupils who were unwell.‘We were very careful about that sort of thing,’ Carder
remembers. ‘She was always concerned about children’s health. I used to go and give her my
daily report and she would still be sitting in bed reading the newspaper. I very rarely rang parents
if anything was wrong – she would do that herself.’Edwards seems to have been an eccentric but
amiable figure. In an interview with a reporter who visited the school ahead of Prince Andrew’s
arrival in 1968, he said that the ‘main object’ at the school was for pupils to be happy.‘The fewer
rules you can do with, the better … You can get so much more out of children if they are happy,’
he said. He claimed pupils were rarely homesick, telling the newspaper that he thought the
separation was ‘harder for the parents than for the boys’.Evidently he impressed the reporter,
who gushed about his professional qualities in the report she filed for the Bracknell News.A
relaxed, almost casual manner masks the firm purpose of the Schoolmaster, and it is evident
that he has that all-too-rare capacity for making pleasurable the acquisition of knowledge. This
modern ‘Mr Chips’, whose interests range from croquet to mountain walking in his native North
Wales, from cricket and golf, history and Latin to Fantail pigeons, is able to communicate to
young minds a full enjoyment in the world around them, which after all, is the true essence of
education.Like other prep schools at the time, Heatherdown was run by a handful of long-
serving senior staff, assisted by a shifting cast of younger masters, sometimes not long out of
school themselves. Geared to Common Entrance requirements, the curriculum included French,
Latin, Scripture and general science, as well as Greek and ancient history.Sport was cricket,
tennis, soccer and rugby, and a few boys took up golf. The uniform included a red-and-black
blazer and a grey suit on Sundays.As the younger sibling of an older pupil, the future Prime
Minister was known as ‘Cameron Minor’, shortened to ‘Cameron Mi’; while his brother –
remembered by former teachers as the more extrovert and popular of the two – was known as
‘Cameron Ma’.According to former teacher Christopher Bromley-Martin, Cameron Mi was ‘tidy’
and ‘a sort of miniature example of what he is now’.‘He hasn’t changed in appearance at all,
really, except in an obvious sort of way. He is quite unmistakable,’ he says.19Carder remembers
both him and his parents with affection.I remember him being a cheerful, happy little guy, lovely
nature. His parents were both delightful. His mother was charming. She was very easy to talk to.
She obviously cared an awful lot about her children. In prep schools in those days, the nannies
did more for the children than the mummies, but I only ever spoke to the mother about things.
His brother was an absolutely delightful child, outgoing, lovely sense of humour, and David was
very like him, though perhaps a little quieter.Cameron did well academically, though he was not
regarded by teachers as exceptional. In an unusual system, Heatherdown promoted children
through the ranks according to performance rather than age, meaning that the most gifted boys
could leapfrog their peers. The future Prime Minister was clever enough to be pushed up a
year.One of his teachers recalls:It was quite possible for a boy to go steaming up the school
much faster than another boy who came at the same time, but who had less intellectual capacity.
Each individual was promoted on merit and capacity. We used to have a meeting at the end of



every term to discuss who should go up from form 3B to 3A, from 5 to 6, and so on. Obviously
we took account of intellectual capacity, but also readiness – whether the child would be rather
swamped by being in the wrong age group. We tried to create a balance between the two
considerations. David went up fairly rapidly.However, he was not thought bright enough to sit the
‘murderous’ exam for a scholarship to Eton. The standard of this paper was set between that of
O level and A level – making it a huge stretch for boys of eleven or twelve.According to the
teacher:It was to test the intellectual character of a boy – not only how much he knew but … how
he was going to cope when his back was against the wall, what his promise was … I used to
teach for it and it was really testing. David was not up to that. He was a very sound, solid, reliable
Common Entrance candidate, definitely in the top category there.The same source describes
Cameron as an ‘adequate’ sportsman, whose best game was cricket. Rugby was never his thing
but, as he grew up, he became an accomplished tennis player.At weekends, Heatherdown boys
were allowed to roam the grounds wearing green boiler suits. Cameron’s best friend at the
school, Simon Andreae, now a television producer, has told how they ‘built camps in the woods,
staged elaborate battles with toy soldiers, and shot air rifles’. He recalled other adventures,
some nocturnal, such as ‘creeping out of our dormitory windows to go midnight swimming in the
school pool, which was freezing’. He has claimed the boys would also have ‘trysts’ with girls
from Heathfield, a nearby girls’ school, in a graveyard that lay between the two
establishments.On occasional Sundays, they were allowed home. After such ‘exeats’, the Queen
would personally escort her young sons back to school, where she would be received by
Edwards and his wife. A former teacher recalls the lengths to which the headmaster went to
protect the young royals. ‘It was a very private school. James Edwards shunned publicity. When
we had the two princes in the school, he was an absolute past master at keeping the school out
of the limelight.’A highlight of the school calendar was the annual play, watched by proud
parents, including the Queen. Chris Black, the teacher who produced the shows in Cameron’s
day, kept various mementoes, including a photograph of a nine-year-old Cameron on stage,
playing ‘Harold Rabbit’ in a 1975 production of Toad of Toad Hall, as well as a programme
signed by all the young actors.Looking back, Black says:I recall there being more than the usual
nervous excitement before that evening’s performance … because we were all aware that Her
Majesty would be in the front row … Queen Elizabeth was merely there in the capacity of a
supportive parent, enjoying watching her youngest son, Prince Edward, playing the role of
‘Mole’. However, to me, as a young schoolmaster recently arrived from South Africa … it was an
unnerving experience. My stress level was not helped by the fact that I had composed a musical
score for the production which required me to sit out front and provide the musical
accompaniment, not only for the young actors up on stage, but also for the whole audience to
stand after the finale and join together in the traditional singing of the national anthem. Playing
‘God Save the Queen’ while the person in question looked on from just a few feet away was a
truly surreal moment!20Black says that Cameron ‘spoke his few lines with complete composure’
and came close to securing the lead role in the play two years later, J. M. Barrie’s The Boy



David.My casting notes from that production reveal that the final selection for the coveted part of
‘David’ came down to a closely run contest between just two contenders, the much younger
David Cameron and the somewhat more experienced Simon Andreae. I still recall agonising
over my final decision, which eventually went in favour of Andreae. However, knowing how
bitterly disappointed David Cameron would be and not wanting to dent his confidence and
enthusiasm, I decided to create an additional role that was not part of [the] original script. And so
David Cameron was made the play’s narrator. Dressed in a flowing white shirt and cummerbund,
he stepped up to the lectern, which had been discreetly scaled down to match his ten-year-old
stature, and, with total poise and confidence, introduced each new scene with a passage from
the Old Testament.At a time when air travel and foreign holidays were beyond the reach of most
ordinary people, pupils at Heatherdown enjoyed ski trips and African safaris. Every year, the
headmaster would take a party of boys to Switzerland, Austria or the French Alps, accompanied
by one or two younger masters to keep them in order. Black recalls taking Cameron’s brother
and three of his classmates on a three-week trip to Natal, in South Africa, in the summer of
1975.We used Cowan House prep school as our base, from where we explored the
Drakensberg and surrounding area, before setting off on a ‘safari’ to Zululand – an adventure
which to this day they still recall with excitement.I came to know the Cameron family well during
those years. I found them extremely well balanced and down-to-earth, and Ian and Mary were
always the most helpful and supportive of parents. The family seemed totally unaffected by the
fact that their two sons just happened to have ended up in the same school as members of the
royal family.21At the age of eleven, Cameron was treated to a trip that must have put all previous
and subsequent school holidays in the shade. It kicked off by Concorde, spanned several
American states, and included a helicopter flight.He was one of four boys invited on the all-
expenses-paid jaunt to celebrate the birthday of their classmate Peter Getty. Accompanied by
Rhidian Llewellyn, who was just ten years older than the boys and was a young master at the
school, they spent four days in Washington, sightseeing by air-conditioned convertible, dining in
fine restaurants and generally larking about, before flying on to New York, where they stayed in a
luxury hotel and explored the Empire State Building and World Trade Center.Llewellyn, who had
been a pupil at Heatherdown, recalls: ‘I was eighteen and had to vaguely try and control this
group of five ten- and eleven-year-old boys! Fortunately the Getty boy had a French nanny, so
between us we just about coped with them.’In an interview published in 2007, Llewellyn
described how, aboard Concorde, the youngsters tucked into caviar, salmon and beef
bordelaise. He ‘turned round to check that all was well and that his charges were more or less
behaving themselves [and] was met with the sight, a few rows behind, of David Cameron, eleven
years old, cheerily raising a glass of Dom Pérignon ’69 and exclaiming, “Good health,
sir!”’22After New York, the boys went to Disneyworld in Florida and the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral, before heading to Las Vegas, where it was too hot for sightseeing. Instead,
they hung around the hotel swimming pool and played the slot machines. The tour concluded
with three days at the Grand Canyon and a trip to Hollywood, followed by a week of rest and



relaxation at the Getty family home at Pacific Heights, overlooking San Francisco’s Golden
Gates.23Most people could only dream of such experiences, but there were few luxuries at
Heatherdown. The environment was tough. These were the days of corporal punishment, as
Cameron Mi learned to his cost. In the interview with the Bracknell News reporter, Edwards
admitted he was ‘not wholly opposed’ to administering the odd thwack, though he claimed it
happened rarely, and said he never used a cane.24 His tool of choice appears to have been a
hairbrush, the sting of which Cameron experienced ‘a couple of times’ for various
misdemeanours,25 including once stealing strawberries from Mrs Edwards’s garden.Speaking
about such punishments, Llewellyn says: ‘The worst thing about it was that it was never done on
the spot. It was scheduled for after breakfast the following morning. I was a pupil at the same
time as Prince Andrew, and he was beaten regularly. But then he was fairly bumptious.’26 Daniel
Wiggin, another former pupil, has spoken of being beaten simply for ‘taking my teddy for a walk
in the corridor after lights out’.27Far darker forces may have been at work. One of Cameron’s
former masters was recently exposed as a paedophile. Andrew Sadler, who appears in a formal
photograph with Cameron at Heatherdown, was a French teacher. (It is not known whether any
former pupils have ever complained about his behaviour.) Long after he left the school, he was
identified by police as a key player in an international paedophile network. He was convicted and
served time behind bars for a string of serious sexual offences against young boys.28Though
there are no reports of abuse having taken place at Heatherdown, some former staff feel, in
retrospect, that aspects of the regime were unduly harsh for very young children.‘Things have
changed so much,’ Carder reflects.In those days, corporal punishment wasn’t frowned upon, and
the parents were always in agreement. The view was that if there had been a misdemeanour, it
was their fault and they deserved to be punished for it. When I became a mother, I realised I was
probably quite hard, quite tough, on children who were really quite small. The thought of sending
my own child away to school was horrendous.After the royals left, Heatherdown fell out of
fashion. The roll declined, and the school slipped into obscurity. Eventually, in the early 1980s, it
closed. The site was sold; everything inside – beds, tables, chairs, photographs and other
memorabilia – was auctioned off, and the buildings eventually razed.By then, Cameron was at
Eton, on an altogether bigger stage.16 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 20.17 Bracknell
News, 23 May 1968.18 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.19 Daily Telegraph, 13 May 2010.20 The
Witness, 12 September 2013.21 Scotland on Sunday, 9 May 2010.22 Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, p. 23.23 Ibid., p. 24.24 Bracknell News, op. cit.25 Mail on Sunday, 8 April 2007.26
Ibid.27 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.28 Mail Online, 7 November 2014.4POP CONTEST‘The sole
Monégasque is so delicious.’– Cameron, aged fourteenAyear into Cameron’s premiership, Eton
held a party to mark the 200th anniversary of its elite sixth-form club, Pop. All 725 former pupils
invited to the jamboree had been singled out at school as something special. After assembling in
the college chapel, the former ‘Poppers’ belted out ‘Jerusalem’ before heading to a marquee and
starting on the champagne. A shambolic attempt to take a group photo from a high window was
met, according to one there, with ‘benign tolerance’ as the atmosphere became increasingly



merry.Where was Dave?As Boris Johnson, one of Pop’s most distinguished former members,
could not resist pointing out, the Prime Minister was not there, because he did not make it into
Pop. (Membership was equivalent to celebrity status at Eton, and was the dream of every boy at
the school.)Surveying the ranks of rich and famous at the party, Chris Berthoud, a former Popper
who is now a BBC executive,29 found himself pondering the significance of the school society.
Did an individual, he wondered, need ‘special DNA’ to be in Pop? Why didn’t Cameron get in?
The PM’s association with Eton has repeatedly been exploited by political opponents keen to
present him as out of touch. Unlike Johnson, who also attended the school but is proud of his
exclusive education, the Prime Minister has sometimes seemed embarrassed by his alma mater
– so much so that when the school asked him for a signed photograph a few years ago, to
display alongside that of other prime ministers in the Eton College Museum, they were initially
turned down.‘It was sort of ridiculous,’ says an alumnus who went on to advise Cameron in
opposition. ‘There are any number of Old Etonian politicians who’d have given them signed
photographs, but here was the Leader of the Opposition and they said they were having terrible
trouble persuading him.’30No wonder some masters have been looking forward to the day he
leaves office. Proud as the school is to have produced its nineteenth Prime Minister, privately,
some teachers have been known to reflect gloomily that he has brought only negative
publicity.31Yet Cameron’s Eton years are fundamental to his story. The education he received
and the connections he made were instrumental in his ascent and have coloured his entire
political career. Moreover, a number of the friendships he made proved lifelong, providing him
with a remarkably stable and loyal social base.Today, Eton is well integrated with the local
community, with links to state schools in Slough, Hounslow and Windsor. When Cameron
arrived in 1979 as a nervous twelve-year-old, however, it was a parallel universe of medieval
cloisters and coat tails in which centuries of tradition dictated almost every aspect of the school
day. Save for occasional forays into Windsor to window-shop and buy magazines and sweets,
there was little reason for boys to mingle with – or be troubled by – the world outside. It was a
surreal stage on which to play out one’s teenage years.Founded in 1440 by King Henry VI as a
charity school to provide free education to seventy poor boys, Eton gradually morphed into a
school for the privileged few. In Cameron’s day, ‘the whole ethos was your success story’,32 and
boys took it for granted that they would do well in life.Marcus Warren, who was in the same year
as the future Prime Minister, said:It sounds arrogant, and I don’t think arrogance is necessarily a
quality you should attribute to all Etonians, but there was an assumption that in later life one
would probably be in a position of some authority or privilege. One would be more fortunate than
others … That just seemed to be the way things were. You didn’t see a lot of questioning going
on around that … With hindsight, there was a sort of sense of entitlement. Here we were in this
extraordinary school, a fantastic privilege and fortune, at a time when Britain had just come out
of the 1970s. It had been a really bruising time for the country, and there were changes afoot.
There was a sort of low-intensity revolution underway, with miners’ strikes and mass
unemployment. It seemed to pass us by.Indeed, Cameron had not been at Eton for long before



he was telling people he would be Prime Minister one day. A friend who used to hang out with
him in Peasemore during school holidays recalls:You know when you are a kid you just tend to
talk about crap? We would always say, ‘What do you want to do?’ Cameron would reply, literally
from the age of fourteen, ‘I am going to be Prime Minister.’ Normally you would take the piss if
somebody said that, but with him, you didn’t – he said it with such conviction. It’s just such a
weird thing for a fourteen-year-old to say. It was obvious that he really meant it.This was just
teenage banter, of course. There is no evidence that Cameron was particularly interested in
politics or that he planned a career in public life from a young age. However, he clearly assumed
he had a big future ahead of him, a notion the Eton environment encouraged.Throughout the
school, there was intense pressure to perform. It was ruthlessly academic.‘You could no longer
get in because your dad had been there. Academic standards had risen a lot. People were
definitely being steered towards Oxford. There weren’t a lot of Hooray Henry stupids,’ Warren
says.The headmaster was a distinguished Scot named Eric Anderson, who had previously
taught Tony Blair at Fettes and Prince Charles at Gordonstoun. He has described Cameron as
‘clever’ and ‘nice’, saying that he was an ‘excellent House captain’ who ‘showed leadership
qualities early on’.As a new boy, Cameron’s integration was significantly eased by the presence
of his brother Alex, who had by then been at the school for three years and was extremely
popular. This was a mixed blessing. As at Heatherdown, where it was Alex who made the bigger
impression, the future Prime Minister initially struggled to compete with his effortlessly charming
and extrovert sibling, who was, former pupils say, ‘someone people adored immediately’.33Alex
Cameron also had a taste for practical jokes. James Deen, another of Cameron’s peers, recalls
him returning to Eton aged twenty or twenty-one and locking everyone in the chapel. ‘He was
caught and had to go to his old housemaster,’ he says. ‘Alex was more of a prankster and Dave
was just your normal well-behaved little brother.’Arriving for his first term, Cameron was enrolled
in ‘JF’ House, where he found himself among fifty boys, including Alex, ranging in age from the
most junior year (known as F block) to sixth form, known as B and A blocks. In JF (named after
housemaster John Faulkner), he had his own room, a luxury that gave him some privacy. His
year group was the last to be subjected to so-called ‘fagging’, an arcane tradition in which twelve-
and thirteen-year-olds were forced to carry out menial tasks for sixth-form boys. Curiously, there
is no record of Cameron suffering this indignity, perhaps thanks to the protection of Alex. He was
eventually to become House Captain, a notable though not outstanding achievement (it was a
competition between ten).At Heatherdown, Cameron had done well academically but was not
one of the highest flyers. At Eton, his respectable but unremarkable track record continued.
Unlike Johnson (two years his senior), he was not among the elite group of gifted Etonians
known as King’s scholars, whose academic prowess earns a 10 per cent discount on the annual
fee, and exclusive accommodation in a section of the school known as College. Nor was he in a
second tier of scholars, who did not live in College but were considered gifted. Indeed, when
Cameron and Johnson became political rivals three decades later, the fiercely competitive
Johnson (who, according to friends, still considers he has the superior brain) liked to tease the



Prime Minister about his failure to become a ‘KS’. He once sent him a cheeky text message
suggesting that if he needed any help with a policy, he could call on a long list of fellow Old
Etonians who had made the grade. (Cameron’s riposte is unknown, but he may have countered
that he went on to achieve a First at Oxford, whereas the London mayor scored an Upper
Second.)Boys were continuously ranked via internal exams known as ‘Trials’, establishing a
clear academic hierarchy. There was no hiding place for those who were struggling: the results
were read out publicly in the school theatre, starting at the bottom.Someone who has kept
copies of the old league tables says Cameron ranked in the ‘low 100s … not in the middle, but
slightly above the middle’.Contemporaries feel this was broadly reflective of his ability, at least
until he was sixteen. One who followed him to university says:At Oxford, I was amazed when
people would come up to me and say, ‘You went to Eton, so you must know David. He’s really
clever.’ I thought … What?! He clearly absolutely shone at Oxford, but I think most people at
school with him would have been surprised that he was academically top notch. That was not
the impression he created.William Buckland, who had the same sixth-form history teacher as
Cameron, the late Michael Kidson, is more generous.‘In our history class, my impression was
that Kidson felt that four kids stood out: the two King’s scholars and two others, one of whom
was Cameron. When difficult things were being discussed, Kidson would generally turn to one of
those four,’ he says.Kidson was a charismatic figure whose lively lessons made a lasting
impression.Buckland recalls:We mostly studied nineteenth-century British history, particularly
the empire and various related conflicts and political history – Peel, Gladstone, Disraeli,
Palmerston etc. Kidson was an inspirational teacher who acted many of the major events
himself. I vividly remember him playing out the imperial reactions of British politicians towards
rebellious upstarts in places like Egypt and Sudan. I seem to recall that Cameron sat in the front
row on the left. So Kidson was performing only a few feet from the nose of someone who was
later to exhibit similar reactions, towards Libya, Islamic State, and when he voted in favour of
attack on Iraq in 2003.This may be fanciful, but Cameron certainly appreciated the lessons.
When his old master died in 2015, he sent a tribute to be read out at his memorial service.‘He
was an inspirational teacher who made you feel you were in the room with the people he taught
you about. He was so passionate about Gladstone that when he read the last few pages of
[Philip] Magnus’s great biography aloud in class, he started to cry,’ Cameron said.34Kidson was
less gushing about his famous former pupil.In later life he liked to tell people that Cameron’s
success at A level was ‘among the most inexplicable events in modern history’.35Another
teacher to whom the Prime Minister owes lasting gratitude is Jeff Branch, who was his tutor in
1982. Adrian McGlynn, who was also in Branch’s group, recalls:Mr Branch, whose nickname
was Twiggy, was an accomplished English teacher and very artistic. It was the first time I had
really come into contact with David, and we had the whole academic year in that tutor group –
about six of us, I think.Twiggy was very keen that we had some experience of public speaking.
One term, he set each of us weekly tasks of research and presentation. He would give us a topic
that we had to present to the group in a five-minute speech the following week. Research to be



conducted in the school’s amazing libraries – this all before the internet, of course – and then we
had to stand up and speak in front of our peers. Naturally, at first we were all hesitant and simply
read out a written essay on what we had discovered. But then Mr Branch asked us to present on
things that interested us … and without reading from notes. Really scary. But I have this memory
of David doing something with amazing fluency and articulacy on, I think, Raphael. Whenever I
see him now stand up and pull the trick of speaking without script or notes, I think back to the Mr
Branch tutorial group of ’82.One of Cameron’s favourite subjects was art. McGlynn recalls him
taking it extremely seriously.We were fifteen or sixteen and he was passionate about it. I recall
him reporting to our group what he had done on the very short three-day half-term we had in
October, which was called ‘Long Leave’. While I just went home to Leeds, slept and returned,
David languidly told us that he had been to Florence for the weekend. This was in the days
before cheap and easy flights! The purpose of his visit was not to drink and get laid, as most
fifteen-year-old public schoolboys aimed to do, but to immerse himself in art. He was very
knowledgeable, and I remember feeling rather dim and narrowly experienced by comparison,
even though academically at that stage, I was doing a lot better than him.As a young teenager,
Cameron was indeed remarkably sophisticated. While other boys his age were preoccupied with
their sporting achievements, his godfather Ben Glazebrook recalls him nonchalantly proffering
dining recommendations.We had this party with some of our godchildren and David’s fifteen-or
sixteen-year-old friends from Eton. They were all talking about getting their cricket colours. David
was obviously very bored by this, and said, ‘Do you know the Etoile restaurant in Soho, Ben?’ He
knew the menu by heart. ‘The sole Monégasque is so delicious,’ he said. The other boys’ jaws
were dropping. He was far, far more sophisticated than his contemporaries.Evidence of an early
interest in current affairs is thin. Neither former teachers nor former classmates remember him
showing much taste for politics until the sixth form.Until that point, he was coasting and had
been in danger of flunking some of his O levels. He has never revealed his grades, but he has
admitted they weren’t particularly good.36Perhaps spurred by fear of failure, he suddenly put his
foot on the gas.In his own words,When I was sixteen, I was definitely going off the track a bit,
losing interest in school and study and doing things wrong … and living in the shadow of an
older brother. I remember thinking, ‘Hold on a minute, if you carry on like this, you’re not going to
get any decent grades, you’re not going to make much of your life.’His A levels were history,
history of art, and economics with politics. He became very focused, coming top of his year for
the politics section of his A level in ‘Trials’ in his penultimate year.‘I really loved what I was doing
… I suddenly thought, “I love my subjects” and I was switched on,’ he has said.Home for the
holidays, he told his mother how much he was enjoying his politics A level.‘You should talk to
Cousin Ferdy,’ she said, a reference to her first cousin Ferdinand Mount, who was head of
Downing Street’s policy unit at the time.On what was to be the first of many occasions, Cameron
discovered how helpful it could be to have friends and relatives in high places.Mount’s son Harry
recalls: ‘Mary Cameron rang Dad up, asking if the sixteen-year-old Dave could interview him for
the school magazine. Dad said he was busy, and that he was restricted by the Official Secrets



Act, but might be in touch.’ Cameron was undeterred. With admirable chutzpah, he rang Mount’s
office ‘moments later’ to book an appointment. According to Harry Mount, he subsequently
‘turned up at Downing Street, in Dad’s words, “looking pink and perky, not yet the size he grew
to, but abounding in self-confidence”’.37 Ferdinand Mount ‘at first thought it was too much, but
was absolutely charmed by him’.As Cameron entered his mid- to late teens, he began emerging
from his older brother’s shadow. Self-assured and good-looking, he was acquiring some
swagger and discovering girls. Peasemore had an annual barn dance, where he had significant
success. One girl who caught his eye remembers a long slow dance with him to Lionel Richie’s
‘Three Times a Lady’, after which they kissed.‘He wrote to me from Eton,’ she recalls rather
mistily. ‘I wish I could find the letters.’According to an old edition of The Chronicle, the school
magazine, Cameron fared particularly well in a competition for the greatest number of marriage
proposals received that leap year. The rules had to be clarified to underline that each proposition
had to come from a different girl, ‘thus excluding Dave Cameron’s two calls from the same
lovesick princess’.He was now old enough to frequent the school bar, Tap, where boys had a
limited allocation of beer. In a habit that he would not shake for decades, he also began having
the odd sneaky cigarette behind the cricket pavilions, a transgression that carried the risk of
being ‘gated’ (confined to the boarding house during social events). By this time, corporal
punishment at Eton was rare. Minor disciplinary breaches were treated with detentions or Latin
lines, known as ‘Georgics’. Those who were late for lessons were forced to get up very early to
sign a so-called ‘Tardy book’ at the school office, a punishment imposed for a week.More
serious offences could mean immediate ejection from the school. Cameron’s year group had the
ignominious distinction of a record number of expulsions – a fate the Prime Minister himself
narrowly escaped after he was ‘busted’ for taking cannabis.The episode, which took place just a
few weeks before he was due to sit his O levels, was sufficiently serious for police to be called in.
Seven boys were thrown out of the school on the day the scandal broke, and the investigation
snowballed, with many others, Cameron included, hauled before teachers. The affair exposed a
significantly more widespread drug problem than the school authorities had anticipated. When it
came to light after Cameron’s rise to the Conservative Party leadership, it prompted a media
furore, but friends say he was only a bit player.‘I always thought he was an unwilling participant,’
says James Deen.He was very like me in that I never did anything wrong in five years. All his
friends were quite naughty, drank, smoked … probably did things they didn’t have a fucking clue
about. But he was quite goody-goody. There were some ‘characters’ in his House, and willing or
not, he became part of it. It’s a very typical thing at Eton, that if someone is caught doing
something, unfortunately everybody in that year and that House suffers because of it.Among
those expelled was Max Wigram (who now runs an art gallery on New Bond Street in London),
who seems to have been a dazzling figure at Eton. His sudden departure was a shock to
pupils.‘He was a very intelligent non-conformist – fifteen going on twenty-five. He was hanging
out with supermodels at the age of fourteen, when the rest of us didn’t even know what a pigtail
was,’ Deen recalls.Looking back, Berthoud dismisses the drugs scandal asall just bravado, the



equivalent of sneaking behind the bike sheds for a fag … I remember the expulsions thing as
being ‘Oh my God, wow.’ They were the subversive heroes, in as much as Eton had a
counterculture. Max was a bit of a sporting hero, immensely good-looking and charismatic, and
rebellious towards the teachers, and then he was expelled. I remember I was very shocked by
that. I thought in a way that we were all untouchable.On school trips, boys were given more
leeway. A 1984 edition of The Chronicle records a junket to Rome one Easter that was packed
with riotous antics, including a kerfuffle with the Carabinieri.The article records:It was Franz
Calice and Fred Collin who really gave proceedings a bang when they purchased a couple of
remarkably lifelike toy Colt 45s, which made a satisfactorily loud noise. Within hours the shop
was cleared out and the entire party was armed and firing at any unattractive Italian that moved.
Unfortunately the entertainment was brought to a close when the local police became a little
excited and told us to put them away.Halfway through the expedition, Cameron sprained his
ankle ‘when dancing overenthusiastic reels to the dulcet tones of his old friend Ben Weatherall’s
bagpipes’ while trying to raise a few lire for beers that night. The incident limited his sightseeing
somewhat, but the paper records that he ‘made up for it in other departments’, presumably
involving one or more Italian girls. Parents may have been reassured to learn that the lads were
at least on their best behaviour when they were taken to the British ambassador’s residence,
where two of the boys performed a piano recital while another of the group, one Andrew Morgan-
Williams, ‘engaged the ambassador in polite, genteel, cocktail conversation’.Cameron’s closest
friends at Eton included ‘Toppo’ Todhunter, Simon Andreae (whose twin Giles also became a
close friend at Oxford), James Learmond, James Fergusson, Tom Goff and Ben Weatherall, who
remain in close contact with the Prime Minister and fiercely loyal to their friend. (Todhunter and
Goff were joint best men at his wedding.)It is testament to Cameron that few Old Etonians have
anything seriously disobliging to say about their old classmate. Some thought him a little
arrogant and charmless, but his worst social offence seems to have been to stick to a small
clique, a habit that remained.According to one former classmate:My reading of it is that he
actually wasn’t that popular. I knew him well enough to share classes and speak to him every
now and then. He didn’t make friends easily and seemed to cling on to very close friends, who
were mainly in his [boarding] house. From my perspective, that looked to me like he was very
cliquey and slightly arrogant. It definitely did strike me that he was noticeably less sociable, easy-
going and friendly than a lot of people. He defiantly stuck to a very small group of people, much
more than anybody else. Looking back, thirty years later, I sort of read that as maybe he was
slightly insecure, possibly even a bit shy.Former teachers generally recall him as cheerful,
confident and well mannered. Yet it is clear he was not a massive figure at the school. James
Wallis, who was in several of the same ‘divs’ (Eton slang for classes) as Cameron, says:Others
from our year did stand out – Nick Rowe [now an actor]; James Wood [now a successful writer
and literary critic]; Giles Andreae; and of course Boris, who despite being two years above us
was known to pretty much everyone in the school. Then there was Josh Astor [an adopted
member of Samantha Cameron’s family], who left early under a drug-related cloud, dated Jade



Jagger, and did hard time for coke dealing. The last I heard of him was a one-paragraph story in
The Independent sometime in the 1990s, headlined something like ‘Naked Man on Hotel Roof
“High on Crack”’.38It was clear even then that these people were going to make some kind of
impression on society, even if it was a skidmark. But David Cameron … nothing. When he first
appeared as an MP, I mentioned my non-memories of him to another OE friend from our year
and they couldn’t remember him either.Others are more complimentary. Philip Bassett, an Eton
and Oxford University contemporary, said:I liked the guy enormously. He was a friend. He was a
fabulous guy, a really nice guy. I went to my first ever ball with him when I was fourteen. It was the
Feathers’ Ball, which is something a lot of thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds go to. There were
three of us going, organised through a friend of ours – me, him and Max Wigram. It was a
formative experience because we didn’t have any partners then. We were rather scared fourteen-
year-old boys! He always handled himself well. He wasn’t a guffawing drunk.James Deen, who
was in all the same classes as Cameron all the way through school, says, ‘I think he played a
very straight bat. He was a very nice person at the periphery of a group of quite naughty boys.
He was what you’d call a very decent Englishman.’The suggestion that Cameron was not as
popular as he would have liked is borne out by his failure to make it into ‘Pop’. At the time, boys
were elected to the society by their peers. For many, acquiring the credentials to be selected
was a major preoccupation.In an article for the school magazine in 2011, Berthoud reflected on
what an obsession it could be:As we progress up the Blocks in school, we all wonder, at some
stage, are we Pop material? Are we bright enough, sporty enough, popular, respected, noticed?
Is our hair interesting enough, do we smell nice, can we make people laugh? Have we joined
enough societies, do we play the right instruments, can we act? How many existing members of
Pop can we count as our friends? What is the magic formula to step into sponge-bag trousers
and a mildly racy waist-coat?Berthoud says modestly that he himself ‘felt a bit of a fraud’ in Pop,
having no great claim to sporting or academic prowess.I certainly wasn’t chosen for my
anticipated abilities of keeping law and order at the school. When it came down to it, I was lucky
– I knew quite a few in Pop, I hadn’t been naughty enough to have a blemished record, and I
think I had … the ability to listen.It seems Cameron simply did not bother to network – and paid
the price. While he was gregarious at school, he did not reach out beyond his immediate social
set. Perhaps his knockback in this early popularity contest made him more determined to shine
in later life, though it would be a mistake to read too much into it. In his article for the school
magazine, written after he attended the 2011 reunion, Berthoud says:I looked around the tables
and tables of OEs. There – a man who was in Pop in 1941. Going very strong. That guy – one of
the most successful hedge fund managers in the country. That one – a property tycoon. A clutch
of celebrities. Yet also among us – engineers, architects, photographers, some unemployed –
even a few journalists. Did anything link these people?His conclusion is not.There was nothing
to distinguish these guys as Poppers. Time had really levelled us. In spite of the privilege, we
were getting old, just like the rest of the population. We faced strife, difficulty, problems in our
lives. Being in Pop was not a golden ticket to wealth and happiness. Pop people are not in any



sense god-like.On other fronts, Cameron was ticking most of the right boxes for holding high
office. He was smart, well rounded and self-assured. In a character trait he would later display as
Prime Minister, he had a tendency to coast, but when it really mattered he pulled out the stops
and could be brilliant.Nonetheless, he did not appear to be anything special, especially when
compared with Johnson.Buckland, who has observed both of their careers, says:By Eton
standards … Cameron was ‘good second-rate’ in terms of talent. Furthermore, there is a world of
difference between the merely very capable, such as Cameron, and the brilliant, verging on
genius, such as Johnson. The latter can, and often do, make their own way in the world, whereas
the former have to compromise, rely on others, work hard, and so on. When I read some time
ago that Cameron did well academically at Oxford, I wasn’t surprised. The top fifty kids in our
Eton year group were all capable of that, if they applied the necessary level of effort.Of course, a
good brain is not the only prerequisite for success in politics. Cameron’s next step – a gap year –
would give him a taste of life at Westminster, as well as adventures in far-flung places.29 Head
of Digital Impact.30 Private information.31 Private information.32 Chris Berthoud.33 Chris
Berthoud.34 Daily Telegraph, 3 July 2015.35 Last Word, Radio 4, 9 August 2015.36 Harry
Mount interview, op. cit.37 Ibid.38 The original Independent article has proved hard to trace; the
incident was recorded in the Daily Record of 13 May 1999.5I SPY‘I was not that young man who
fed David Cameron with caviar. Though if I had been that man, I would not admit it.’– General
Yuri Kobaladze, former KGB spyCameron was lounging on a beach after a 6,000-mile odyssey
across Siberia when he had one of the strangest encounters of his life.It was 1985, and the
liberating breeze of glasnost had yet to sweep across Mikhail Gorbachev’s Russia, thawing the
icy grip of the Cold War.The repressive Soviet empire was still a place of hammer-and-sickle
totalitarianism, where KGB eyes were everywhere and informants lurked on street
corners.Cameron has never spoken publicly about the train journey from Japan to Moscow on
the Trans-Siberian Express (unlike David Bowie, who did the same trip twelve years earlier and
has described it as ‘a glimpse into another world’).However, he has talked about a strange
incident afterwards when he and an old school friend, Anthony Griffith, were in Crimea. As they
sunbathed on a beach in Yalta reserved for foreign tourists, they were surprised to be
approached by two Russians rather older than themselves who spoke perfect English. The men
were normally dressed, extremely friendly and clearly well off, and proceeded to engage them in
conversation, before inviting them for lunch and dinner. Over caviar and sturgeon, Cameron and
Griffith found themselves being ‘interrogated in a very friendly way about life in England and
politics’. Surprised, they became guarded, and turned down an offer to meet their new friends
again the following evening. The identity of the Russians was a mystery – as it remains,
tantalising so. Cameron himself has speculated that they were KGB spies looking to recruit him.
However, a fresh investigation has now cast a different light on what happened – suggesting that
while the men were indeed KGB agents, their motives were different.The Soviet trip was the third
element of Cameron’s gap year. Before embarking on his Siberian travels, he’d taken up two
enviable internships. Cameron’s parents had been happy to call on relatives in high places to



pique their son’s interest in politics while he was at Eton. Now they used their extensive social
and professional network to set him up with two prestigious job placements shortly after he left
school: one in the House of Commons; the other working for a billionaire in the Far East. They
were the sort of internships most school leavers can only dream of, and they fell into Cameron’s
lap.The first came about because his godfather, Tim Rathbone, was a Tory MP. Rathbone was a
pro-European, described by Cameron himself as ‘a very nice guy but a bit of a wet’.39 The MP
set him to work investigating the poor provision of nursery education and the failure of
government drugs policy. This research seems to have caught his imagination: he showed an
unusual interest in drugs policy when he entered politics himself.The second placement was in
the Hong Kong offices of Jardine Matheson, a highly successful trading conglomerate whose
origins traced back to Imperial China. It was run by an old friend of Cameron’s father, Sir Henry
Keswick, who was delighted to help out by offering Cameron a role as a so-called ‘ship
jumper’.Keswick recalls:He worked for us for six months. His father was our broker and very
good friends with everybody. David was what they call a ship jumper, which is actually a rather
nice job. When the ships come into Hong Kong, somebody has to go out to the launch with the
customs and immigration and the port authorities, and organise to take off the cargo. You have to
be ready night and day, so you are quite busy. It’s a proper job, and he did it very well. We liked
him very much.The crews he dealt with spoke to each other in pidgin English. Cameron has
recalled how he found himself trying to translate Mandarin pidgin English into Cantonese pidgin
English.40Keswick was so impressed by Cameron’s general performance that he offered him a
place on Jardine Matheson’s graduate training scheme after he finished at Oxford. He
remembers Cameron politely declining, saying he wanted to go into politics.Instead of flying
home from Hong Kong, Cameron decided on a much more adventurous route home by land and
sea. His first stop was Japan, from where he took a ferry to the bleak Soviet port of Nakhodka,
then the stepping-off point for the Trans-Siberian Railway. (Its eastern terminus, Vladivostok,
headquarters of the Soviet Pacific Fleet, was closed to foreigners at the time.)For an eighteen-
year-old fresh out of Eton, the Trans-Siberian Express must have been unforgettable. Those
familiar with the experience in those days talk of primitive toilets and dreadful, monotonous food;
the feeling of being snooped on; looking out of grubby windows at endless birch trees. They talk
of seeing conscripts going to work in their units, unsmiling train attendants bearing samovars of
tea, stunning Siberian women, and the boredom of an eight-day journey through wasteland.
They remember brief stops at some of the remotest stations in the world, with babushkas selling
smoked fish, pickled vegetables and fur hats to passengers on the platform. Some itineraries
included overnight stops in bleak hotels, devoid of basics like bath plugs. For many Westerners,
the sheer culture shock of that first gulp of the USSR was monumental.The experience of
Communist Russia affected Cameron deeply.He has said of the visit:It was just remarkable. You
had people following you everywhere and you had to have passes to go here, there and
everywhere. It was such a controlled existence … That split between East and West was one of
the things that definitely got me interested in politics and in particular Conservative politics; that



whole issue of the individual versus the state, that whole thing, that was what fired me
up.41However, attempting to get to the bottom of what happened to him once he arrived in
Crimea is no easy task, not least because the Russian authorities are so twitchy. The incident
first came to light in 2006 when Cameron appeared on BBC Radio 4’s Desert Island Discs.
During the programme he talked about the encounter on the beach, speculating that the men
were KGB agents. He revealed that MI5 showed considerable interest in his trip to Russia when
he later applied for security clearance to become a special adviser at the Treasury. He said he
discussed the encounter with Vernon Bogdanor, his politics tutor at Oxford, who also interpreted
it as an attempt by the KGB to recruit him. He repeated the claim after he became Prime
Minister, mentioning it during a speech at Moscow State University on an official trip to Russia in
2011. Afterwards, Dmitry Medvedev, now Prime Minister, was asked by journalists if he thought
Cameron would have made a good KGB agent. The British Prime Minister immediately
interjected, saying, ‘No.’ In good humour, Medvedev disagreed. ‘I am sure that David would have
been a very good KGB agent, but then, he would never have become Prime Minister of Great
Britain,’ he replied.Evidently the exchange unsettled the Kremlin. It has emerged that spy chiefs
were ordered to get to the bottom of it. According to a highly placed secret service source in
Russia: ‘Checks were made and the definite conclusion was that there was no attempt to recruit
him. Nothing like that happened, it wasn’t true.’So anxious was the Kremlin to quash the story
that shortly before this book was published, in July 2015, a rambling article appeared in
Komsomolskaya Pravda, a pet newspaper of the regime, suggesting that the two men who
approached Cameron and his friend were notorious local gays and that Cameron’s Russia trip
was in fact sponsored by MI6.42 As we shall see, this does not stack up.We retraced Cameron’s
journey across Russia, tracking down various retired officials involved in foreign tourism at the
time. We also spoke to several KGB veterans and Russian intelligence experts. Our research
suggests Cameron attracted attention from the Soviet authorities long before he reached
Crimea, not least because of his high-level family connections.As a British teenager a few
months out of Eton, with connections to both the Conservative Party and the royal family (his
godmother, Fiona Aird, was a lady-in-waiting to Princess Margaret, and her husband, Sir Alastair
Aird, was at the time Comptroller of the Queen Mother’s Household), travelling alone across
Russia ‘the wrong way’ from the Pacific coast to Moscow, he was always going to stand out. It is
likely he came under special scrutiny from the moment he applied for his visa.The Russian
intelligence expert and author Gennady Sokolov has examined Cameron’s trip across Siberia at
this time and spoken to his contacts among Cold War KGB spies.‘Let’s look at the facts here,
starting with his background,’ he says.Of course, no one could know about his future career
then, but there were some interesting elements about him which might have begun to show up
after he made his booking and provided information for his visa application for what was a most
unusual trip. Being an Etonian on his way to Oxford University was one factor, but other aspects
about him too might have shown on checks.Sokolov lists Ian Cameron’s work for Panmure
Gordon, a company that dealt with the foreign debt of various countries, and his position as



chairman of White’s, as well as the Camerons’ proximity to the Tory establishment and links with
the royal family.‘A close family friend and neighbour of the Cameron family was Sir Brian
McGrath, who, in 1985, the year of David’s trip, was private secretary and treasurer to Prince
Philip. So this was a very well-connected young man,’ he says.How much of this would Russian
intelligence agents have known, though?KGB veteran Igor Prelin – a colonel who coached a
young spy named Vladimir Putin in the dark arts of espionage – said that even before the age of
super-fast computers ‘we had a good system of databases and a simple check of the name
could have brought amazing results’.In the long history of spying between the Soviet Union and
Britain, 1985 was a remarkable year. Shortly before Cameron arrived in the USSR, Oleg
Gordievsky, Moscow’s senior spy in London, was abruptly recalled amid suspicions that he was
an MI6 double agent – as indeed he was. He was drugged and subjected to ruthless
interrogation. He managed to alert the British that he was in danger, and a plot was hatched to
smuggle him out of Russia to Finland in the boot of a diplomatic car in July 1985, giving Britain
one of its greatest espionage triumphs of the entire Cold War.Against a backdrop of deep
political mistrust, foreign travellers to the USSR were issued with a number of blunt warnings by
their embassies, echoed in guidebooks. It is likely that Cameron had a copy of Fodor’s Soviet
Union, which cautioned travellers not to compare Russian standards with those in the West.
‘Beware of agents provocateurs. Avoid sexual entanglements,’ it counselled.We tracked down
the Russian official who oversaw Cameron’s arrival. As head of ‘Intourist-Nakhodka’ – the local
government tourist office – Gennady Eslikov was responsible for all travellers who entered the
Soviet Union from Japan during this period. He explained how the process worked.‘All tourists,
even if they came as individuals rather than on a group tour, were accompanied by our
translators. This was the system. It was easier for us to control foreigners.’Travellers arrived by
ferry: either the Felix Dzerzhinsky, named after the cruel founder of the Soviet secret service
following the Bolshevik revolution – or one of three smaller vessels. The circuitous journey took
fifty-four hours and would have been Cameron’s first taste of Soviet Communism.Eslikov
says:The crew of these ships included musicians, who gave two concerts during the journey. All
the waitresses and chambermaids were selected according to their ability to sing or dance
traditional Russian songs. Some talented girls were selected. They did their jobs during the day,
and performed with the musicians in the evening. Why were they interested in such work? They
were paid in hard currency and could use it to buy foreign goods in Yokohama.They had another
function too: to monitor new arrivals to the USSR on behalf of the KGB.Entering the Soviet Union
at Nakhodka was a cumbersome and bureaucratic process. ‘The sea port was built by Japanese
prisoners of war in the 1950s,’ Eslikov says. ‘It was wooden and cramped, with insufficient space
for customs and border guards. With several hundred people disembarking, the paperwork went
very slowly, and the train to Khabarovsk, where tourists joined the Trans-Siberian train, often left
later than scheduled.’ Bags were routinely opened and searched by unsmiling officers, who were
ordered to seize any pornography or religious literature, as well as anything deemed to be
spying or printing equipment. All supplies of foreign cigarettes or liquor in quantities that might



be used for black market trading were also confiscated.The shepherding and controlling of
tourist groups began at once. Though it was only a three-minute walk, travellers were usually
bussed from the port to the modest railway station. The aim was to shield them from the squalor
they might observe, and from the risk of being robbed.‘The fact is we lived much poorer [lives]
than our foreign visitors, but we did not want them to see the poverty, to avoid giving them facts
for counterpropaganda,’ Eslikov says.For the 547-mile overnight run to Khabarovsk, Cameron is
thought to have joined one of the plushest trains then in service in Russia. ‘It was quite exotic,
made before the Second World War in Germany,’ according to Eslikov. It would have swiftly
dispelled the idea that the USSR was classless.‘Usually, the train had eight or nine wagons, two
of them superior class, and the rest first class. The schedule was connected to the timing of the
ships.’The unusually luxurious sleeping berths on this special green and creamcoloured train,
with its air conditioning, comfortable couches, bronze handles and even shower cabins, were
almost exclusively occupied by foreigners. It left at 8 p.m., after which passengers would have
dinner and then settle down for the night.According to Fodor’s guidebook:The next morning, lady
attendants call passengers with tea from the samovar, typical Russian tea in a glass, while
breakfast is taken in the diner, the Ussuri River may be seen on the left of the train, with wild
forest and hill country on the other. In the forests are the last Siberian tigers.’Russian Intourist
guides who accompanied the train were taught to be vigilant and report anything untoward to the
KGB.Some individuals would come under ‘intense scrutiny’.‘It was noticed that one Japanese
tourist woke up at about 4 a.m. and tried to take pictures through the window. It turned out that
his target was military airfields which were hidden by trees and earth walls,’ Eslikov recalls.The
secret services often worked through interpreters and guides accompanying tourists. According
to Eslikov, ‘They could ask, for example, to talk to tourists in order to know their mood; their
impressions; their views. Just to try to understand them.’According to another former worker on
the route, Cameron would have stood out because of his age. Intourist translator Natalia
Shevarkova, who worked in Nakhodka, says it was very rare to see British tourists travelling east
to west. Most were much older than Cameron and came from Australia and New
Zealand.Generally, foreigners on the actual Trans-Siberian trains, from Khabarovsk to Moscow,
were physically segregated from locals in tourist wagons. However, there were occasional
opportunities to meet and interact with Soviet travellers, for example, in the restaurant car or
wandering around the train.‘We helped with the translations. Russians told about themselves,
about their families, children, told their stories. Some had relatives that moved abroad or
participated in the World War Two … They exchanged souvenirs, books, postcards, badges,’
Shevarkova says.When he finally arrived in Moscow, Cameron met up with Griffith, an old friend
from Eton. It is not known what the other Old Etonian, son of a well-connected Welsh farmer and
landowner, was doing in Russia, but the pair travelled to Leningrad and then by plane to
Simferopol, the capital of Crimea, and on to Yalta. On the southern coastline of the Crimean
peninsula, Yalta was the Soviet Union’s premier summer playground. Dubbed the Russian
Riviera, it had a subtropical climate and pebbly beaches beneath a craggy mountain ridge thick



with pine and juniper forests.In Yalta, as on the Trans-Siberian journey, the extent of snooping on
foreigners in 1985 was prodigious. The resort was seen as the tourism jewel of the USSR, and
had two main hotels for foreigners, including Western diplomats. There were small KGB offices
on the premises.A guide and interpreter who worked there the year Cameron visited says:
‘Diplomats were closely watched, but so too were other foreigners who were perceived as being
of interest. I was told that bugging hotel rooms, and listening to phone calls, was easy for them,
and not uncommon.’Another guide explains: ‘The old men on the external doors of the hotel,
checking hotel cards to ensure only guests got inside, were KGB pensioners. The floor ladies in
the hotel were by and large the wives of KGB officers.’Stationed on each floor of the Soviet hotel,
these female staff were a peculiarity of the Communist era. Having checked in at reception,
guests would be issued with a hotel card, which they would exchange with the floor lady for a
key. The women might also sell bottled water and small snacks and would watch guests with a
hawk’s eye, especially foreigners, who stayed in slightly better-quality rooms on separate floors
from Soviet guests.Today, security in Yalta is also vigilant, following the political upheaval linked
to Russian annexation, though at the larger hotels, there is still scope for revelry. Some offer
‘erotic shows’ and spa treatments and massages. The restaurants serve wide-ranging
international cuisine. Back in 1985, things were more restrained. In a section on ‘Nightlife’,
Fodor’s guide would have told Cameron: ‘By and large, there is no such thing in the Soviet
Union, no nightclubs or bars, though there is often singing while you eat in restaurants and
hotels.’However, there were plenty of beachside cafés and some better restaurants where it
could be very difficult to get a table. This does not seem to have been a problem for the two men
who took a shine to Cameron and Griffith on the beach and invited them to lunch and dinner.
They claimed to work at one of the local hotels.Griffith has told how they were plied with large
quantities of vodka and ‘may have been a little intoxicated when they began hitting us with
questions. It all seemed rather strange.’After a while the Old Etonians began feeling uneasy. The
men appeared to be encouraging them to criticise Britain and the Thatcher regime. It seems to
have been Cameron who began wondering how the pair could afford such extravagant food and
drink if they only had fairly menial jobs. ‘How can he afford to pay for this lunch on his meagre
salary?’ he is said to have whispered, before taking the lead in opting not to meet the Russians
for a second night.43Our research among those familiar with both main hotels in Yalta at the
time – the art deco tsarist-era Oreanda, much later visited by Tony Blair (whose grinning picture
hangs on a wall of the hotel along with such luminaries as Dominique Strauss-Kahn), and the
gargantuan concrete monster the Yalta Intourist – suggests Cameron was right to be wary. The
men did not work at either of the hotels.However, nor were they from the local KGB office. We
tracked down the former head of the KGB office in Yalta at the time, who spoke to us on strict
condition of anonymity.‘I can assure you that this was not an operation by Yalta KGB,’ he
declared. ‘None of my former colleagues can recall two young British men. If we’d had a plan to
take them for dinner, then invite them to a second dinner, and they got scared and left, this
would have been remembered.’He believes the approach may have come from KGB



headquarters in Moscow or the Far East.This moment was on Yalta beach but these KGB men
from another region were not obliged to inform us in Yalta about their work here, not even about
their visit. We can only guess what this other KGB needed them for. Maybe it was an attempted
long shot, like the Cambridge Five story, just because they were two Eton students.This view is
echoed by another Yalta source with a sharp memory of this period.If they were indeed KGB
officers, ordered to find more about these two Old Etonians on their Soviet adventure, then it
would appear they were sent from Moscow, and were not the local agents. The descriptions
given of these men do not fit those who worked here at the time.He pointed out that buying
caviar and sturgeon in the mid-1980s, in large quantities, was exceptional. While they are well-
known Russian delicacies, and were available to the masses in Soviet times, in 1985 such
largesse would have been expensive. We can conclude that the men either had a large expense
account or considerable sway with the restaurant. KGB agents might have both.Sokolov
suggests that so far from attempting to recruit Cameron and his friend, the KGB may have feared
the Old Etonians were actually MI6 assets.‘Cameron’s trip echoed an earlier adventure by
another Eton and Oxford man half a century before. That man was Duncan Sandys, and he went
on to be a Conservative politician and, indeed, the Minister for Defence of the United Kingdom,’
Sokolov says.He was accompanied by Christopher Fuller, the son of a former MP. There were
other such ‘tourist’ trips too, over the years, and the KGB came to believe that the British secret
services used these visits as intelligence-gathering operations and/or to test out the ability and
suitability of young men who might later be recruited as agents. How well did they notice things?
Could they talk to the Russians they met without arousing suspicions? The belief was that on
such trips there was sometimes a minder posing as an older tourist, who was indeed a career
spy, in the same group, watching and assessing.It sounds far-fetched – after all, Cameron was
only eighteen – but at the time, the Russians were convinced young travellers were used in this
way. It was an era in which foreign intelligence services struggled to engineer access to the
Soviet Union, and young tourists were a potential vehicle for information gathering.The
suggestion in Pravda that the approach was homosexual – a consideration that also occurred to
Cameron and Griffith – was rubbished by our sources. Gay sex was illegal in Russia at the time,
and the men would have been taking an extraordinary risk. Furthermore, it seems unlikely they
would have attempted to engage their targets in hostile political questioning.‘It doesn’t make
sense,’ says a former Yalta tourist guide.If these men wanted to get them into bed, why did they
annoy them so much by leading them into a political discussion that made the young Brits so
uneasy? The other point is that for two Soviet citizens to openly try and pick up these foreigners
on the beach with a sexual motive – knowing that these foreigners could have been closely
watched by the KGB – would mean that the two men were extremely powerful and had very high-
level protection indeed.Pravda’s claim that the two Russians were also ‘fartsovschiki’ – small-
time black market traders who would sometimes approach Western tourists to trade things like
jeans, T-shirts and electronic goods – has attracted equal scepticism from those in the know.
Such individuals might have been hoping to make useful business contacts through Cameron



and Griffith, but the explanation does not fit with the heavy political conversation or expensive
entertaining.‘The black marketeer idea is nonsense,’ says the former head of the KGB in Yalta. ‘I
never met a black marketeer the age of the older man. They were all youngsters. And they were
keen to make money, not to waste it on dinners with unknown people, even foreigners.’So if the
pair were KGB officers from Moscow, what did they hope to achieve?Igor Prelin believes it may
simply have been a fishing exercise.‘I can believe it was a generous meeting, with good food –
we always knew how to please our guests. I would not necessarily call it “recruiting”, but it might
have been a meeting aimed at making friends.’ He agrees that Cameron may have aroused
interest as he applied to enter Russia, or on the Trans-Siberian, or perhaps because of some
contacts the pair had in Moscow. He adds that it could have been the KGB just ticking boxes:
agents were encouraged to file reports, however trivial.Retired General Yuri Kobaladze was
regarded as one of the ablest KGB spies of his generation during his seven years working
undercover in Britain. Posing as a Soviet radio journalist, he targeted mainly Labour and trade
union figures, winning a reputation for being able to drink Fleet Street’s finest hacks under the
table. He is unsure how to interpret what happened.He says cryptically:One needs to be very
cautious here, since we are talking about the country’s Prime Minister. I can tell you one thing for
sure – I was not that young man who fed David Cameron with caviar. Though, I can tell you
another: if I had been that man, I would not admit it.The most compelling explanation is that
Cameron and his friend were being used by the KGB as part of a routine training exercise. This
theory was advanced by another retired spy with vast Cold War experience. He reviewed all
available information about the case and talked to former colleagues. He asked to meet in a
small, unfashionable café, a mile and a half north of the Kremlin. He arrived ten minutes early,
sat unobtrusively in a corner, and ordered black tea. He spoke clearly and fluently, saying he had
little time.‘No one will ever provide documents to show you what happened here, but I have a
strong hunch, though you cannot take this as any kind of official confirmation,’ he said.It is very
possibly right that this was a meeting with serving agents, as these two suspected at the time,
but I think the reason is rather different to what has been suggested. I am pretty certain there
was no thought of recruitment. Let’s be logical. These boys were straight out of school, and
theirs was hardly an academy that produced ardent Communists, though maybe there were the
occasional exceptions. The direction of their life was not set yet. They were in this gap year,
which by its name implies these lads have not yet found themselves, nor their path.What
happened here, to my mind, was that Yasenevo [the area of Moscow where the KGB’s foreign
intelligence directorate was sited; now the headquarters of the SVR espionage agency] became
aware that these two Etonians were taking their vacations in the Soviet Union, and this offered
the chance for a couple of agents to meet and converse with real-life well-educated young Brits.
I would think the agents in question were people who might be later posted abroad, very
possibly to Britain, but who – because of our system – had very little experience of
communicating with educated British people. Nowadays tens of thousands of young Russians
go to London each year to language school; they mix freely, travel widely, so this is hardly an



issue. But then it was different. The agents were, to my mind, seeking to learn about what these
people believed, their interests, their way of speaking, what they liked, what annoyed them.
Trying to get a hook on the British.In fact, it wasn’t so unusual. Our agents might be deployed as
Foreign Ministry interpreters for socialist politicians coming to the Soviet Union, say Labour MPs
or trade unionists, or journalists or businessmen. It was like a training exercise, trying to
understand better the people you would later be working amongst. Some could later turn into
contacts, perhaps, but with two such young guys, no.He laughed and took a final sip of tea. ‘Now
then, if we had known how high Cameron would rise, we might have tried harder.’There is a final
curious twist to the tale. Just before this book went to press, we were alerted to an old article
buried in a Russian weekly newspaper, Argumenti Nedeli. It was published in 2011, shortly after
Cameron’s comments at Moscow State University, and went unnoticed by Western media. The
author of the article, a reporter called Alexander Kondrashov, claimed to have tracked down one
of the two men who wined and dined Cameron and Griffith. He identified the individual as Igor
Kuznetsov, a former KGB colonel.The reporter met the retired spy, who gave him a highly
colourful account of his supposed encounter with the future Prime Minister, claiming that it was
indeed a recruitment attempt, and involved a ‘swallow’ – a busty female agent – in whom the two
Englishmen showed no interest. Kuznetsov further claimed that during the evening, Cameron
asked his new Russian friends for drugs.‘I remember David was so surprised when for the dinner
with black caviar we paid just ten roubles per person, fifty roubles altogether,’ he told the
reporter.At first there were only men. And after the fifth glass of wine a girl of fantastic beauty
joined us. Her operational nickname was Oksa – just a short version of her real name. She was
the best ‘swallow’ of the Yalta KGB office. We drank a lot that day. The black caviar was very
much appreciated by the young aristocrats [sic]. And provocative Oksana with her large breasts
did not attract them. The nineteen-year-old boys were more interested in a slim figure called
Valery, a local Intourist interpreter who was in the KGB.Asked how the evening ended, the retired
KGB officer told the reporter: ‘Oksana was the first to leave – she felt offended with the lack of
male attention. Then we carried deadly drunk Griffith to his room. David Cameron kept going, but
asked us to find some “grass” for him or maybe even something stronger. We promised to do it
next day.’He claimed KGB bosses refused to let him supply any narcotics, and decided to
abandon any recruitment attempt. ‘In London, it is said, the Soviet resident considered Cameron
to have no prospects. Young man, likes drugs, he won’t go too far in his career … As we see
now, the resident of Soviet intelligence made a serious mistake.’Our attempts to substantiate this
tantalising tale drew a blank. We could not find any record of an Igor Kuznetsov in the KGB in
Yalta at that time. Then again, he may have used a different name back then. He died two years
ago, perhaps carrying the key to what really happened in Yalta to his grave.39 David Cameron
and Dylan Jones, p. 42. Rathbone was later expelled from the Conservatives for backing a
breakaway pro-European party, having become a serial parliamentary rebel.40 Interview in
Woodstock Town Hall between David Cameron and Godfrey Howard, author of The Macmillan
Good English Handbook, 13 October 2006.41 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, pp. 33–4.42



http://www.kp.ru/daily/26413.3/3286488.43 Sunday Telegraph, 18 September 2011. There was
a subsequent apology for misquotation in the article, which has been removed from the
Telegraph website. Extensive efforts were made to get Griffith to identify inaccuracies, to no
avail.6THE FLAM CLUB‘We were probably the last of an era. We drank champagne…’– James
DelingpoleSafely back from his adventures in Russia, Cameron headed up to Oxford to begin
his degree. At university, he was in no hurry to join any of the many political clubs, but he did
become a member of an obscure secret society whose activities were of the illicit recreational
variety.Now and again, members of the club would meet in an upstairs bedroom in Christ
Church College, where they could be found sprawled on the floor smoking dope. Naturally, the
door was shut, but anyone walking past might have caught a whiff of the sweet musky smell of
drugs and heard laughter and music coming from within.Whiling away the hours riffing about this
and that while dragging on joints were three exceptionally bright young men: James Fergusson,
who was to become a distinguished writer; James Delingpole, who was to become a high-profile
right-wing journalist; and the future Prime Minister.The setting was Delingpole’s room in
Peckwater Quad, one of the finest quadrangles in one of the finest, if not the finest, colleges in
Oxford. More likely than not, the trio would be listening to the 1970s rock band Supertramp and
bantering inconsequentially about their love lives while getting stoned. They even gave
themselves a name: ‘The Flam Club’.‘My drug of choice was weed, and I smoked weed with
Dave because James’s drug of choice was also weed,’ says Delingpole.So he and James would
come round to my room and the three of us would listen to Supertramp albums. I wasn’t in one of
the grand shared rooms in Peckwater Quad – I had a room on the top floor, and we would all sit
on the floor and smoke dope, and we would call ourselves the Flam Club. A flam is a succession
of drum beats close together, designed to create a richly satisfying noise, and Supertramp use
them quite a lot.The origins of the Flam Club lay in the friendship between Delingpole and
Fergusson, who were both studying English. Fergusson had been at Eton with Cameron, as a
result of which the three became friends, though they were very different
personalities.Delingpole remembers:James had just come back from Guatemala and El
Salvador and he was wearing those hippy threads and had long hair and he’d strum his guitar.
Dave and I used to tease him for being a fucking hippy. We’d tell him to go get a haircut. Dave
was much more obviously Old Etonian than James – he had a much fruitier accent. He had that
assured accent of the upper classes, and was always well presented; very conventional. He
would be wearing a cricket sweater.While Cameron was still at Eton, Christ Church had featured
heavily as a location in Granada TV’s adaptation of the Evelyn Waugh classic Brideshead
Revisted, which explores the relationship between the unsophisticated undergraduate Charles
Ryder and a dazzling aristocratic student called Lord Sebastian Flyte and his family. The series
made a huge impact. While the novel was set in the 1920s, some who watched it in the early
1980s and became Oxford students themselves were so struck by it that they appear to have
wanted to make life imitate art.According to Delingpole:Dave arrived a year after me. When I
arrived, Brideshead Revisited had just been on TV. There was a division at Oxford between



those of us who wanted to live the Brideshead lifestyle – to ape it – and the people wearing
donkey jackets who were in support of the miners. The atmosphere among those of us who
wanted to live the Brideshead life was really quite pleasant. There were cocktail parties in the
Masters’ Garden … and we could all play at being Sebastian Flyte.A 1987 issue of the student
newspaper Cherwell reported that Oxford ‘remains obsessed with the eccentricities of public
school privilege and the Brideshead Sloane clone set. Students here seem to have avoided all
the more radical manifestations of alternative culture, as if 1977 took the ring road to avoid
passing through the dreaming spires…’Christ Church has produced thirteen British prime
ministers, as many as all other Oxford colleges combined, but Cameron is not among them.
Before leaving Eton, apparently on the advice of Eton masters, he had applied to a less famous
college, Brasenose. In the early 1980s it was generally considered to be a ‘sports’ college, rather
than an academic one. However, it had begun to acquire a good reputation for PPE, and for
economics in particular. Cameron gave a sufficiently impressive performance to be awarded an
exhibition, a form of partial scholarship, despite being caught bluffing in the interview.44 Along
with four other Old Etonians from his year, he took up his place in autumn 1985.Arriving in
college, he was eager to make friends with people like himself. A contemporary who had a room
across the corridor from his recalls:I met David on the very first day. He asked where I had come
from, and I didn’t realise he actually meant which school I had been to, so I said, ‘Luton’, as that
was where I was living at the time. He then gave me a big smile and exclaimed, ‘But I’m from
Eton too! Have we never met?’ He had misheard. It was funny. When I repeated that I was from
Luton he looked at me in disbelief. Luton was a bit of a dump, and he had probably never met
anyone from a place like that.45Cameron’s political coming-of-age coincided almost exactly with
Margaret Thatcher’s eleven years in office: by the time he arrived at Oxford, Thatcher was
comfortably into her second term. Arthur Scargill and the National Union of Mineworkers had
agreed to return to work seven months earlier, ending a year of brutal confrontation between the
government and the NUM. As with much of the Thatcher government’s programme, the episode
was divisive, but Cameron was always clear which side he was on. ‘If you grew up under
Thatcher,’ he reflected later, ‘you either thought she was doing the wrong thing or she was doing
the right thing and I thought she was doing the right thing.’46 He took a similar view of the
Wapping unions dispute, which began during his second term in Oxford. ‘I thought it was bizarre,
these people at university who refused to take The Times because of the Wapping dispute,’ he
has said47 of the row between print workers and Rupert Murdoch’s News International. For him,
advancing economic progress and eradicating outdated practices was paramount. ‘I was never
in any doubt about the print unions; it was always very clear-cut to me.’It was a period of bitter
ideological battles: protectionism versus free trade; privatisation versus nationalisation and trade
union power versus consumer power. Cameron has said that these arguments were ‘uppermost’
in his mind during this period.48 If so, he was insufficiently exercised to play an active part in the
debate. While the Oxford Union is not formally a party political institution, and membership does
not require allegiance to any party – it is simply a debating society – it is an ideal platform for



students who aspire to a career in politics. Running for office in the Union, or the Oxford
University Conservative Association, or a college, was an obvious opportunity to practise for
future electioneering. Yet Cameron was not interested.It would be wrong to suggest he didn’t
enjoy a hearty intellectual debate. Steve Rathbone, who was at Brasenose with him, says he
showed a clear interest in the key issues of the day and seemed ‘quietly confident he had
formed a sensible position on things’. However, he preferred to chew things over in the bar.Our
college was a place of feisty debate in the JCR. There were some very witty people. David
Cameron was very much one of those. In those days you would have the very po-faced lot
known as the Left Caucus; they really were po-faced beyond measure. They would earnestly trot
in and want to talk about the weighty issues of the day. Then there was quite a raw group of
people who wanted to have a good time and not lament what was happening elsewhere. David
was very good – he was part of the group that was able to have a good laugh and puncture
pomposity with wit.Some were so struck by his repartee that they speculated that he was
destined for a political career. Rathbone remembers: ‘I said, “He’ll be in the Cabinet one day.” It
was his brain power; his ability to communicate quite complex ideas very clearly; his self-
confidence – there was a very strong vein of that going through him.’Yet all this was informal. His
most proactive political intervention seems to have been throwing a party in his college room to
celebrate Thatcher’s 1987 election triumph.49 His failure to participate in student politics has
been a source of puzzlement, especially as it was such a lively scene.A cursory glance at the
pages of Oxford’s student press at the time reveals just how febrile the political atmosphere was
among students of this era. Street protests were regular occurrences, and ‘no platform’
controversies surrounding the invitation of far-right guests to speak at the Oxford Union were
frequent and often fiercely contested. Contemporaries who went on to have stellar political
careers were getting stuck in.Fellow PPE-er Ed Balls, who had joined the Labour Party at
sixteen, was so keen that he joined all three of the Labour, Conservative and SDP Societies
when he arrived at Oxford, apparently because he wanted to see as many visiting speakers as
possible.50Jeremy Hunt, who went on to become Culture Secretary and Health Secretary under
Cameron, was President of the Oxford University Conservative Association (OUCA).
Surprisingly, for a politician who now has a reputation for well-mannered diplomacy, he was a
divisive figure. The Cherwell described him variously as a ‘failed hack’; a ‘self-styled over-
achiever’ and finally, in a particularly bilious piece taking aim at his ‘dadsie’ for purportedly
securing him a post with a Hong Kong financial house, ‘the king of yuppies … Jeremy “Merchant
wanker” Hunt’.Meanwhile Michael Gove, later to become Cameron’s Education Secretary, was
so outspoken when he arrived at Oxford that he was anointed ‘Pushy Fresher of the Year’ by the
Cherwell (an honour also bestowed on the future BBC political editor Nick Robinson). His name
crops up in numerous back issues, where he is described as ‘the best debater in the Union’.
There are references to his ‘lilting Aberdeen tones and impeccable Young Fogey dress sense’,
as well as a claim that he concealed ‘rabidly reactionary political views under a Jane Austen
cleric-like exterior’. Gove also achieved notoriety for an alleged five-in-a-bed ‘romp’ with fellow



Oxford Union members and for his role in a bitter love triangle.As for Boris Johnson, he was
President of the Union in 1986, having already made his mark running unsuccessfully for the
post a year earlier.Delingpole says: ‘Everyone knew who Boris was. Boris had, in that
Churchillian way, made up his mind who he was going to be by that time, while most of us were
still experimenting with our personalities. Boris was already fully formed.’Many other future MPs
who were at Oxford during this period made their mark in student politics: David Miliband (who
led a campaign to boycott Barclays Bank and hassled the university authorities to build more
student accommodation); Ed Vaizey (described variously as a ‘pompous, round-bellied windbag’
and an ‘inflatable bore’ with a ‘Friar Tuck girth’ by Cherwell) who set his sights, unsuccessfully,
on the Union presidency and was active in the OUCA; and Jacob Rees-Mogg, another winner of
Cherwell’s ‘Pushiest Fresher’ award and later an OUCA president. Yet there is no mention of
Cameron in back copies of these student publications.It was global issues that most exercised
his Oxford contemporaries. By the mid-1980s, the anti-apartheid movement was reaching its
zenith on British campuses, and Oxford students were at the forefront of the international
divestment campaign. Four colleges – although not Brasenose – closed their Barclays bank
accounts early in 1986 and urged the entire university to do the same. Palestine, too, was a
cause célèbre: in Cameron’s last year the First Intifada broke out in the Occupied Territories,
capturing the imagination of student journalists and activists throughout the university and
prompting calls for student solidarity with the Palestinians. Gay rights, Women’s Lib and AIDS
awareness campaigning were also zeitgeist concerns for large numbers of students of this
generation.An exhaustive search of the university archives reveals no record of Cameron
speaking out on these issues, though he did join a committee to organise his college May Ball.
This marked the beginning of an important friendship – the chairman was Andrew Feldman, who
has been described as Cameron’s ‘oldest political friend’ – but it was hardly evidence of a
burning desire to set the world to rights.A consequence of his avoidance of student politics is
that primary source evidence of his early political thinking is thin on the ground. We are left with
the recollections of his former tutors and Oxford contemporaries. Peter Sinclair, his former
economics tutor, recalls him taking a ‘more pro-market’ view than many of his
contemporaries.‘He was rather keener than the others on the logic of what the market would
lead to and slightly less concerned with the wrinkles that could justify a different view … His
views were on the whole a bit more to the right than most of the others,’ Sinclair has
said.51Cameron’s philosophy don, John Foster, has said he ‘didn’t lose sleep over philosophical
problems, about the ultimate nature of things’, an observation now made by a number of
sources commenting on his political thinking as party leader (‘You don’t get many levels down
the argument with him,’ says one who knows him.) Steve Rathbone, president of Brasenose JCR
in Cameron’s day, has said his politics were ‘very much centrist Tory’, adding that he had no time
for ‘Monday Club types’.52However, he did support the right of a Monday Club representative to
speak at Brasenose, adopting the same freedom of speech principle in relation to an
appearance by Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams, a view he apparently changed having listened to



the speech.53Why, after securing a stint in the Commons during his gap year and apparently
declaring aged fourteen that he would one day be Prime Minister, did he not get more involved?
Perhaps he simply thought that there would be plenty of time for all that in later life. After all, his
father, who had been incredibly proud when Cameron won his place at Oxford, had always
encouraged him to strike a healthy work–life balance.‘He thought you could work and enjoy
yourself … You should have some time to think and make friends,’ Cameron has said.54It is
certainly not that Cameron was lazy. Having set his sights on a First, he worked hard. Delingpole
has described the Oxford University experience as ‘a bit like a war – long periods of blissful
inactivity and then intense moments of overnight essay crises when you’d take your Pro Plus
and your coffee, because otherwise you’d get your arse kicked by your tutor’, adding that there
was ‘room in our lives for the occasional spliff … particularly in the summer term’. Yet Cameron
was well organised and conscientious. Fergusson remembers being ‘impressed and slightly
alarmed’ by his intense focus. ‘I was keen on my subject, but nothing like as keen as he was. He
knew exactly what he wanted, which was to be the top-dog student and to get a First. That was it
without a doubt. He loved it, he was passionate about it.’55 In recognition of his talent and
commitment, his tutors upgraded his exhibition to a full scholarship.56 He also chose the more
difficult path to obtaining a top-class degree, opting to continue with all three elements of the
PPE course after his first year, rather than dropping one subject and sitting extra papers in the
others, as he was entitled to do. His former tutor Vernon Bogdanor, whose distinguished
reputation apparently attracted Cameron to Brasenose, has said he was among the brightest 5
per cent of students he has ever taught. He has suggested that Cameron made such an
impressive contribution in tutorials that he may have helped lift the grades of less able students
in his group. Peter Sinclair has also described him as an ‘outstanding student’, saying he was
diplomatic and charming in response to those who disagreed with his point of view and would
thank his tutors after sessions.57Delingpole thinks Cameron simply didn’t feel the need to play
the student politics game.It comes back to this thing of it being the Thatcher era – we’d won the
battle! If we were at Oxford now, I think we’d be talking seriously about the way that government
has got too big; the way that our freedoms have been taken away; about political correctness. Of
course, there was political correctness, but nothing like there is now. It was a different era. I’d say
our era had more in common with the period written about in Children of the Sun – the 1930s of
Evelyn Waugh and Brian Howard – than it does with the Oxford of today. We were probably the
last of an era. We drank champagne…Sinclair has suggested that the relaxed atmosphere at
Brasenose may also have been a deterrent. He has described howpeople would just sit around
and drink coffee, chatting and just loving it. It was a contented, cheerful, unstressed place. When
[Cameron] arrived, people in the year above would have said, ‘Don’t bother with the Union,
they’re horrible hacks, knifing each other, publicity-seeking creeps.’ That’s the line he would have
heard from everybody in Brasenose, so he might have thought, ‘Right, that sounds good
advice.’58Steve Rathbone agrees. ‘He probably groaned a bit at the clichéd stuff that would
have been going on at the Oxford Union and the Conservative Society. I think he probably



wanted to have a good time and not become too earnest too quickly.’Cameron himself has said
his happiest memories of university were ‘drinking and chatting’. Asked what obsessed him at
the time, he replied: ‘Mainly girfriends!’Clean cut, supremely self-assured, and good-looking,
with ‘slightly floppy hair’, he did not want for female attention. Rathbone says he would dress ‘in
a way that reflected that he was fairly well heeled. He would have been considered to be well
dressed, but by no means a dandy.’By all accounts he was a hit with women, enjoying nights on
the pull (a recreation he apparently called ‘wooding’) at a club called Playpen, run by some
friends. The venue had a reputation as a meat market.A contemporary whose room was across
the corridor from his in college recalls ‘a conveyor belt of pretty girls coming in and out of his
room’.‘Living next to him, I was quite jealous. Most people were, I imagine. I think he slept with all
the good-looking girls from college,’ he recalls.However, his romantic encounters were not all
brief. At Oxford, he had two serious girlfriends, Catherine Snow whom he dated in his first term,
and Francesca Ferguson, a tall, half-German history student, with whom he had a long and
committed affair. The daughter of a diplomat, she was far from the typical Sloane who fell at
Cameron’s feet. She has said that she ‘didn’t really feel part of his very English world’, and ‘didn’t
go skiing with everyone else, or stay in the same house in France as they all did’. She was bored
by many of the people she met on the social circuit and felt Cameron was different. For his part,
he was ‘mad about Fran’ and happily took up an invitation to stay with her and her family in
Kenya, finding a holiday job ‘shifting crates’ to save money for the trip. Fran’s parents apparently
found him delightful, and were impressed when he discreetly left a thank-you note and tip for the
Kenyan lady who cleaned his room.59Cameron was not only well mannered, he was also kind,
perhaps unusually so for someone at what is typically a self-absorbed age. Giles Andreae, who
developed Hodgkin’s disease in their last year at Oxford, has given a touching account of how
Cameron helped care for him, even though they were in the middle of finals. Andreae was
diagnosed late and his condition was life-threatening. Cameron used to drive him to Peasemore
to recuperate after bouts of chemotherapy which would leave him very weak.‘Dave used to take
me down in his car, tuck me up in bed, and give me some videos,’ he has recalled. Andreae
would stay in Peasemore for several days, watched over by Cameron’s mother, while Cameron
himself returned to Oxford to sit his exams.Another Brasenose contemporary witnessed a
similar act of compassion.In the summer of 1986, we let a fire extinguisher off through the
letterbox of the Cherwell offices. Two of my co-conspirators were hauled before the college
dean. One guy, Mark Mitchell, was hit with disciplinary action. Just after he was sentenced, he
was moping around in New Quad at Brasenose. Dave came up to him and asked him what was
up. To cheer him up, he offered to take him to his house in the countryside, where he had a
lovely time, lounging by the pool and being fed cookies and milkshakes.Not everybody was
enchanted. To some, Cameron was an arrogant social climber.He was a regular guy, who would
be in the Brasenose JCR drinking pints. But at the same time, there would be something in him
that meant he could at any time just cut you, for not being quite the thing … Dave would have
‘cocktail eyes’ – so if you were at a drinks party, he’d give you the time of day, but if somebody



more interesting came along, he’d soon be off.The observation comes from someone who liked
him anyway.Before Cameron went up to Oxford, his godfather Tim Rathbone urged him to have
fun. It was a piece of advice he took to heart. Later, he would defend what he called a ‘normal
university experience’, but some of his behaviour would return to haunt him, particularly his
involvement with the notorious Bullingdon Club.Founded in 1780, the club began life as a
hunting and cricket society (the badge still shows a cricket bat, stumps and a man on
horseback) but gradually descended into a riotous drinking club for a highly select band of the
super-rich. The bespoke uniform, of navy tailcoats, mustard-coloured waistcoats and sky-blue
bow ties, could run to thousands of pounds, putting membership beyond the reach of ordinary
students.No other aspect of Cameron’s life before he became an MP has played so beautifully
into the hands of his political opponents, or proven such an ongoing source of embarrassment,
as his fateful decision to join the ‘Buller’. It may be an old story, but throughout his leadership
various theatrical and cinematic representations ensured it never went away. Strangely, the
highestprofile of these, a movie called The Riot Club which went on main release in cinemas
across the UK in autumn 2014, was produced by Cameron’s close friend Pete Czernin, with
whom he was at Eton, and with whom he shared a flat when he was in his twenties. How Czernin
could have imagined the film, a graphic and shocking tale of a debauched Buller gathering in an
Oxfordshire pub, would do anything other than a disservice to his old friend is a mystery.The
worst damage was done by a photograph showing Cameron posing with fellow members of the
society. The excruciating image of him in full ‘Buller’ regalia, which first emerged in 2006,
kiboshed his early attempts to portray himself as a different kind of Conservative, conveying the
message that he was hopelessly over-privileged and out of touch with ordinary people. So
inconvenient was the image, that when the company that owned the original, Gillman & Soame,
suddenly withdrew all copyright, rumours swirled that they had been paid off.The photograph
was originally uncovered by investigative journalist Margaret Crick, when she visited the office of
Gillman & Soame asking to see any Oxford society or club photographs from Cameron’s period.
A picture assistant produced the image, taken in 1986 or 1987. It is thought the picture had
previously hung in the nearby university outfitters, Ede & Ravenscroft, which supplies Bullingdon
uniforms, which was why it was framed. Crick, who was helping Francis Elliott and James
Hanning research their early biography of Cameron at the time, told them about the image, and
permission was secured to reproduce it in their book. The agreement was that it would be
credited to a ‘private collection’. It is not known how much money changed hands.The
publication of the picture triggered a furore and copyright permission was abruptly withdrawn.
Fleet Street picture desks and TV stations were issued with warnings. Simultaneously, Gillman &
Soame withdrew its entire archive, stretching back decades, from media use. Whether the
blanket ban was a way of justifying the removal of the controversial Bullingdon photo or whether
it was genuine company policy following some kind of review is a matter of debate.Gillman &
Soame went bankrupt in 2001, reappearing as Gillman & Soame UK in 2002. The company’s
chequered financial history fuelled speculation that the directors may have accepted a lump sum



in 2007 to withdraw their archive. Such a windfall would presumably have been welcome. For
one thing, the company would have made a small fortune if it had carried on charging thousands
of pounds for use of the picture. Rumours swirled that either Lord Chadlington – a wealthy PR
man, Cotswold neighbour of Cameron and one of his earliest backers – or the party’s former
treasurer, the multimillionaire Michael Spencer, might have made a sizeable donation to the
photographers to compensate them for such a loss. Both men vigorously deny it. It appears
Gillman & Soame simply decided its reputation would suffer long-term damage if it developed a
track record of releasing embarrassing pictures of students after they became public figures.A
spokeswoman for the company told us they felt it was not ‘good business practice to release
images to the media of photographs that were meant for private individuals; something that
could affect our relationships with our main customers such as schools and colleges’. She
added that the picture of Cameron was published before the new policy kicked in. ‘We have
never been offered money, or indeed accepted money, to withdraw this photograph. We
understand that it might seem an interesting story to suggest otherwise, but the truth is much
more mundane,’ she said.After Gillman & Soame slapped their ban on the Buller picture,
television channels found ingenious ways to give viewers a flavour. Margaret Crick’s former
husband Michael, then a journalist on Newsnight, commissioned an Oxford artist called Rona to
paint a replica. In any case, the original picture kept resurfacing. When a new Bullingdon photo
emerged on the eve of the 2015 election, showing Cameron right in the middle of the group shot,
nobody bothered trying to suppress it.How much significance should be attached to Cameron’s
decision to join the Bullingdon Club? One Tory colleague, no fan, thinks the answer is
‘considerable’. The MP concerned was himself once asked to join the club but attended just one
gathering before walking out in disgust. ‘What it basically involved was getting drunk and
standing on restaurant tables shouting about “fucking plebs”. It was all about despising poor
people.’ He questioned whether youthful exuberance is sufficient excuse.Delingpole admits he
‘rather wanted’ to be in the Bullingdon, recalling how his hopes of admission were momentarily
raised when members of the society arrived at the flat he shared with Ewen Fergusson (no
relation to James) to perform the traditional recruitment ritual of trashing a prospective
candidate’s room.Depending how much they liked you, they’d either trash it majorly or minorly.
But they’d come to trash the room not of James Delingpole, but of Ewen Fergusson, who was
one of my housemates…Looking back, a) I didn’t have enough money to be in the Bullingdon,
and b) I wouldn’t have actually enjoyed the sort of things they did, because I’m not very good at
drinking heinous quantities and behaving really, really badly. It’s weird now, because I’m actually
slightly appalled to think that being in the Bullingdon was something I ever wanted to do. Actually
it’s about mindless destruction, and conspicuous excess, and the rather ugly side of upper-class
life. It’s interesting that Dave was a member … Imagine if you were running a restaurant and
were on the receiving end of these nasty little twenty-somethings doing horrible things? It’s
actually loathsome. I don’t think this is me editorialising after the event and trying to justify, or
make excuses, for my failure to have been admitted – it’s just the process of maturity.In



Cameron’s defence, there is no evidence that he personally damaged any property or hurt or
offended others. Like so much else about his life, his participation appears to have been
measured.David Worth, an American postgraduate student at Oxford who was in the club at the
same time as Cameron, recalls how his first outing with fellow Bullers involved taking a boat to
Cliveden House, a former stately home in Berkshire converted into a magnificent luxury hotel.
According to the hotel’s website, its history is ‘speckled with unapologetic debauchery’.60As
they floated along the Thames, quaffing champagne, Worth recalls the future Prime Minister
spouting quotes from Churchill.‘There was a surreal Brideshead Regurgitated quality to the
evening,’ he told the journalist Catherine Mayer in 2008.I remember David quoting Winston
Churchill extensively by memory – Churchill was a bit of a lush, so they were quotes about
drinking – and he was very funny. A few people leaned over the side of the boat occasionally
because if you’ve drunk two bottles of champagne in an hour, your stomach is going to get
queasy. I don’t know if David had only sipped a bit, but he was articulate and lucid, and I always
remember him like that – the centre of attention.61Boris Johnson, a fellow ‘Buller’, brushes it all
off as the legacy of a public school education at an elite school that encouraged elite societies
(Pop) involving ‘wearing fancy bits’.As he puts it:You’re an undergraduate, you haven’t got a clue
what’s going on; you have these people invade your room in the middle of the night. They watch
you drink some utterly ghastly thing; you feel a sense of prickly horror and embarrassment every
time, [but] you go along with it because you think it must be vaguely traditional.For all the
showing off and male bonding, Johnson claims – rather unconvincingly – that being in the Buller
was ‘thoroughly dull’, primarily because it was ‘all male’.‘You wake up in the morning with that
terrible hungover sense of shame, accentuated by the feeling that you could have had much
more fun if you’d just taken your girlfriend out to dinner. I mean, what was the bloody
point?’Andreae claims Cameron preferred playing pool to hanging out with the ‘Buller’.‘What we
tended to do at the end of the day was basically go to the pub and shoot pool. We weren’t all
dressing up in tails and prancing around drinking champagne by any means. And he’s very good
at pool.’62Steve Rathbone, who arrived at Oxford from a grammar school in North Yorkshire, is
even more generous.‘I don’t think anyone would have realised just how toxic these societies
would be for them in the future. If you’ve come from Eton, you walk effortlessly into that sort of
thing and you don’t think much about it,’ he says.In any case, the Bullingdon was not necessarily
the forum for Cameron’s worst excesses. It has emerged that he was also involved in another
notorious Oxford dining society, the Piers Gaveston, whose gatherings were the scene of more
shocking student behaviour. During the course of our research, a distinguished contemporary of
Cameron’s at Oxford claimed the future Prime Minister once took part in an outrageous initiation
ceremony at a Piers Gaveston event involving a dead pig. His extraordinary suggestion is that
Cameron put his penis in the animal’s mouth.The source – himself an MP – first made the
allegation out of the blue at a business dinner in June 2014. Though it was a private
conversation, he was sitting at a table of eight people, meaning he could have been overheard.
Sotto voce, he claimed to have seen photographic evidence.Our initial assumption was that it



was a joke. It was therefore a surprise when, some weeks later, the MP repeated the allegation.
He stuck to his story. Some months later, he repeated the allegation a third time, providing a little
more detail. He claimed the hog’s head was resting on the lap of a Piers Gaveston society
member while Cameron performed the bizarre act. He gave dimensions of the alleged
photograph and provided the name of the individual he says has the image. This person failed to
respond to our approaches.Perhaps it is a case of mistaken identity. Yet it is an elaborate story
for an otherwise credible figure to invent. Furthermore, there are a number of accounts of pigs’
heads at debauched parties in Cameron’s day. The late Count Gottfried von Bismarck, an
Oxford contemporary of Cameron who became notorious after Olivia Channon, the daughter of
a Tory government minister, died of a heroin overdose in his Christ Church bedroom, was an
enthusiastic member of the Piers Gaveston Society and reportedly threw various dinner parties
featuring pigs’ heads. The Piers Gaveston, named after the lover of Edward II, specialises in
bizarre rituals and sexual excess. Its gatherings, typically held amid great secrecy in country
houses, were described in a 2014 article in society magazine Tatler as ‘basically a very well-
organised orgy’.As his university years drew to a close, events in the wider world were drawing
many of Cameron’s contemporaries to a career in the City. On 27 October 1986, the ‘Big Bang’
blew open the nepotistic guild of the City of London. It would no longer be dominated by small
institutions that had been around forever. De-regulation attached booster rockets to the British
economy, with the big privatisations of the late ’80s – British Gas in 1986, British Airways in 1987
– opening a plethora of money-making opportunities.For many of Cameron’s peers, a career in
finance was now the only game in town. The Cherwell lampooned ‘yuppie’ students for
‘scrambling for summer jobs in London with ludicrously named companies like Kleinwort Gusset
Buttocks & Co.’, while the student magazine Isis reported disapprovingly that the university
seemed ‘obsessed’ with ‘yuppiedom, just as England in general is’.‘Oxford is already churning
out quite enough mammonistic, moronic clones designed to communicate with VDUs rather
than real people, eager to join the new breed of city brokers and merchant bankers, and seems
set fair to produce thousands more in future.’With his father’s connections, and the fall-back
option of a place on Jardine Matheson’s graduate training scheme, it would have been a natural
next step for Cameron. Yet it did not appeal.It was not that he was committed to a specific
alternative. As his finals loomed, he didn’t know what he wanted to do. He had interviews with
The Economist and various management consultancies, but nothing came of it.‘I didn’t have a
career plan,’ he has said.63Then an advert in the university careers department caught his
eye.‘Conservative Research Department: bright graduates needed’, it said.‘I thought, that looks
interesting,’ Cameron would later recall.64 Of course, getting into what was then an elite part of
the Conservative machine would be highly competitive.Luckily he had friends in high places who
were happy to help. For the third time in his young life, somebody had a quiet word with
somebody, and his path was smoothed.44 About how much philosophy he had read; Francis
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TWOYOUNG MAN ABOUT TOWN7PETER’S PINK BOUDOIR‘Effortlessly superior.’– Derek
Laud, on Cameron at twenty-oneBarry Nicholas, the Principal of Brasenose, did not expect
Cameron to excel in his finals. On the day the future Prime Minister’s exam results were
announced, he raised his eyes in surprise.‘Did you expect Cameron to do so well?’ he asked
one of Cameron’s tutors. He thought the sociable PPE-ist had been too busy having a good time
to fulfil his potential.‘Absolutely,’ his colleague replied. He had seen something special in
Cameron and was not surprised when he was awarded a good First.‘He has a very high intellect,
and an impressive ability to learn and reflect. There’s a quiet confidence about him,’ he said. He
then predicted that Cameron would be ‘very successful’ in both his professional and personal
life. He was not wrong: by autumn, his former student had sauntered into a plum job in an elite
department of the Conservative Party.Exactly who helped Cameron get this job and how is a
matter of debate. Until now, attention has focused on a mysterious phone call, purporting to be
from the royal household. However, he may also have been helped by a second source.The
anonymous phone call went through to Alistair Cooke, now Lord Lexden, then deputy director of
the Research Department, shortly before Cameron’s first interview. The caller, who had a grand
voice, told Cooke to stand by for someone special.CONTENTSTitle PagePreface by Michael
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EDITIONby Michael AshcroftWhen I began work on this biography with Isabel Oakeshott early in
2014, many thought it likely that voters would remove our subject from Downing Street in little
more than a year. By the time Call Me Dave was published the following September, David
Cameron had been re-elected as Prime Minister with an overall majority. At that point, by
contrast, few expected that his premiership would be over just nine months later. This updated
edition, then, is not just an opportunity to record the story of the referendum that led to his
downfall, but an unforeseen chance to reflect on his whole leadership of the Conservative Party
and the country.As I set out in the first edition of this book, my relationship with Cameron has not
been easy. We first met in 2005, when he was running for leadership of the party and I was on
the board. He impressed me, as he did when we met again that year, shortly after his victory. He
had read Smell the Coffee, my analysis of the Tories’ third consecutive general election defeat,
and was determined to act on my two main conclusions: that the party needed to be more
focused and disciplined in the way it used its campaign resources, and that it had to grasp how it
had come to be seen by voters who ought to have been its supporters. He asked me to help
implement these lessons by becoming deputy chairman of the party with responsibility for its
private research and its campaign in target seats. I was delighted to accept.After some
wrangling over where my team and I would be based – I had wanted us to work from my Cowley
Street office – we moved into Conservative Campaign Headquarters at 30 Millbank, where we
remained until the 2010 election. Cameron and I talked regularly during this time, and it was
during one of these discussions that I believe we agreed the type of role that I would play were
he to become Prime Minister. I made a full, contemporaneous note of our conversation. My
tense relationship with Cameron since 2010 dates back to that time, because it transpired that
we each had, shall we say, a different understanding of what we had agreed.A few days after
arriving at No. 10, he telephoned to thank me for the work I had done. In a very tight election, our
operation in the target constituencies had delivered seats that would not have been won on a
uniform swing, so we could take some credit for helping to make the Conservatives the biggest
party in the new parliament. I thanked him in turn, and asked what my next role would be.‘Ah, it’s
difficult,’ he replied awkwardly. ‘We probably need to have another conversation.’ A few days
later, after lunch at Chequers, he told me that Nick Clegg, leader of the Liberal Democrats and
Deputy Prime Minister in the coalition government, had vetoed any position for me. After Clegg
stepped down in 2015, we checked this version of events with his office. Clegg said he had no
recollection of having barred any Conservative appointments. I was left with the feeling that



Cameron had broken his promise to me, and anyone wondering why we have not been close
since then need look no further for an explanation.Even so, I am proud of the two assignments I
completed at Cameron’s request during his time in government: a strategic review of Britain’s
sovereign military bases in Cyprus, and the Veterans’ Transition Review, which examined the
provision for those leaving the forces and returning to civilian life. In both cases my
recommendations were accepted and I am glad to have been able to make a contribution in
these important fields.Moreover, I want to be clear that my motivation for writing this book is not
about settling scores, however sorry I was about what happened. When we began the project,
the only biography of the Prime Minister, by Francis Elliott and James Hanning, had been written
in 2007. It seemed time to produce a new one. I was anxious that the book should be objective,
and I asked Isabel Oakeshott, then political editor of the Sunday Times, to co-author the work.
Although Cameron discouraged his friends and colleagues (and indeed Isabel herself) from
getting involved, I am pleased to say that a number of individuals close to him have helped,
though some understandably on condition of anonymity. As has been the case with the
extensive political polling I have published since 2010 – in which I regularly pointed out that
Cameron remained his party’s biggest asset – I hope readers will agree we have achieved our
aim of being balanced and fair.As for his legacy, it seems inevitable from our current standpoint
that Cameron will be remembered as the Prime Minister who took Britain out of the European
Union. Since I supported this outcome, it would be churlish for me to complain about it. Still, as
some of his critics have since observed, the referendum itself was a symptom of his style of
government: doing what was needed to get through the immediate crisis, and banking on his
own ability to cope with the next one when it arose. Until then, it had worked. If his fate was
inevitable once the Brexit result was clear, it can at least be said that he embraced it. He knew
the game was up and did the right thing quickly, which is not something you can say about every
politician every day.Overall, Cameron was too lacking in vision; too exclusive in his leadership
style; and achieved too little in foreign policy terms, to go down as a great Prime Minister. He
may bitterly regret the way his premiership ended, but he has much of which to be proud. He
formed the first coalition government of modern times and made a success of it. His government
put the economy back on its feet after a disastrous financial crisis and a deep recession. He
achieved an overall majority against the odds, and against historical precedent. Overcoming the
electoral (if not material) disadvantage of his background, he became a Prime Minister people
liked and were comfortable with. For the longer term, he understood the predicament in which
the Conservative Party found itself and put it back in a position in which it could win
elections.Out of office before the age of fifty, his contribution to public life may not be over
yet.Michael AshcroftJuly 2016PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITIONby Michael AshcroftWhen
I began work on this biography with Isabel Oakeshott early in 2014, many thought it likely that
voters would remove our subject from Downing Street in little more than a year. By the time Call
Me Dave was published the following September, David Cameron had been re-elected as Prime
Minister with an overall majority. At that point, by contrast, few expected that his premiership



would be over just nine months later. This updated edition, then, is not just an opportunity to
record the story of the referendum that led to his downfall, but an unforeseen chance to reflect
on his whole leadership of the Conservative Party and the country.As I set out in the first edition
of this book, my relationship with Cameron has not been easy. We first met in 2005, when he
was running for leadership of the party and I was on the board. He impressed me, as he did
when we met again that year, shortly after his victory. He had read Smell the Coffee, my analysis
of the Tories’ third consecutive general election defeat, and was determined to act on my two
main conclusions: that the party needed to be more focused and disciplined in the way it used its
campaign resources, and that it had to grasp how it had come to be seen by voters who ought to
have been its supporters. He asked me to help implement these lessons by becoming deputy
chairman of the party with responsibility for its private research and its campaign in target seats.
I was delighted to accept.After some wrangling over where my team and I would be based – I
had wanted us to work from my Cowley Street office – we moved into Conservative Campaign
Headquarters at 30 Millbank, where we remained until the 2010 election. Cameron and I talked
regularly during this time, and it was during one of these discussions that I believe we agreed the
type of role that I would play were he to become Prime Minister. I made a full, contemporaneous
note of our conversation. My tense relationship with Cameron since 2010 dates back to that
time, because it transpired that we each had, shall we say, a different understanding of what we
had agreed.A few days after arriving at No. 10, he telephoned to thank me for the work I had
done. In a very tight election, our operation in the target constituencies had delivered seats that
would not have been won on a uniform swing, so we could take some credit for helping to make
the Conservatives the biggest party in the new parliament. I thanked him in turn, and asked what
my next role would be.‘Ah, it’s difficult,’ he replied awkwardly. ‘We probably need to have another
conversation.’ A few days later, after lunch at Chequers, he told me that Nick Clegg, leader of the
Liberal Democrats and Deputy Prime Minister in the coalition government, had vetoed any
position for me. After Clegg stepped down in 2015, we checked this version of events with his
office. Clegg said he had no recollection of having barred any Conservative appointments. I was
left with the feeling that Cameron had broken his promise to me, and anyone wondering why we
have not been close since then need look no further for an explanation.Even so, I am proud of
the two assignments I completed at Cameron’s request during his time in government: a
strategic review of Britain’s sovereign military bases in Cyprus, and the Veterans’ Transition
Review, which examined the provision for those leaving the forces and returning to civilian life. In
both cases my recommendations were accepted and I am glad to have been able to make a
contribution in these important fields.Moreover, I want to be clear that my motivation for writing
this book is not about settling scores, however sorry I was about what happened. When we
began the project, the only biography of the Prime Minister, by Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, had been written in 2007. It seemed time to produce a new one. I was anxious that the
book should be objective, and I asked Isabel Oakeshott, then political editor of the Sunday
Times, to co-author the work. Although Cameron discouraged his friends and colleagues (and



indeed Isabel herself) from getting involved, I am pleased to say that a number of individuals
close to him have helped, though some understandably on condition of anonymity. As has been
the case with the extensive political polling I have published since 2010 – in which I regularly
pointed out that Cameron remained his party’s biggest asset – I hope readers will agree we have
achieved our aim of being balanced and fair.As for his legacy, it seems inevitable from our
current standpoint that Cameron will be remembered as the Prime Minister who took Britain out
of the European Union. Since I supported this outcome, it would be churlish for me to complain
about it. Still, as some of his critics have since observed, the referendum itself was a symptom of
his style of government: doing what was needed to get through the immediate crisis, and
banking on his own ability to cope with the next one when it arose. Until then, it had worked. If his
fate was inevitable once the Brexit result was clear, it can at least be said that he embraced it.
He knew the game was up and did the right thing quickly, which is not something you can say
about every politician every day.Overall, Cameron was too lacking in vision; too exclusive in his
leadership style; and achieved too little in foreign policy terms, to go down as a great Prime
Minister. He may bitterly regret the way his premiership ended, but he has much of which to be
proud. He formed the first coalition government of modern times and made a success of it. His
government put the economy back on its feet after a disastrous financial crisis and a deep
recession. He achieved an overall majority against the odds, and against historical precedent.
Overcoming the electoral (if not material) disadvantage of his background, he became a Prime
Minister people liked and were comfortable with. For the longer term, he understood the
predicament in which the Conservative Party found itself and put it back in a position in which it
could win elections.Out of office before the age of fifty, his contribution to public life may not be
over yet.Michael AshcroftJuly 2016ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSSeveral hundred people kindly
agreed to be interviewed for this book, many of whom asked not to be named. Accordingly we
cannot identify everyone we would like to thank, but without the very many individuals who gave
background interviews, Call Me Dave would not have been possible.A number of figures who
are happy to be associated with the project made an exceptional contribution, for which we are
enormously grateful. Among those who were particularly generous with time, information and
advice are: Andrew Cooper, the Conservative peer and former Downing Street director of
strategy; Daniel Finkelstein, the Conservative peer and Times journalist; James O’Shaughnessy,
the Conservative peer and former director of policy at Downing Street; Guy Black, the
Conservative peer and former Conservative Party director of communications; Andrew Mitchell,
the Tory MP and former Cabinet minister; Iain Duncan Smith, Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions; Don Porter, the former chairman of the National Conservative Convention; Peter
Cruddas, the former Tory Party treasurer; Graham Brady, chairman of the 1922 Committee;
Henry Macrory, former head of press to David Cameron; and the journalist Bruce
Anderson.Contributions from former Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir David Richards;
Mayor of London Boris Johnson; former Carlton boss Michael Green; former Tory Party leader
Michael Howard; former chair of the BBC Trust Chris Patten; former Chancellor Norman Lamont;



veteran MP Sir Nicholas Soames; journalist James Delingpole; David Cameron’s godfather Ben
Glazebrook; BBC journalist Chris Berthoud; Conservative peer Michael Ancram; and former
Director-General of the BBC Greg Dyke were also particularly appreciated.Tom Gardner, our
researcher, provided excellent briefing notes and editorial support including assistance with
interviews and some drafting. Laura Hughes, now on the political team at the Telegraph, was an
outstanding reporter for the project, tirelessly tracking down and charming sources, as well as
enthusiastically transcribing endless interview recordings. The meticulous and indefatigable
investigative journalist Margaret Crick turned up much valuable material and was a source of
wise counsel. The political journalist Michael Crick offered important practical advice at the
outset of this project, which was carefully noted and heeded. The journalist Will Stewart and his
excellent team in Moscow connected us with current Kremlin and former KGB sources; while the
French political journalist Charles Jaigu, of Le Figaro, dug deep into his contacts book to provide
material from Paris. Nigel Rosser offered journalistic advice, ideas, moral support and an
extremely critical eye. Jane Sherwood did picture research, and Witney-based photographer
Barry Clack took great trouble to find unpublished images from his archive. Thanks also to the
formidable Angela Entwistle and her team at Cowley Street, and Iain Dale and his team at
Biteback.Dan Ritterband; Guto Harri; Sir Henry Keswick; Harry Mount; Tim Allan; Adrian Hilton;
Abdullah Rehman; Stanley Johnson; Sir Robert Balchin; Matthew Oakeshott; Matthew Elliott;
Sean Kemp; Derek Laud; Christine Carder; Baroness Anne Jenkin; Alex Deane; Liz Leffman; Liz
Reason; Mike Heenan; Danny Kruger; Ian Birrell; Linda and Francis Whetstone; Maxwell
Beaverbrook; Sir Paul Stephenson; Garry Poulson; Marcus Warren; James Deen; Philip Basset;
Steve Rathbone; Martin Popplewell; Ivan Massow; Ivo Daalder; Ted Bromund; Dan Hannan; Tim
Chatwin; Jack Grimston; James McGrath; Peter Riddell and Dominic Cummings all made
valuable contributions.Many MPs and former MPs assisted. They include Tory MPs Mark Field,
Sir Alan Duncan, Boris Johnson, Liam Fox, Cheryl Gillan, Desmond Swayne, Conor Burns,
Jacob Rees-Mogg, Adam Holloway, David Davis, Owen Paterson, John Redwood, Greg Clark,
Kwasi Kwarteng and Bill Cash; and former Tory MPs Tim Yeo, Andrew Mackay, Andrew
Robathan, Patrick Mercer, Ann Widdecombe and Greg Barker, and the former Labour MPs
Denis MacShane, David Kidney and Shaun Woodward.This list is far from exhaustive – many
others helped the project in one way or another, and we are grateful to them all.Finally, we
should acknowledge Francis Elliott and James Hanning, whose own biography of Cameron, first
published in 2007, was the starting point for our research. Their book made our job harder
because it is so good.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSSeveral hundred people kindly agreed to be
interviewed for this book, many of whom asked not to be named. Accordingly we cannot identify
everyone we would like to thank, but without the very many individuals who gave background
interviews, Call Me Dave would not have been possible.A number of figures who are happy to be
associated with the project made an exceptional contribution, for which we are enormously
grateful. Among those who were particularly generous with time, information and advice are:
Andrew Cooper, the Conservative peer and former Downing Street director of strategy; Daniel



Finkelstein, the Conservative peer and Times journalist; James O’Shaughnessy, the
Conservative peer and former director of policy at Downing Street; Guy Black, the Conservative
peer and former Conservative Party director of communications; Andrew Mitchell, the Tory MP
and former Cabinet minister; Iain Duncan Smith, Secretary of State for Work and Pensions; Don
Porter, the former chairman of the National Conservative Convention; Peter Cruddas, the former
Tory Party treasurer; Graham Brady, chairman of the 1922 Committee; Henry Macrory, former
head of press to David Cameron; and the journalist Bruce Anderson.Contributions from former
Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir David Richards; Mayor of London Boris Johnson; former
Carlton boss Michael Green; former Tory Party leader Michael Howard; former chair of the BBC
Trust Chris Patten; former Chancellor Norman Lamont; veteran MP Sir Nicholas Soames;
journalist James Delingpole; David Cameron’s godfather Ben Glazebrook; BBC journalist Chris
Berthoud; Conservative peer Michael Ancram; and former Director-General of the BBC Greg
Dyke were also particularly appreciated.Tom Gardner, our researcher, provided excellent
briefing notes and editorial support including assistance with interviews and some drafting.
Laura Hughes, now on the political team at the Telegraph, was an outstanding reporter for the
project, tirelessly tracking down and charming sources, as well as enthusiastically transcribing
endless interview recordings. The meticulous and indefatigable investigative journalist Margaret
Crick turned up much valuable material and was a source of wise counsel. The political journalist
Michael Crick offered important practical advice at the outset of this project, which was carefully
noted and heeded. The journalist Will Stewart and his excellent team in Moscow connected us
with current Kremlin and former KGB sources; while the French political journalist Charles Jaigu,
of Le Figaro, dug deep into his contacts book to provide material from Paris. Nigel Rosser
offered journalistic advice, ideas, moral support and an extremely critical eye. Jane Sherwood
did picture research, and Witney-based photographer Barry Clack took great trouble to find
unpublished images from his archive. Thanks also to the formidable Angela Entwistle and her
team at Cowley Street, and Iain Dale and his team at Biteback.Dan Ritterband; Guto Harri; Sir
Henry Keswick; Harry Mount; Tim Allan; Adrian Hilton; Abdullah Rehman; Stanley Johnson; Sir
Robert Balchin; Matthew Oakeshott; Matthew Elliott; Sean Kemp; Derek Laud; Christine Carder;
Baroness Anne Jenkin; Alex Deane; Liz Leffman; Liz Reason; Mike Heenan; Danny Kruger; Ian
Birrell; Linda and Francis Whetstone; Maxwell Beaverbrook; Sir Paul Stephenson; Garry
Poulson; Marcus Warren; James Deen; Philip Basset; Steve Rathbone; Martin Popplewell; Ivan
Massow; Ivo Daalder; Ted Bromund; Dan Hannan; Tim Chatwin; Jack Grimston; James
McGrath; Peter Riddell and Dominic Cummings all made valuable contributions.Many MPs and
former MPs assisted. They include Tory MPs Mark Field, Sir Alan Duncan, Boris Johnson, Liam
Fox, Cheryl Gillan, Desmond Swayne, Conor Burns, Jacob Rees-Mogg, Adam Holloway, David
Davis, Owen Paterson, John Redwood, Greg Clark, Kwasi Kwarteng and Bill Cash; and former
Tory MPs Tim Yeo, Andrew Mackay, Andrew Robathan, Patrick Mercer, Ann Widdecombe and
Greg Barker, and the former Labour MPs Denis MacShane, David Kidney and Shaun
Woodward.This list is far from exhaustive – many others helped the project in one way or



another, and we are grateful to them all.Finally, we should acknowledge Francis Elliott and
James Hanning, whose own biography of Cameron, first published in 2007, was the starting
point for our research. Their book made our job harder because it is so good.PART ONETO THE
MANOR BORNPART ONETO THE MANOR BORN1CHIPPING SNORTON‘Politicians are just
like anyone else that gets promoted: we worry deeply about being found out as too
unimaginative, too idle or just too stupid to do the job we’ve just been given.’– David Cameron,
25 March 2004New Year’s Eve, 2008In the grounds of a honeycomb-coloured Cotswold farm,
thudding music from a giant marquee reverberated into the night. Blacked-out Range Rovers,
the vehicle of choice for west Oxfordshire’s wealthy, spread across a field like a row of small
tanks, unremarkable next to the sleek limousines and sports cars with their personalised number
plates. Under black skies, shadowy figures pulled on cigarettes – chauffeurs, collars turned up
against the cold, braced for a long night.The setting was a property in Sarsden, epicentre of the
infamous Chipping Norton set. Inside the marquee, more than 500 of the richest and most
powerful people in Britain were seeing in the New Year in style. The Moroccan-themed tent was
festooned with floor cushions. Beautiful people draped over pouffes sipped drinks by flickering
lamp light.It was the annual New Year bash for ‘the set’, one of society’s hottest tickets, a party
so exclusive and impenetrable by paparazzi that guests conditioned to restraining themselves at
social occasions for fear of capture on camera were able to relax. They could be confident that
whatever happened in the marquee would stay in the marquee, for nobody in this gilded circle
risks ostracism by breaking the omerta that governs social gatherings.The guest list was hand-
picked and tightly controlled by the stars of the set: TV personality Jeremy Clarkson; former Blur
bassist turned gentleman farmer Alex James and his wife Claire Neate; racehorse trainer Charlie
Brooks and his glamorous sister Annabel, and the Queen Bee of them all: Rebekah Wade.
Flame-haired protégée of Rupert Murdoch; friend of prime ministers; partner of Chipping Norton
racehorse trainer and Old Etonian Charlie Brooks; and editor of The Sun, she was one of the
most powerful and best-connected women in the land. Every potential invitee required the
approval of all – a process designed to ensure nobody inappropriate slipped through the
net.Among the guests that night was David Cameron, then Leader of the Opposition, and his
wife Samantha, who live a mile or two away in the hamlet of Dean, a cluster of pretty villages
above a shady dell. There too were shadow Chancellor George Osborne and his wife Frances;
Andy Coulson, former News of the World editor; Lord Black, former director of communications
to Michael Howard; and Mark Bolland, former aide to the Prince of Wales. Other famous faces
included television presenter Alan Yentob, and Mark Thompson, director-general of the BBC.By
the time Matthew Freud and his then wife Elisabeth Murdoch swept in, the party was in full swing
– loud, boozy and perhaps not entirely free of class-A drugs. Who knows who might have
brought such substances onto the premises (or turned a blind eye if they were in circulation)?
Certainly not the hosts – but, fairly or unfairly, social gatherings among the upper echelons of
society in this part of west Oxfordshire have acquired a reputation for featuring narcotics. So
much so that some affectionately dub Chipping Norton ‘Chipping Snorton’.As the clock



approached midnight, guests in varying condition trooped out of the marquee for a spectacular
firework display. Many seemed euphoric, including Mrs Cameron. In the small hours of the
morning on 1 January, she was giving it her all on the dancefloor; dragging on a cigarette; her
husband nowhere to be seen.Not everybody was happy, however. A newspaper executive well
used to scenes of excess recalls being shocked at the concentration of power and money.‘It was
incredible to see all these people letting their hair down. But something felt wrong. There were
just too many people in too many powerful positions too close to each other. I remember saying
to the person I was with, “This will end in tears.” It wasn’t right.’Emerging from the loos later that
evening, the former newsman, a working-class boy made good, bumped into Cameron.‘You’re
not one of us, are you?’ the Leader of the Opposition quipped cheerfully. The guest was left
wondering whether the remark was a reference to his politics, his social status, or both.It is at
such exclusive social occasions, in his constituency in Witney, that David Cameron can really be
himself. In manor houses, converted barns, farmhouses and stately homes belonging to friends,
the Prime Minister kicks off his shoes and lets his guard down, safe in the knowledge that
anyone with a long lens would first have to find him (no mean feat in an area replete with muddy
farm tracks and unmarked country lanes) and then run the gauntlet of security cameras and
electric gates.Details of these parties rarely leak. Members of the gilded circle generally have a
strong interest in keeping their mouths shut about the fascinating personal relationships
between key players; their lavish lifestyles; and what they get up to behind closed doors. Theirs
is a world of helicopters, domestic staff, summers in St Tropez and fine food from Daylesford, the
organic farm shop owned by Lady Carole Bamford, wife of billionaire industrialist and Cameron
supporter Sir Anthony Bamford. The Camerons dip in and out, knowing the political damage too
close an association could cause.A first-hand account of a private Conservative Party fundraiser
held at the Georgian stately home of Cameron’s millionaire friend and neighbour Lord
Chadlington, for example, makes unedifying reading. It took place a stone’s throw from
Cameron’s own house in the tiny hamlet of Dean.According to one dismayed attendee:There
was a huge marquee full of ladies with big hair and even bigger jewellery. The entertainment for
the evening was Dave in conversation with Jeremy Clarkson, who seemed to be smashed off his
face. There was a lot of drink around. David was loving the whole laddishness of it. He was really,
really playing up. Clarkson’s opening line to Dave was, ‘Come on; let’s face it, no one in this tent
could care less about comprehensive schools. What they want to know is why organic milk is so
expensive at Daylesford?’ David tried to bluster his way out of it, but Clarkson just went on,
saying things like, ‘Seriously, Dave, everyone sends their kids to private schools…’There are
other embarrassing snippets. One member of the set has told how the Prime Minister became
so inebriated at one late-night party that he lost his mobile phone.‘He was wandering around
drunk, asking if anyone had seen it. I couldn’t believe it,’ she recalled.When she feels as if she is
in safe company, Samantha herself can be extraordinarily indiscreet, once regaling guests at a
private party with a colourful account of how she and Cameron became so intoxicated on
holiday in Morocco that they vomited.Such is the caricature of the Prime Minister: an Old



Etonian ‘toff’ most at ease among the super-wealthy after his own apparently effortless climb to
the top. Political opponents are eager to exploit and propagate the image, portraying him as
hopelessly privileged and out of touch. It is a stereotype he painstakingly avoids reinforcing in
public (he was so anxious to avoid being seen in tails that he toyed with the idea of wearing
normal work clothes to the wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton), but appears to live
up to behind closed doors. The events in Sarsden and at the home of Lord Chadlington are just
a soupçon of life in the Chipping Norton set.But if this is the ‘real’ David Cameron, a man at
home with some very wealthy and louche characters, it is only a small part of the picture.His may
be a tale of privilege, but his rise to the premiership is the result of some remarkable qualities,
not least an unflinching self-belief and a rare political ability to attract – or at least not repel –
many of those who would not normally vote Tory. Unlike Tony Blair, with his zealous
interventionism driven by religious conviction, and Gordon Brown, with his black moods and
roaring temper, Cameron is a well-balanced character without glaring flaws. His personality is
considerably more subtle than other recent prime ministers, which makes him harder to write
about but lies at the heart of his electoral success.He is the political product of the hopes and
ambitions of others, too: exceptionally talented and ambitious friends and relatives who invested
in him and helped propel him to the top. His bid for the premiership came as he was coping with
not one but two personal traumas: a desperately disabled son and the personal difficulties of a
close family member. With remarkable resilience and optimism, he made it to the top anyway,
becoming the first leader of a coalition since the Second World War. Not only did he make the
coalition last, he then defied all expectations and historical precedent to lead his party to victory
in the 2015 general election. Had he failed – as pollsters and pundits predicted – he would have
been the Prime Minister who never won an election. Instead, he is a winner, delivering the first
Conservative majority since 1992.Amid the shock and euphoria among Tory supporters, a new
narrative quickly sprang up among his critics: that his remarkable career is the product of
remarkable luck. This uncharitable interpretation characterises Cameron as the accidental
beneficiary of a succession of political and economic events, in particular in Scotland, that he
could do little or nothing to control.Can anyone really be this fortunate?The alternative
explanation for his achievements is that he made his own luck.In fact, Cameron’s rise to power
began with the machinations of a small group of highly intelligent individuals who were
determined to restore the fortunes of the Conservative Party in the face of Tony Blair’s mighty
Labour machine – and they identified Cameron as the most appropriate vehicle for their
purpose.His ascent reached its zenith in the early hours of 8 May, when, seat by seat, up and
down the country, the Conservative Party trounced the opposition.Overnight, David Cameron
redefined himself as a winner.This is his life story.1CHIPPING SNORTON‘Politicians are just like
anyone else that gets promoted: we worry deeply about being found out as too unimaginative,
too idle or just too stupid to do the job we’ve just been given.’– David Cameron, 25 March
2004New Year’s Eve, 2008In the grounds of a honeycomb-coloured Cotswold farm, thudding
music from a giant marquee reverberated into the night. Blacked-out Range Rovers, the vehicle



of choice for west Oxfordshire’s wealthy, spread across a field like a row of small tanks,
unremarkable next to the sleek limousines and sports cars with their personalised number
plates. Under black skies, shadowy figures pulled on cigarettes – chauffeurs, collars turned up
against the cold, braced for a long night.The setting was a property in Sarsden, epicentre of the
infamous Chipping Norton set. Inside the marquee, more than 500 of the richest and most
powerful people in Britain were seeing in the New Year in style. The Moroccan-themed tent was
festooned with floor cushions. Beautiful people draped over pouffes sipped drinks by flickering
lamp light.It was the annual New Year bash for ‘the set’, one of society’s hottest tickets, a party
so exclusive and impenetrable by paparazzi that guests conditioned to restraining themselves at
social occasions for fear of capture on camera were able to relax. They could be confident that
whatever happened in the marquee would stay in the marquee, for nobody in this gilded circle
risks ostracism by breaking the omerta that governs social gatherings.The guest list was hand-
picked and tightly controlled by the stars of the set: TV personality Jeremy Clarkson; former Blur
bassist turned gentleman farmer Alex James and his wife Claire Neate; racehorse trainer Charlie
Brooks and his glamorous sister Annabel, and the Queen Bee of them all: Rebekah Wade.
Flame-haired protégée of Rupert Murdoch; friend of prime ministers; partner of Chipping Norton
racehorse trainer and Old Etonian Charlie Brooks; and editor of The Sun, she was one of the
most powerful and best-connected women in the land. Every potential invitee required the
approval of all – a process designed to ensure nobody inappropriate slipped through the
net.Among the guests that night was David Cameron, then Leader of the Opposition, and his
wife Samantha, who live a mile or two away in the hamlet of Dean, a cluster of pretty villages
above a shady dell. There too were shadow Chancellor George Osborne and his wife Frances;
Andy Coulson, former News of the World editor; Lord Black, former director of communications
to Michael Howard; and Mark Bolland, former aide to the Prince of Wales. Other famous faces
included television presenter Alan Yentob, and Mark Thompson, director-general of the BBC.By
the time Matthew Freud and his then wife Elisabeth Murdoch swept in, the party was in full swing
– loud, boozy and perhaps not entirely free of class-A drugs. Who knows who might have
brought such substances onto the premises (or turned a blind eye if they were in circulation)?
Certainly not the hosts – but, fairly or unfairly, social gatherings among the upper echelons of
society in this part of west Oxfordshire have acquired a reputation for featuring narcotics. So
much so that some affectionately dub Chipping Norton ‘Chipping Snorton’.As the clock
approached midnight, guests in varying condition trooped out of the marquee for a spectacular
firework display. Many seemed euphoric, including Mrs Cameron. In the small hours of the
morning on 1 January, she was giving it her all on the dancefloor; dragging on a cigarette; her
husband nowhere to be seen.Not everybody was happy, however. A newspaper executive well
used to scenes of excess recalls being shocked at the concentration of power and money.‘It was
incredible to see all these people letting their hair down. But something felt wrong. There were
just too many people in too many powerful positions too close to each other. I remember saying
to the person I was with, “This will end in tears.” It wasn’t right.’Emerging from the loos later that



evening, the former newsman, a working-class boy made good, bumped into Cameron.‘You’re
not one of us, are you?’ the Leader of the Opposition quipped cheerfully. The guest was left
wondering whether the remark was a reference to his politics, his social status, or both.It is at
such exclusive social occasions, in his constituency in Witney, that David Cameron can really be
himself. In manor houses, converted barns, farmhouses and stately homes belonging to friends,
the Prime Minister kicks off his shoes and lets his guard down, safe in the knowledge that
anyone with a long lens would first have to find him (no mean feat in an area replete with muddy
farm tracks and unmarked country lanes) and then run the gauntlet of security cameras and
electric gates.Details of these parties rarely leak. Members of the gilded circle generally have a
strong interest in keeping their mouths shut about the fascinating personal relationships
between key players; their lavish lifestyles; and what they get up to behind closed doors. Theirs
is a world of helicopters, domestic staff, summers in St Tropez and fine food from Daylesford, the
organic farm shop owned by Lady Carole Bamford, wife of billionaire industrialist and Cameron
supporter Sir Anthony Bamford. The Camerons dip in and out, knowing the political damage too
close an association could cause.A first-hand account of a private Conservative Party fundraiser
held at the Georgian stately home of Cameron’s millionaire friend and neighbour Lord
Chadlington, for example, makes unedifying reading. It took place a stone’s throw from
Cameron’s own house in the tiny hamlet of Dean.According to one dismayed attendee:There
was a huge marquee full of ladies with big hair and even bigger jewellery. The entertainment for
the evening was Dave in conversation with Jeremy Clarkson, who seemed to be smashed off his
face. There was a lot of drink around. David was loving the whole laddishness of it. He was really,
really playing up. Clarkson’s opening line to Dave was, ‘Come on; let’s face it, no one in this tent
could care less about comprehensive schools. What they want to know is why organic milk is so
expensive at Daylesford?’ David tried to bluster his way out of it, but Clarkson just went on,
saying things like, ‘Seriously, Dave, everyone sends their kids to private schools…’There are
other embarrassing snippets. One member of the set has told how the Prime Minister became
so inebriated at one late-night party that he lost his mobile phone.‘He was wandering around
drunk, asking if anyone had seen it. I couldn’t believe it,’ she recalled.When she feels as if she is
in safe company, Samantha herself can be extraordinarily indiscreet, once regaling guests at a
private party with a colourful account of how she and Cameron became so intoxicated on
holiday in Morocco that they vomited.Such is the caricature of the Prime Minister: an Old
Etonian ‘toff’ most at ease among the super-wealthy after his own apparently effortless climb to
the top. Political opponents are eager to exploit and propagate the image, portraying him as
hopelessly privileged and out of touch. It is a stereotype he painstakingly avoids reinforcing in
public (he was so anxious to avoid being seen in tails that he toyed with the idea of wearing
normal work clothes to the wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton), but appears to live
up to behind closed doors. The events in Sarsden and at the home of Lord Chadlington are just
a soupçon of life in the Chipping Norton set.But if this is the ‘real’ David Cameron, a man at
home with some very wealthy and louche characters, it is only a small part of the picture.His may



be a tale of privilege, but his rise to the premiership is the result of some remarkable qualities,
not least an unflinching self-belief and a rare political ability to attract – or at least not repel –
many of those who would not normally vote Tory. Unlike Tony Blair, with his zealous
interventionism driven by religious conviction, and Gordon Brown, with his black moods and
roaring temper, Cameron is a well-balanced character without glaring flaws. His personality is
considerably more subtle than other recent prime ministers, which makes him harder to write
about but lies at the heart of his electoral success.He is the political product of the hopes and
ambitions of others, too: exceptionally talented and ambitious friends and relatives who invested
in him and helped propel him to the top. His bid for the premiership came as he was coping with
not one but two personal traumas: a desperately disabled son and the personal difficulties of a
close family member. With remarkable resilience and optimism, he made it to the top anyway,
becoming the first leader of a coalition since the Second World War. Not only did he make the
coalition last, he then defied all expectations and historical precedent to lead his party to victory
in the 2015 general election. Had he failed – as pollsters and pundits predicted – he would have
been the Prime Minister who never won an election. Instead, he is a winner, delivering the first
Conservative majority since 1992.Amid the shock and euphoria among Tory supporters, a new
narrative quickly sprang up among his critics: that his remarkable career is the product of
remarkable luck. This uncharitable interpretation characterises Cameron as the accidental
beneficiary of a succession of political and economic events, in particular in Scotland, that he
could do little or nothing to control.Can anyone really be this fortunate?The alternative
explanation for his achievements is that he made his own luck.In fact, Cameron’s rise to power
began with the machinations of a small group of highly intelligent individuals who were
determined to restore the fortunes of the Conservative Party in the face of Tony Blair’s mighty
Labour machine – and they identified Cameron as the most appropriate vehicle for their
purpose.His ascent reached its zenith in the early hours of 8 May, when, seat by seat, up and
down the country, the Conservative Party trounced the opposition.Overnight, David Cameron
redefined himself as a winner.This is his life story.2TWO SILVER SPOONSCabinet minister: ‘You
were born with a silver spoon in your mouth.’Cameron: ‘No, I was born with two.’By his own
admission, David Cameron had an extremely comfortable start in life. In a sign of the privilege to
which he would become accustomed, he made his entrance on 9 October 1966 not in an NHS
hospital – though there were plenty nearby – but in the London Clinic, off Harley Street, a private
hospital favoured by the royal family.In the late 1960s, when it was customary for mothers and
their newborns to spend a week or longer in hospital, giving birth privately was a luxury only the
richest young couples could afford. A Cabinet colleague who once teased that Cameron was
born with a silver spoon in his mouth was amused when he responded: ‘No, I was born with
two.’His parents’ wealth was both inherited and self-made. Though the Camerons are not blue
bloods, there are titles and big houses in the background, as well as the strong sense of public
duty characteristic of solid British families. Members of Samantha Cameron’s much grander
family wince when they hear the Camerons described as ‘upper class’, but they are hardly



bourgeois: the Prime Minister is a fifth cousin (twice removed) of the Queen.1His childhood
home was in Peasemore, a village near Newbury in the Berkshire Downs. His father Ian and
mother Mary moved there when he was a baby, after deciding they wanted to bring up their
family in the countryside.With his arrival they now had three children (a fourth would arrive in
1971), and exchanged their grand house in Kensington (worth £5 million in 2015) for a lovely
rectory.In a sign of the strength of the family unit, several Camerons still live in the village today:
Cameron’s older brother Alex, now a successful QC, who lives at the Old Rectory with his wife
Sarah and is chairman of Peasemore Parish Council; Mary, who lives in a smaller adjoining
property; and, remarkably, Cameron’s old nanny, Gwen Hoare, who also looked after Mary when
she was little. Now in her mid-nineties, Gwen is a stalwart of the community, and only recently
gave up delivering the parish newsletter. On her 90th birthday, her most successful young
charge invited her to Chequers.Once upon a time, Peasemore had a primary school and post
office, but the school closed in the 1950s and the post office is long gone. Today, the population
is just 300 and the village struggles to rustle up a cricket team. Though it is pretty enough,
compared with the golden stone villages in Cameron’s Cotswold constituency it is an
unremarkable little place, where characterless red-brick new-builds sit alongside more attractive
period properties. The thunder of the A34 never feels far away.Hidden from public view behind
high walls, Cameron’s childhood home is a Grade II listed building with extensive grounds,
including a tennis court and swimming pool, which would be ceremonially opened for summer
every 1 May. There is also an elaborate pagoda, built by Cameron’s father, which his friends
called ‘Ian’s erection’.Inside, the house is comfortable (though not ostentatiously plush – one
visitor remembers the odd broken table) and furnished with decent antiques. Some were
auctioned off in 2006, fetching a huge sum. Two eighteenth-century French paintings alone went
for more than £1 million.Cameron’s upbringing there was quintessentially English, full of fresh
air, croquet and homemade cakes. One childhood friend who came from less well-off stock and
spent many happy summers lounging by the pool with him and his siblings was mesmerised by
the old-fashioned wholesomeness of it all.To me it was like a fairy tale; like living in an Enid
Blyton book. His mother would come out to the pool with jugs of homemade lemonade and
freshly made cakes. It was just idyllic, the house was absolutely gorgeous, and they were very
privileged – but very nice. The pool was a focal point of the kids’ life. We just hung out there…
Dave was a very good swimmer and I remember him diving.We spent time in the kitchen and of
course there was an Aga and all that posh stuff. We played board games and cards by the pool. I
don’t remember watching TV; it wasn’t that kind of era. We amused ourselves; I remember going
on walks in the countryside and cycling, and going to the local shop for sweets.The Old Rectory
was always strewn with newspapers: the Sporting Life and the Financial Times were Ian’s
favourites, though he also liked The Times, and took The Guardian for its racing coverage.2 In
the living room was a glass-fronted – and very well-stocked – drinks cabinet, a source of
temptation for Cameron and his friends as teenagers.‘I do remember we snuck some booze out
of the cabinet one night,’ says the friend. ‘We nicked half a bottle of wine and drank it.’ It was



relatively innocent fun: they were too well brought up to binge.To childhood friends, Ian and Mary
seemed kind but a little remote. They recall Cameron and his siblings greeting their father rather
formally and deferentially when he came home from work.‘I got the sense there was respect,’
says one who used to play with Cameron as a child.When Ian came home from work, everybody
said, ‘Hello, Daddy.’ There was no talking back; I think Dave respected both his parents. Mary
was quite frightening to me because she was so grand and proper. She was always impeccably
dressed. She was quite abrupt with children; I don’t know if she was particularly warm. She
always seemed to be doing her own thing, she was very involved in the local church, and she
was always involved with stuff in the village. They were all close, but I never saw any signs of
affection, hugging and kissing and that kind of stuff.Cameron was close to both parents but
worshipped his father, whom he has described as a ‘wonderful eccentric’ and ‘huge hero figure’
in his life. Born with deformed legs, Ian was an extraordinary character: full of energy and
mischief, with a well-developed taste for the finer things in life. Cameron’s godfather, Ben
Glazebrook, who was one of Ian’s oldest friends, says:I think Ian was the most extrovert person
that I have ever known in my whole life. You know he was born with those stumpy legs? Well, he
wouldn’t mind unscrewing a leg in front of everybody. There was no point in averting your eyes,
because it was so natural somehow. Once, we were driving through Holland and he took his leg
off and put it on the table.We went to the Maldives a lot, and Ian and Mary wanted to go to the
Maldives, so Ian said, ‘Give us a few tips?’I said, ‘Well, look, it’s an Islamic island, so don’t take
in any booze, because they will just confiscate it.’He said, ‘Well, we might have a bit of a problem
there: I always take a spare leg on holiday. It looks like a magnum of champagne under the
security photographs. It’s the same sort of shape.’Home life followed a strict routine. Glazebrook
says that there was ‘never really any mucking about’.‘They would have to turn up for lunch at one
o’clock, otherwise they got torn off a strip. You just had to obey the rules. You could call it a
conventional upbringing,’ he recalls.While Ian commuted to his London office by train from
Didcot, a trek that involved leaving the house at 7 a.m., Mary was largely based at home, though
she was constantly busy with good works. The four siblings – Alex, Tania (two years older than
Cameron) and Clare, who was born in 1971 – got on well. As very young children, they went to a
private ‘pre-prep’ school, called Greenwood, in Newbury, to which they were driven every day by
a rota of local mothers.3 When they came home, they were given supper by Gwen.Gwen’s
brother Bert, who at ninety-two is two years her junior, confirms what an important figure she has
been for several generations of the family.‘She brought up the Camerons,’ he says simply.Ian
would arrive home from work around 7 p.m. and, as the children grew up, the whole family would
all sit down together to eat.‘There was lots of chat about the world’, including some politics,
Cameron has said of these family dinners, though neither parent was particularly party political.4
Cameron himself was never short of words.‘He always had something to say, even when he was
five or six,’ his mother has recalled. ‘We used to go on holiday with another family, and they used
to say, “Can’t you shut David up?”’5Everyone in the village knew and liked the family. During
school holidays, the children would roam the woods and fields with their Jack Russell dogs and



get involved in whatever was going on in the village.Jenny Mascall, who lives on a neighbouring
farm and has known the family since Cameron was a toddler, says:They always joined in all the
village things like the fête. My memories are of Cameron in fancy dress aged about two …
David’s father was on the parish council for years and years. When the children were home [from
boarding school] they went to church every weekend. His dad was an absolutely charming man.
His disability didn’t stop him from weeding the churchyard and helping out.Though neither
parent was particularly pushy, school reports were taken seriously, particularly by Ian (‘He used
to sit us down and read them,’ Cameron has recalled) and there was an expectation that they
would go to university. Ian himself had not, which he considered a ‘terrible mistake’. Instead, he
had done an accountancy course, which he hated. It gave rise to one of three rules he set for his
children. They were: that nothing in life is ever completely fair; that they should not marry until
they were at least twenty-six; and that they should never become chartered
accountants.6Animals played a significant part in their lives: Cameron learned to ride when he
was little, and Mary kept bantams. Ian would take the children to the races, and encouraged
Cameron to learn to shoot. According to Mascall, the family also kept a few sheep.There were
plenty of foreign holidays, even when the children were very young. They would typically go to
the seaside in Brittany, where they would stay in a hotel, sometimes hooking up with grand
friends like the Benyons, who lived a few miles from Peasemore in a stately home. These were
old-fashioned beach breaks, with picnics and ‘lots of messing about in the sand’.7From an early
age, Cameron learned the value of public duty. While Gwen looked after the children, Mary sat
as a Justice of the Peace in Newbury, where she developed a reputation for being tough.‘I used
to come home, to almost warn the children about the perils of doing the wrong thing, and he
learned quite a lot from that,’ she has said, adding that she ‘wasn’t always successful’.8When
she wasn’t in court or with the children, she was likely to be doing charitable or community work.
Garry Poulson, the former Mayor of Newbury, says that over the years, she gave her time to
numerous local causes, including acting as a volunteer driver for the disabled.The first proper
time I met her it was the 25th anniversary of our charity [the Downland Volunteer Group]. At that
point she was Deputy Lieutenant of the County, so she was representing the Queen at the
special service we had. I remember her warmth and generosity – she gave me a very generous
cheque from her own purse. She was ordinary and approachable, doing the right thing in the
community and not making a fuss about it. Being involved as a volunteer driver, in a village car
scheme, you meet all sorts of people from all sorts of backgrounds. You’ve got to be a very
accepting person to do that. She remains involved with many charities, including one for children
with learning difficulties called Swings and Smiles.The Tory MP Nicholas Soames, who is a
family friend, describes the Camerons as ‘very, very good people’, with a strong sense of civic
duty.‘They really do their whack, always did. Everyone who knows his mother loves her. I know
so many people who are absolutely devoted to her, and so many people who were absolutely
devoted to Ian.’Another family friend agrees, saying:Mary comes from a family of real doers. I
remember sitting at some lunch, just after David became leader, and one old, rather detached



MP was saying, ‘I don’t think he really understands the kind of life that exists in rural Britain,
about parish councils, life in rural England, and the importance of the church, village life, and
voluntary organisations.’ It was absolute bollocks – he’s been brought up in that environment all
his life. There’s not a voluntary organisation in any part of the constituency where Mary Cameron
and, in his lifetime, Ian aren’t involved. They really do get that.So, where did the money come
from? The swimming pool at the rectory is said to have been the result of a big win at the
bookies: Ian loved the races, and knew his stuff. Every year, he and Mary would throw a big party
to celebrate Ascot with another family, the Pilkingtons. However, the supply of what Cameron
calls ‘the folding stuff’ was not contingent on racing successes. There was ‘old’ money on both
the paternal and maternal sides of the family, as well as his father’s considerable income as a
stockbroker.Born in London in 1932, Ian came from a long line of successful bankers and
financiers on his father’s side and MPs and barristers on his mother’s. Sir Ewen Cameron,
David’s paternal great-great-grandfather, was London head of the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation and helped the Rothschilds sell war bonds during the Russo-Japanese
war. David’s paternal great-grandfather, Ewen Allan Cameron, was a senior partner in the stock-
brokers Panmure Gordon. His grandfather Donald, also a Panmure Gordon partner, left the
equivalent of nearly £1 million. Donald had married into the Levita family, one of whom – another
of David Cameron’s great-great-grandfathers – was Emile, a German-born Jewish financier who
was the director of the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, which became Standard
Chartered Bank. He sent his sons to Eton, starting a family tradition.Ian’s disability was severe.
He had no heels and his feet were twisted, one with only three toes, the other with four. As a
child, he underwent various operations, but doctors were never able to straighten his legs. At the
time, such a disability was quite a stigma. His parents decided not to have any more children,
leaving Ian as an only child.From a young age, he learned how to entertain himself. ‘You had to
be inventive to keep yourself amused,’ Cameron has said of his father’s childhood. ‘He loved
fantasy and he loved reading The Hobbit. I always claim that I watch Game of Thrones because
Dad would have loved it. It’s my excuse. He would have loved that whole mixture of intrigue,
power, sex.’9Ian’s father left his mother when Ian was young, a development that left her
struggling for cash. It meant Ian started work younger than many of his contemporaries. He was
very proud to be able to help his mother out, including buying her car. As a result of his disability,
he was unnaturally short for his build, reaching only 5 foot 8 inches,10 and needed prostheses,
but he never let it hold him back, carving out a highly successful career as a banker and, like his
father and grandfather before him, a partner in Panmure Gordon. He was for some time the
chairman of White’s, the oldest and grandest gentlemen’s club in London.Friends remember a
‘remarkable man’ who was ‘immensely brave’.Soames says: ‘He was a very accomplished man.
He struggled through this terrible disability and never complained. He was immensely
stoic.’Ironically, given the political sensitivities surrounding tax avoidance today, Ian’s area of
expertise was offshore investment funds.11 He set up business in 1979, shortly after it became
legal to take large sums of money out of the UK to avoid tax. He proved very skilled at it, so



much so that he rose to the top of a string of asset management firms, including a Jersey-based
company and a firm registered in Panama. He also had shares in a firm based in Geneva. In
2007, the Sunday Times Rich List estimated his worth at £10 million.12Mary Cameron’s family is
equally well-heeled and has substantial property assets. The Prime Minister’s maternal great-
great-great-grandfather, William Mount, was a wealthy MP whose son, known as WG, became a
barrister and MP for Newbury, as well as the proprietor of Wasing, a grand house in Berkshire on
a 660-acre estate. WG’s son (who became a baronet) was also an MP, and WG’s grandson,
‘WM’, who was to become David Cameron’s grandfather, was High Sheriff of Berkshire. All the
boys in the family were sent to Eton.One of three daughters of WM and his wife, Mary was born
in 1934 and grew up in an old-fashioned, church-going environment. Her cousin Ferdinand
Mount, a former adviser to the Thatcher government, has described the family as ‘straight-laced’
and imbued with noblesse oblige.By the time Mary married Ian in 1962, some of the Wasing
estate had been sold off. In the 1990s, the rest passed to her sister Lady Cecilia (Cylla) Dugdale.
Nowadays, the beautiful eighteenth-century parkland is held in a family trust. It can be hired for
weddings, meetings and sporting events, and is used as a film location.Lady Cylla’s husband,
Sir William Dugdale, 2nd Baronet, who died in November 2014, was among other things
chairman of Aston Villa Football Club, and used to take David and Alex to watch matches. They
would do it in style, sitting in VIP seats and visiting the dressing room afterwards.13 Dugdale’s
family seat, the 485-year-old Blyth Hall near Birmingham, also provided his nephews with
extensive woodlands and fields where they could shoot rabbits, which they both enjoyed. It was
one of two large houses on the Warwickshire estate.Cameron’s childhood could hardly have
been better designed to produce a happy, secure and well-balanced character. He had total
stability and appeared to want for nothing, either emotionally or materially. It was, in his own
words, ‘straightforward’ and ‘uncomplicated’, ‘very happy, very close’.14 It was also a world to
which only a tiny proportion of the population can relate.‘He is a real, proper Englishman, who
would love to defend what he sees as the real England, but his real England is different to almost
everyone else’s,’ says a childhood friend.His only real worry seems to have been competing with
his big brother, which he saw as a significant challenge. He says he struggled to carve out his
own identity and feared he was ‘set on a track’ to live in Alex’s shadow.‘Everything I did I felt he
had already done,’ he has said. ‘You think that you are doing everything the same, only three
years later … that was something I used to worry about quite a lot, that I was never going to
break out of my brother’s shadow.’15Nowhere would he feel this more acutely than at school. His
formal education began in an institution that was a throwback to a bygone world, a place of chilly
dormitories, corporal punishment and Latin verbs. The creature comforts of the Old Rectory
would seem very far away.1 Debrett’s.2 Harry Mount interview for the Sunday Times Magazine,
5 April 2015.3 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, Cameron: Practically a Conservative (Fourth
Estate, 2012), p. 10.4 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.5 Trevor McDonald Meets David Cameron,
ITV 1, 14 March 2010.6 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.7 Private information.8 Trevor McDonald
Meets David Cameron.9 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.10 Trevor McDonald Meets David



Cameron.11 The Guardian, 20 April 2012.12 When he died in September 2010, Ian left an
estate valued at £2.74 million. (Philip Beresford, Sunday Times Rich List, 2007.) The
discrepancy was until recently a mystery, although given that his will only detailed UK assets, it
seemed highly likely that he had placed some of his money offshore. A Channel 4 investigation
in April 2015 confirmed what many had long suspected: he left assets in Jersey (http://
www.channel4.com/news/camerondavid- ian-jersey-tax-haven-conservatives).13 Daily Mail, 17
November 2014.14 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, Cameron on Cameron: Conversations
with Dylan Jones (Fourth Estate, 2012), pp. 37, 40.15 Ibid., p. 37.2TWO SILVER
SPOONSCabinet minister: ‘You were born with a silver spoon in your mouth.’Cameron: ‘No, I
was born with two.’By his own admission, David Cameron had an extremely comfortable start in
life. In a sign of the privilege to which he would become accustomed, he made his entrance on 9
October 1966 not in an NHS hospital – though there were plenty nearby – but in the London
Clinic, off Harley Street, a private hospital favoured by the royal family.In the late 1960s, when it
was customary for mothers and their newborns to spend a week or longer in hospital, giving
birth privately was a luxury only the richest young couples could afford. A Cabinet colleague who
once teased that Cameron was born with a silver spoon in his mouth was amused when he
responded: ‘No, I was born with two.’His parents’ wealth was both inherited and self-made.
Though the Camerons are not blue bloods, there are titles and big houses in the background, as
well as the strong sense of public duty characteristic of solid British families. Members of
Samantha Cameron’s much grander family wince when they hear the Camerons described as
‘upper class’, but they are hardly bourgeois: the Prime Minister is a fifth cousin (twice removed)
of the Queen.1His childhood home was in Peasemore, a village near Newbury in the Berkshire
Downs. His father Ian and mother Mary moved there when he was a baby, after deciding they
wanted to bring up their family in the countryside.With his arrival they now had three children (a
fourth would arrive in 1971), and exchanged their grand house in Kensington (worth £5 million in
2015) for a lovely rectory.In a sign of the strength of the family unit, several Camerons still live in
the village today: Cameron’s older brother Alex, now a successful QC, who lives at the Old
Rectory with his wife Sarah and is chairman of Peasemore Parish Council; Mary, who lives in a
smaller adjoining property; and, remarkably, Cameron’s old nanny, Gwen Hoare, who also
looked after Mary when she was little. Now in her mid-nineties, Gwen is a stalwart of the
community, and only recently gave up delivering the parish newsletter. On her 90th birthday, her
most successful young charge invited her to Chequers.Once upon a time, Peasemore had a
primary school and post office, but the school closed in the 1950s and the post office is long
gone. Today, the population is just 300 and the village struggles to rustle up a cricket team.
Though it is pretty enough, compared with the golden stone villages in Cameron’s Cotswold
constituency it is an unremarkable little place, where characterless red-brick new-builds sit
alongside more attractive period properties. The thunder of the A34 never feels far away.Hidden
from public view behind high walls, Cameron’s childhood home is a Grade II listed building with
extensive grounds, including a tennis court and swimming pool, which would be ceremonially



opened for summer every 1 May. There is also an elaborate pagoda, built by Cameron’s father,
which his friends called ‘Ian’s erection’.Inside, the house is comfortable (though not
ostentatiously plush – one visitor remembers the odd broken table) and furnished with decent
antiques. Some were auctioned off in 2006, fetching a huge sum. Two eighteenth-century
French paintings alone went for more than £1 million.Cameron’s upbringing there was
quintessentially English, full of fresh air, croquet and homemade cakes. One childhood friend
who came from less well-off stock and spent many happy summers lounging by the pool with
him and his siblings was mesmerised by the old-fashioned wholesomeness of it all.To me it was
like a fairy tale; like living in an Enid Blyton book. His mother would come out to the pool with
jugs of homemade lemonade and freshly made cakes. It was just idyllic, the house was
absolutely gorgeous, and they were very privileged – but very nice. The pool was a focal point of
the kids’ life. We just hung out there… Dave was a very good swimmer and I remember him
diving.We spent time in the kitchen and of course there was an Aga and all that posh stuff. We
played board games and cards by the pool. I don’t remember watching TV; it wasn’t that kind of
era. We amused ourselves; I remember going on walks in the countryside and cycling, and going
to the local shop for sweets.The Old Rectory was always strewn with newspapers: the Sporting
Life and the Financial Times were Ian’s favourites, though he also liked The Times, and took The
Guardian for its racing coverage.2 In the living room was a glass-fronted – and very well-stocked
– drinks cabinet, a source of temptation for Cameron and his friends as teenagers.‘I do
remember we snuck some booze out of the cabinet one night,’ says the friend. ‘We nicked half a
bottle of wine and drank it.’ It was relatively innocent fun: they were too well brought up to
binge.To childhood friends, Ian and Mary seemed kind but a little remote. They recall Cameron
and his siblings greeting their father rather formally and deferentially when he came home from
work.‘I got the sense there was respect,’ says one who used to play with Cameron as a
child.When Ian came home from work, everybody said, ‘Hello, Daddy.’ There was no talking
back; I think Dave respected both his parents. Mary was quite frightening to me because she
was so grand and proper. She was always impeccably dressed. She was quite abrupt with
children; I don’t know if she was particularly warm. She always seemed to be doing her own
thing, she was very involved in the local church, and she was always involved with stuff in the
village. They were all close, but I never saw any signs of affection, hugging and kissing and that
kind of stuff.Cameron was close to both parents but worshipped his father, whom he has
described as a ‘wonderful eccentric’ and ‘huge hero figure’ in his life. Born with deformed legs,
Ian was an extraordinary character: full of energy and mischief, with a well-developed taste for
the finer things in life. Cameron’s godfather, Ben Glazebrook, who was one of Ian’s oldest
friends, says:I think Ian was the most extrovert person that I have ever known in my whole life.
You know he was born with those stumpy legs? Well, he wouldn’t mind unscrewing a leg in front
of everybody. There was no point in averting your eyes, because it was so natural somehow.
Once, we were driving through Holland and he took his leg off and put it on the table.We went to
the Maldives a lot, and Ian and Mary wanted to go to the Maldives, so Ian said, ‘Give us a few



tips?’I said, ‘Well, look, it’s an Islamic island, so don’t take in any booze, because they will just
confiscate it.’He said, ‘Well, we might have a bit of a problem there: I always take a spare leg on
holiday. It looks like a magnum of champagne under the security photographs. It’s the same sort
of shape.’Home life followed a strict routine. Glazebrook says that there was ‘never really any
mucking about’.‘They would have to turn up for lunch at one o’clock, otherwise they got torn off a
strip. You just had to obey the rules. You could call it a conventional upbringing,’ he recalls.While
Ian commuted to his London office by train from Didcot, a trek that involved leaving the house at
7 a.m., Mary was largely based at home, though she was constantly busy with good works. The
four siblings – Alex, Tania (two years older than Cameron) and Clare, who was born in 1971 –
got on well. As very young children, they went to a private ‘pre-prep’ school, called Greenwood,
in Newbury, to which they were driven every day by a rota of local mothers.3 When they came
home, they were given supper by Gwen.Gwen’s brother Bert, who at ninety-two is two years her
junior, confirms what an important figure she has been for several generations of the family.‘She
brought up the Camerons,’ he says simply.Ian would arrive home from work around 7 p.m. and,
as the children grew up, the whole family would all sit down together to eat.‘There was lots of
chat about the world’, including some politics, Cameron has said of these family dinners, though
neither parent was particularly party political.4 Cameron himself was never short of words.‘He
always had something to say, even when he was five or six,’ his mother has recalled. ‘We used to
go on holiday with another family, and they used to say, “Can’t you shut David up?”’5Everyone in
the village knew and liked the family. During school holidays, the children would roam the woods
and fields with their Jack Russell dogs and get involved in whatever was going on in the
village.Jenny Mascall, who lives on a neighbouring farm and has known the family since
Cameron was a toddler, says:They always joined in all the village things like the fête. My
memories are of Cameron in fancy dress aged about two … David’s father was on the parish
council for years and years. When the children were home [from boarding school] they went to
church every weekend. His dad was an absolutely charming man. His disability didn’t stop him
from weeding the churchyard and helping out.Though neither parent was particularly pushy,
school reports were taken seriously, particularly by Ian (‘He used to sit us down and read them,’
Cameron has recalled) and there was an expectation that they would go to university. Ian himself
had not, which he considered a ‘terrible mistake’. Instead, he had done an accountancy course,
which he hated. It gave rise to one of three rules he set for his children. They were: that nothing
in life is ever completely fair; that they should not marry until they were at least twenty-six; and
that they should never become chartered accountants.6Animals played a significant part in their
lives: Cameron learned to ride when he was little, and Mary kept bantams. Ian would take the
children to the races, and encouraged Cameron to learn to shoot. According to Mascall, the
family also kept a few sheep.There were plenty of foreign holidays, even when the children were
very young. They would typically go to the seaside in Brittany, where they would stay in a hotel,
sometimes hooking up with grand friends like the Benyons, who lived a few miles from
Peasemore in a stately home. These were old-fashioned beach breaks, with picnics and ‘lots of



messing about in the sand’.7From an early age, Cameron learned the value of public duty. While
Gwen looked after the children, Mary sat as a Justice of the Peace in Newbury, where she
developed a reputation for being tough.‘I used to come home, to almost warn the children about
the perils of doing the wrong thing, and he learned quite a lot from that,’ she has said, adding
that she ‘wasn’t always successful’.8When she wasn’t in court or with the children, she was
likely to be doing charitable or community work. Garry Poulson, the former Mayor of Newbury,
says that over the years, she gave her time to numerous local causes, including acting as a
volunteer driver for the disabled.The first proper time I met her it was the 25th anniversary of our
charity [the Downland Volunteer Group]. At that point she was Deputy Lieutenant of the County,
so she was representing the Queen at the special service we had. I remember her warmth and
generosity – she gave me a very generous cheque from her own purse. She was ordinary and
approachable, doing the right thing in the community and not making a fuss about it. Being
involved as a volunteer driver, in a village car scheme, you meet all sorts of people from all sorts
of backgrounds. You’ve got to be a very accepting person to do that. She remains involved with
many charities, including one for children with learning difficulties called Swings and Smiles.The
Tory MP Nicholas Soames, who is a family friend, describes the Camerons as ‘very, very good
people’, with a strong sense of civic duty.‘They really do their whack, always did. Everyone who
knows his mother loves her. I know so many people who are absolutely devoted to her, and so
many people who were absolutely devoted to Ian.’Another family friend agrees, saying:Mary
comes from a family of real doers. I remember sitting at some lunch, just after David became
leader, and one old, rather detached MP was saying, ‘I don’t think he really understands the kind
of life that exists in rural Britain, about parish councils, life in rural England, and the importance
of the church, village life, and voluntary organisations.’ It was absolute bollocks – he’s been
brought up in that environment all his life. There’s not a voluntary organisation in any part of the
constituency where Mary Cameron and, in his lifetime, Ian aren’t involved. They really do get
that.So, where did the money come from? The swimming pool at the rectory is said to have been
the result of a big win at the bookies: Ian loved the races, and knew his stuff. Every year, he and
Mary would throw a big party to celebrate Ascot with another family, the Pilkingtons. However,
the supply of what Cameron calls ‘the folding stuff’ was not contingent on racing successes.
There was ‘old’ money on both the paternal and maternal sides of the family, as well as his
father’s considerable income as a stockbroker.Born in London in 1932, Ian came from a long line
of successful bankers and financiers on his father’s side and MPs and barristers on his mother’s.
Sir Ewen Cameron, David’s paternal great-great-grandfather, was London head of the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and helped the Rothschilds sell war bonds during the
Russo-Japanese war. David’s paternal great-grandfather, Ewen Allan Cameron, was a senior
partner in the stock-brokers Panmure Gordon. His grandfather Donald, also a Panmure Gordon
partner, left the equivalent of nearly £1 million. Donald had married into the Levita family, one of
whom – another of David Cameron’s great-great-grandfathers – was Emile, a German-born
Jewish financier who was the director of the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, which



became Standard Chartered Bank. He sent his sons to Eton, starting a family tradition.Ian’s
disability was severe. He had no heels and his feet were twisted, one with only three toes, the
other with four. As a child, he underwent various operations, but doctors were never able to
straighten his legs. At the time, such a disability was quite a stigma. His parents decided not to
have any more children, leaving Ian as an only child.From a young age, he learned how to
entertain himself. ‘You had to be inventive to keep yourself amused,’ Cameron has said of his
father’s childhood. ‘He loved fantasy and he loved reading The Hobbit. I always claim that I
watch Game of Thrones because Dad would have loved it. It’s my excuse. He would have loved
that whole mixture of intrigue, power, sex.’9Ian’s father left his mother when Ian was young, a
development that left her struggling for cash. It meant Ian started work younger than many of his
contemporaries. He was very proud to be able to help his mother out, including buying her car.
As a result of his disability, he was unnaturally short for his build, reaching only 5 foot 8
inches,10 and needed prostheses, but he never let it hold him back, carving out a highly
successful career as a banker and, like his father and grandfather before him, a partner in
Panmure Gordon. He was for some time the chairman of White’s, the oldest and grandest
gentlemen’s club in London.Friends remember a ‘remarkable man’ who was ‘immensely
brave’.Soames says: ‘He was a very accomplished man. He struggled through this terrible
disability and never complained. He was immensely stoic.’Ironically, given the political
sensitivities surrounding tax avoidance today, Ian’s area of expertise was offshore investment
funds.11 He set up business in 1979, shortly after it became legal to take large sums of money
out of the UK to avoid tax. He proved very skilled at it, so much so that he rose to the top of a
string of asset management firms, including a Jersey-based company and a firm registered in
Panama. He also had shares in a firm based in Geneva. In 2007, the Sunday Times Rich List
estimated his worth at £10 million.12Mary Cameron’s family is equally well-heeled and has
substantial property assets. The Prime Minister’s maternal great-great-great-grandfather,
William Mount, was a wealthy MP whose son, known as WG, became a barrister and MP for
Newbury, as well as the proprietor of Wasing, a grand house in Berkshire on a 660-acre estate.
WG’s son (who became a baronet) was also an MP, and WG’s grandson, ‘WM’, who was to
become David Cameron’s grandfather, was High Sheriff of Berkshire. All the boys in the family
were sent to Eton.One of three daughters of WM and his wife, Mary was born in 1934 and grew
up in an old-fashioned, church-going environment. Her cousin Ferdinand Mount, a former
adviser to the Thatcher government, has described the family as ‘straight-laced’ and imbued
with noblesse oblige.By the time Mary married Ian in 1962, some of the Wasing estate had been
sold off. In the 1990s, the rest passed to her sister Lady Cecilia (Cylla) Dugdale. Nowadays, the
beautiful eighteenth-century parkland is held in a family trust. It can be hired for weddings,
meetings and sporting events, and is used as a film location.Lady Cylla’s husband, Sir William
Dugdale, 2nd Baronet, who died in November 2014, was among other things chairman of Aston
Villa Football Club, and used to take David and Alex to watch matches. They would do it in style,
sitting in VIP seats and visiting the dressing room afterwards.13 Dugdale’s family seat, the 485-



year-old Blyth Hall near Birmingham, also provided his nephews with extensive woodlands and
fields where they could shoot rabbits, which they both enjoyed. It was one of two large houses
on the Warwickshire estate.Cameron’s childhood could hardly have been better designed to
produce a happy, secure and well-balanced character. He had total stability and appeared to
want for nothing, either emotionally or materially. It was, in his own words, ‘straightforward’ and
‘uncomplicated’, ‘very happy, very close’.14 It was also a world to which only a tiny proportion of
the population can relate.‘He is a real, proper Englishman, who would love to defend what he
sees as the real England, but his real England is different to almost everyone else’s,’ says a
childhood friend.His only real worry seems to have been competing with his big brother, which
he saw as a significant challenge. He says he struggled to carve out his own identity and feared
he was ‘set on a track’ to live in Alex’s shadow.‘Everything I did I felt he had already done,’ he
has said. ‘You think that you are doing everything the same, only three years later … that was
something I used to worry about quite a lot, that I was never going to break out of my brother’s
shadow.’15Nowhere would he feel this more acutely than at school. His formal education began
in an institution that was a throwback to a bygone world, a place of chilly dormitories, corporal
punishment and Latin verbs. The creature comforts of the Old Rectory would seem very far
away.1 Debrett’s.2 Harry Mount interview for the Sunday Times Magazine, 5 April 2015.3
Francis Elliott and James Hanning, Cameron: Practically a Conservative (Fourth Estate, 2012),
p. 10.4 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.5 Trevor McDonald Meets David Cameron, ITV 1, 14 March
2010.6 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.7 Private information.8 Trevor McDonald Meets David
Cameron.9 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.10 Trevor McDonald Meets David Cameron.11 The
Guardian, 20 April 2012.12 When he died in September 2010, Ian left an estate valued at £2.74
million. (Philip Beresford, Sunday Times Rich List, 2007.) The discrepancy was until recently a
mystery, although given that his will only detailed UK assets, it seemed highly likely that he had
placed some of his money offshore. A Channel 4 investigation in April 2015 confirmed what
many had long suspected: he left assets in Jersey (http://www.channel4.com/news/
camerondavid- ian-jersey-tax-haven-conservatives).13 Daily Mail, 17 November 2014.14 David
Cameron and Dylan Jones, Cameron on Cameron: Conversations with Dylan Jones (Fourth
Estate, 2012), pp. 37, 40.15 Ibid., p. 37.1 Debrett’s.2 Harry Mount interview for the Sunday
Times Magazine, 5 April 2015.3 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, Cameron: Practically a
Conservative (Fourth Estate, 2012), p. 10.4 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.5 Trevor McDonald
Meets David Cameron, ITV 1, 14 March 2010.6 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.7 Private
information.8 Trevor McDonald Meets David Cameron.9 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.10 Trevor
McDonald Meets David Cameron.11 The Guardian, 20 April 2012.12 When he died in
September 2010, Ian left an estate valued at £2.74 million. (Philip Beresford, Sunday Times Rich
List, 2007.) The discrepancy was until recently a mystery, although given that his will only
detailed UK assets, it seemed highly likely that he had placed some of his money offshore. A
Channel 4 investigation in April 2015 confirmed what many had long suspected: he left assets in
Jersey (http://www.channel4.com/news/camerondavid- ian-jersey-tax-haven-conservatives).13



Daily Mail, 17 November 2014.14 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, Cameron on Cameron:
Conversations with Dylan Jones (Fourth Estate, 2012), pp. 37, 40.15 Ibid., p. 37.3ANGELS’
COFFINS‘Good health, sir!’– Cameron, aged eleven, raising a glass of Dom PérignonCameron
was shipped off to boarding school before he turned eight. There was no ‘need’ for him to be
sent away – his parents lived only a few miles down the road. It was simply the done thing in the
circles in which they moved.The prep school Ian and Mary chose was a small but grand
institution called Heatherdown, whose business was providing an old-fashioned education to
young sons of the establishment. By the time Cameron arrived, his older brother had been there
for three years, and was already as big a shot as a little person can be in a small place.Founded
in 1908, Heatherdown catered for fewer than 100 boys at any one time, but what it lacked in size,
it more than made up for in social exclusivity. According to one account of Cameron’s time there,
among the parents of his contemporaries were ‘eight honourables, four sirs, two captains, two
doctors, two majors, two princesses, two marchionesses, one viscount, one brigadier, one
commodore, one earl, one lord, and one Queen (the Queen)’.16 Cameron’s classmates
included the grandson of oil billionaire John Paul Getty, thanks to whom he would later enjoy an
extraordinary holiday in America; and Prince Edward, whose older brother Andrew was also
educated there.The main building was a Victorian mansion with bay windows set in landscaped
gardens on a 30-acre estate. At the back was a separate property called Heatherlea for the
youngest boys. On the roof was a dovecote which housed a flight of fantail pigeons belonging to
the headmaster, James Edwards.By the early 1970s, Edwards, a former navy man, had been at
the school for almost a decade.17 Educated at Radley and Magdalen College, Oxford, he was
married to a chain-smoking divorcée called Barbara whose first husband had been a Russian
prince. According to Christine Carder, who was school matron when Cameron and Alex were
there: ‘Barbara always came down to her little kitchen off the school dining room and cooked her
breakfast in her dressing gown, then went upstairs to her bedroom. She constantly had a
cigarette hanging from her mouth. She and the headmaster used to smoke in front of the
boys.’On the first day of term, Ian and Mary drove Cameron and Alex to the school, where they
were ushered into the headmaster’s house for the ‘new boys’ tea party’.A former teacher
recalls:It was held in the Edwards’ drawing room in their private quarters and there were
sandwiches and so on. It was a very nice tea, done by the school, not Barbara. It was a social –
a chance for teachers to meet the new parents and for the parents to discuss with us any worries
they might have. It was a way of reassuring the mothers. If the boy had an elder brother at the
school, he’d be invited. Then the new boys would be taken to Heatherlea.A former housemother
at the school recalls that many new parents ‘were more worked up than the boys’ as the moment
for goodbye loomed.‘Afterwards, we would walk over to Heatherlea and they’d find their beds
and unpack – always a lot of packing and unpacking!’ she says.Boys slept in cold dormitories
with bare wooden floorboards. They brought travel rugs from home for their beds, and were
allowed a favourite teddy.Days followed a rigid routine, starting at 7 a.m. sharp, when boys would
be woken for ablutions. According to one report, the headmaster himself would help rouse the



children, fortified by a glass of whisky and water, with a pipe clamped between his teeth.18 By
7.40 a.m., boys would be washed and dressed, ready for Scripture before breakfast at 8 a.m.
Meals were taken in a refectory at long wooden tables with faux-marble tops. The oak-panelled
walls were decorated with shields honouring school heads, sports captains and other
distinguished pupils. After breakfast, pupils trooped off to the loos, where they were made to
recite Latin verbs or other rote. This arcane daily ritual was rigidly enforced, with each boy
required to tick his name off a list pinned to the cubicle after his visit. Then lessons would begin,
interspersed with breaks.‘They used to have milk and biscuits in the morning, and another drink
in the afternoon, and sometimes those long iced buns. If they had chocolate icing they were
called devils’ coffins and if they had white icing they were called angels’ coffins,’ Carder
says.Twice a week, if they had been good, boys would be allowed to take two sweets from a tin
that was passed around after lunch. To supplement these scant treats, they would sneak
contraband into their dormitories. Carder recalls finding ‘doughnuts under mattresses, maybe
forgotten or left because they didn’t have time for a midnight feast’, while Nick Cunningham, who
shared a dormitory with Cameron, remembers ‘stashing a few sweets’ under a loose floorboard
by the future Prime Minister’s bed.After supper, there were prayers in the chapel, led by the
headmaster, followed by prep, baths and bed. Younger boys would be read a story by Matron
before lights out at 7.30 p.m.Every day, Carder, a qualified nurse, would issue Mrs Edwards with
a report on pupils who were unwell.‘We were very careful about that sort of thing,’ Carder
remembers. ‘She was always concerned about children’s health. I used to go and give her my
daily report and she would still be sitting in bed reading the newspaper. I very rarely rang parents
if anything was wrong – she would do that herself.’Edwards seems to have been an eccentric but
amiable figure. In an interview with a reporter who visited the school ahead of Prince Andrew’s
arrival in 1968, he said that the ‘main object’ at the school was for pupils to be happy.‘The fewer
rules you can do with, the better … You can get so much more out of children if they are happy,’
he said. He claimed pupils were rarely homesick, telling the newspaper that he thought the
separation was ‘harder for the parents than for the boys’.Evidently he impressed the reporter,
who gushed about his professional qualities in the report she filed for the Bracknell News.A
relaxed, almost casual manner masks the firm purpose of the Schoolmaster, and it is evident
that he has that all-too-rare capacity for making pleasurable the acquisition of knowledge. This
modern ‘Mr Chips’, whose interests range from croquet to mountain walking in his native North
Wales, from cricket and golf, history and Latin to Fantail pigeons, is able to communicate to
young minds a full enjoyment in the world around them, which after all, is the true essence of
education.Like other prep schools at the time, Heatherdown was run by a handful of long-
serving senior staff, assisted by a shifting cast of younger masters, sometimes not long out of
school themselves. Geared to Common Entrance requirements, the curriculum included French,
Latin, Scripture and general science, as well as Greek and ancient history.Sport was cricket,
tennis, soccer and rugby, and a few boys took up golf. The uniform included a red-and-black
blazer and a grey suit on Sundays.As the younger sibling of an older pupil, the future Prime



Minister was known as ‘Cameron Minor’, shortened to ‘Cameron Mi’; while his brother –
remembered by former teachers as the more extrovert and popular of the two – was known as
‘Cameron Ma’.According to former teacher Christopher Bromley-Martin, Cameron Mi was ‘tidy’
and ‘a sort of miniature example of what he is now’.‘He hasn’t changed in appearance at all,
really, except in an obvious sort of way. He is quite unmistakable,’ he says.19Carder remembers
both him and his parents with affection.I remember him being a cheerful, happy little guy, lovely
nature. His parents were both delightful. His mother was charming. She was very easy to talk to.
She obviously cared an awful lot about her children. In prep schools in those days, the nannies
did more for the children than the mummies, but I only ever spoke to the mother about things.
His brother was an absolutely delightful child, outgoing, lovely sense of humour, and David was
very like him, though perhaps a little quieter.Cameron did well academically, though he was not
regarded by teachers as exceptional. In an unusual system, Heatherdown promoted children
through the ranks according to performance rather than age, meaning that the most gifted boys
could leapfrog their peers. The future Prime Minister was clever enough to be pushed up a
year.One of his teachers recalls:It was quite possible for a boy to go steaming up the school
much faster than another boy who came at the same time, but who had less intellectual capacity.
Each individual was promoted on merit and capacity. We used to have a meeting at the end of
every term to discuss who should go up from form 3B to 3A, from 5 to 6, and so on. Obviously
we took account of intellectual capacity, but also readiness – whether the child would be rather
swamped by being in the wrong age group. We tried to create a balance between the two
considerations. David went up fairly rapidly.However, he was not thought bright enough to sit the
‘murderous’ exam for a scholarship to Eton. The standard of this paper was set between that of
O level and A level – making it a huge stretch for boys of eleven or twelve.According to the
teacher:It was to test the intellectual character of a boy – not only how much he knew but … how
he was going to cope when his back was against the wall, what his promise was … I used to
teach for it and it was really testing. David was not up to that. He was a very sound, solid, reliable
Common Entrance candidate, definitely in the top category there.The same source describes
Cameron as an ‘adequate’ sportsman, whose best game was cricket. Rugby was never his thing
but, as he grew up, he became an accomplished tennis player.At weekends, Heatherdown boys
were allowed to roam the grounds wearing green boiler suits. Cameron’s best friend at the
school, Simon Andreae, now a television producer, has told how they ‘built camps in the woods,
staged elaborate battles with toy soldiers, and shot air rifles’. He recalled other adventures,
some nocturnal, such as ‘creeping out of our dormitory windows to go midnight swimming in the
school pool, which was freezing’. He has claimed the boys would also have ‘trysts’ with girls
from Heathfield, a nearby girls’ school, in a graveyard that lay between the two
establishments.On occasional Sundays, they were allowed home. After such ‘exeats’, the Queen
would personally escort her young sons back to school, where she would be received by
Edwards and his wife. A former teacher recalls the lengths to which the headmaster went to
protect the young royals. ‘It was a very private school. James Edwards shunned publicity. When



we had the two princes in the school, he was an absolute past master at keeping the school out
of the limelight.’A highlight of the school calendar was the annual play, watched by proud
parents, including the Queen. Chris Black, the teacher who produced the shows in Cameron’s
day, kept various mementoes, including a photograph of a nine-year-old Cameron on stage,
playing ‘Harold Rabbit’ in a 1975 production of Toad of Toad Hall, as well as a programme
signed by all the young actors.Looking back, Black says:I recall there being more than the usual
nervous excitement before that evening’s performance … because we were all aware that Her
Majesty would be in the front row … Queen Elizabeth was merely there in the capacity of a
supportive parent, enjoying watching her youngest son, Prince Edward, playing the role of
‘Mole’. However, to me, as a young schoolmaster recently arrived from South Africa … it was an
unnerving experience. My stress level was not helped by the fact that I had composed a musical
score for the production which required me to sit out front and provide the musical
accompaniment, not only for the young actors up on stage, but also for the whole audience to
stand after the finale and join together in the traditional singing of the national anthem. Playing
‘God Save the Queen’ while the person in question looked on from just a few feet away was a
truly surreal moment!20Black says that Cameron ‘spoke his few lines with complete composure’
and came close to securing the lead role in the play two years later, J. M. Barrie’s The Boy
David.My casting notes from that production reveal that the final selection for the coveted part of
‘David’ came down to a closely run contest between just two contenders, the much younger
David Cameron and the somewhat more experienced Simon Andreae. I still recall agonising
over my final decision, which eventually went in favour of Andreae. However, knowing how
bitterly disappointed David Cameron would be and not wanting to dent his confidence and
enthusiasm, I decided to create an additional role that was not part of [the] original script. And so
David Cameron was made the play’s narrator. Dressed in a flowing white shirt and cummerbund,
he stepped up to the lectern, which had been discreetly scaled down to match his ten-year-old
stature, and, with total poise and confidence, introduced each new scene with a passage from
the Old Testament.At a time when air travel and foreign holidays were beyond the reach of most
ordinary people, pupils at Heatherdown enjoyed ski trips and African safaris. Every year, the
headmaster would take a party of boys to Switzerland, Austria or the French Alps, accompanied
by one or two younger masters to keep them in order. Black recalls taking Cameron’s brother
and three of his classmates on a three-week trip to Natal, in South Africa, in the summer of
1975.We used Cowan House prep school as our base, from where we explored the
Drakensberg and surrounding area, before setting off on a ‘safari’ to Zululand – an adventure
which to this day they still recall with excitement.I came to know the Cameron family well during
those years. I found them extremely well balanced and down-to-earth, and Ian and Mary were
always the most helpful and supportive of parents. The family seemed totally unaffected by the
fact that their two sons just happened to have ended up in the same school as members of the
royal family.21At the age of eleven, Cameron was treated to a trip that must have put all previous
and subsequent school holidays in the shade. It kicked off by Concorde, spanned several



American states, and included a helicopter flight.He was one of four boys invited on the all-
expenses-paid jaunt to celebrate the birthday of their classmate Peter Getty. Accompanied by
Rhidian Llewellyn, who was just ten years older than the boys and was a young master at the
school, they spent four days in Washington, sightseeing by air-conditioned convertible, dining in
fine restaurants and generally larking about, before flying on to New York, where they stayed in a
luxury hotel and explored the Empire State Building and World Trade Center.Llewellyn, who had
been a pupil at Heatherdown, recalls: ‘I was eighteen and had to vaguely try and control this
group of five ten- and eleven-year-old boys! Fortunately the Getty boy had a French nanny, so
between us we just about coped with them.’In an interview published in 2007, Llewellyn
described how, aboard Concorde, the youngsters tucked into caviar, salmon and beef
bordelaise. He ‘turned round to check that all was well and that his charges were more or less
behaving themselves [and] was met with the sight, a few rows behind, of David Cameron, eleven
years old, cheerily raising a glass of Dom Pérignon ’69 and exclaiming, “Good health,
sir!”’22After New York, the boys went to Disneyworld in Florida and the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral, before heading to Las Vegas, where it was too hot for sightseeing. Instead,
they hung around the hotel swimming pool and played the slot machines. The tour concluded
with three days at the Grand Canyon and a trip to Hollywood, followed by a week of rest and
relaxation at the Getty family home at Pacific Heights, overlooking San Francisco’s Golden
Gates.23Most people could only dream of such experiences, but there were few luxuries at
Heatherdown. The environment was tough. These were the days of corporal punishment, as
Cameron Mi learned to his cost. In the interview with the Bracknell News reporter, Edwards
admitted he was ‘not wholly opposed’ to administering the odd thwack, though he claimed it
happened rarely, and said he never used a cane.24 His tool of choice appears to have been a
hairbrush, the sting of which Cameron experienced ‘a couple of times’ for various
misdemeanours,25 including once stealing strawberries from Mrs Edwards’s garden.Speaking
about such punishments, Llewellyn says: ‘The worst thing about it was that it was never done on
the spot. It was scheduled for after breakfast the following morning. I was a pupil at the same
time as Prince Andrew, and he was beaten regularly. But then he was fairly bumptious.’26 Daniel
Wiggin, another former pupil, has spoken of being beaten simply for ‘taking my teddy for a walk
in the corridor after lights out’.27Far darker forces may have been at work. One of Cameron’s
former masters was recently exposed as a paedophile. Andrew Sadler, who appears in a formal
photograph with Cameron at Heatherdown, was a French teacher. (It is not known whether any
former pupils have ever complained about his behaviour.) Long after he left the school, he was
identified by police as a key player in an international paedophile network. He was convicted and
served time behind bars for a string of serious sexual offences against young boys.28Though
there are no reports of abuse having taken place at Heatherdown, some former staff feel, in
retrospect, that aspects of the regime were unduly harsh for very young children.‘Things have
changed so much,’ Carder reflects.In those days, corporal punishment wasn’t frowned upon, and
the parents were always in agreement. The view was that if there had been a misdemeanour, it



was their fault and they deserved to be punished for it. When I became a mother, I realised I was
probably quite hard, quite tough, on children who were really quite small. The thought of sending
my own child away to school was horrendous.After the royals left, Heatherdown fell out of
fashion. The roll declined, and the school slipped into obscurity. Eventually, in the early 1980s, it
closed. The site was sold; everything inside – beds, tables, chairs, photographs and other
memorabilia – was auctioned off, and the buildings eventually razed.By then, Cameron was at
Eton, on an altogether bigger stage.16 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 20.17 Bracknell
News, 23 May 1968.18 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.19 Daily Telegraph, 13 May 2010.20 The
Witness, 12 September 2013.21 Scotland on Sunday, 9 May 2010.22 Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, p. 23.23 Ibid., p. 24.24 Bracknell News, op. cit.25 Mail on Sunday, 8 April 2007.26
Ibid.27 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.28 Mail Online, 7 November 2014.3ANGELS’ COFFINS‘Good
health, sir!’– Cameron, aged eleven, raising a glass of Dom PérignonCameron was shipped off
to boarding school before he turned eight. There was no ‘need’ for him to be sent away – his
parents lived only a few miles down the road. It was simply the done thing in the circles in which
they moved.The prep school Ian and Mary chose was a small but grand institution called
Heatherdown, whose business was providing an old-fashioned education to young sons of the
establishment. By the time Cameron arrived, his older brother had been there for three years,
and was already as big a shot as a little person can be in a small place.Founded in 1908,
Heatherdown catered for fewer than 100 boys at any one time, but what it lacked in size, it more
than made up for in social exclusivity. According to one account of Cameron’s time there, among
the parents of his contemporaries were ‘eight honourables, four sirs, two captains, two doctors,
two majors, two princesses, two marchionesses, one viscount, one brigadier, one commodore,
one earl, one lord, and one Queen (the Queen)’.16 Cameron’s classmates included the
grandson of oil billionaire John Paul Getty, thanks to whom he would later enjoy an extraordinary
holiday in America; and Prince Edward, whose older brother Andrew was also educated
there.The main building was a Victorian mansion with bay windows set in landscaped gardens
on a 30-acre estate. At the back was a separate property called Heatherlea for the youngest
boys. On the roof was a dovecote which housed a flight of fantail pigeons belonging to the
headmaster, James Edwards.By the early 1970s, Edwards, a former navy man, had been at the
school for almost a decade.17 Educated at Radley and Magdalen College, Oxford, he was
married to a chain-smoking divorcée called Barbara whose first husband had been a Russian
prince. According to Christine Carder, who was school matron when Cameron and Alex were
there: ‘Barbara always came down to her little kitchen off the school dining room and cooked her
breakfast in her dressing gown, then went upstairs to her bedroom. She constantly had a
cigarette hanging from her mouth. She and the headmaster used to smoke in front of the
boys.’On the first day of term, Ian and Mary drove Cameron and Alex to the school, where they
were ushered into the headmaster’s house for the ‘new boys’ tea party’.A former teacher
recalls:It was held in the Edwards’ drawing room in their private quarters and there were
sandwiches and so on. It was a very nice tea, done by the school, not Barbara. It was a social –



a chance for teachers to meet the new parents and for the parents to discuss with us any worries
they might have. It was a way of reassuring the mothers. If the boy had an elder brother at the
school, he’d be invited. Then the new boys would be taken to Heatherlea.A former housemother
at the school recalls that many new parents ‘were more worked up than the boys’ as the moment
for goodbye loomed.‘Afterwards, we would walk over to Heatherlea and they’d find their beds
and unpack – always a lot of packing and unpacking!’ she says.Boys slept in cold dormitories
with bare wooden floorboards. They brought travel rugs from home for their beds, and were
allowed a favourite teddy.Days followed a rigid routine, starting at 7 a.m. sharp, when boys would
be woken for ablutions. According to one report, the headmaster himself would help rouse the
children, fortified by a glass of whisky and water, with a pipe clamped between his teeth.18 By
7.40 a.m., boys would be washed and dressed, ready for Scripture before breakfast at 8 a.m.
Meals were taken in a refectory at long wooden tables with faux-marble tops. The oak-panelled
walls were decorated with shields honouring school heads, sports captains and other
distinguished pupils. After breakfast, pupils trooped off to the loos, where they were made to
recite Latin verbs or other rote. This arcane daily ritual was rigidly enforced, with each boy
required to tick his name off a list pinned to the cubicle after his visit. Then lessons would begin,
interspersed with breaks.‘They used to have milk and biscuits in the morning, and another drink
in the afternoon, and sometimes those long iced buns. If they had chocolate icing they were
called devils’ coffins and if they had white icing they were called angels’ coffins,’ Carder
says.Twice a week, if they had been good, boys would be allowed to take two sweets from a tin
that was passed around after lunch. To supplement these scant treats, they would sneak
contraband into their dormitories. Carder recalls finding ‘doughnuts under mattresses, maybe
forgotten or left because they didn’t have time for a midnight feast’, while Nick Cunningham, who
shared a dormitory with Cameron, remembers ‘stashing a few sweets’ under a loose floorboard
by the future Prime Minister’s bed.After supper, there were prayers in the chapel, led by the
headmaster, followed by prep, baths and bed. Younger boys would be read a story by Matron
before lights out at 7.30 p.m.Every day, Carder, a qualified nurse, would issue Mrs Edwards with
a report on pupils who were unwell.‘We were very careful about that sort of thing,’ Carder
remembers. ‘She was always concerned about children’s health. I used to go and give her my
daily report and she would still be sitting in bed reading the newspaper. I very rarely rang parents
if anything was wrong – she would do that herself.’Edwards seems to have been an eccentric but
amiable figure. In an interview with a reporter who visited the school ahead of Prince Andrew’s
arrival in 1968, he said that the ‘main object’ at the school was for pupils to be happy.‘The fewer
rules you can do with, the better … You can get so much more out of children if they are happy,’
he said. He claimed pupils were rarely homesick, telling the newspaper that he thought the
separation was ‘harder for the parents than for the boys’.Evidently he impressed the reporter,
who gushed about his professional qualities in the report she filed for the Bracknell News.A
relaxed, almost casual manner masks the firm purpose of the Schoolmaster, and it is evident
that he has that all-too-rare capacity for making pleasurable the acquisition of knowledge. This



modern ‘Mr Chips’, whose interests range from croquet to mountain walking in his native North
Wales, from cricket and golf, history and Latin to Fantail pigeons, is able to communicate to
young minds a full enjoyment in the world around them, which after all, is the true essence of
education.Like other prep schools at the time, Heatherdown was run by a handful of long-
serving senior staff, assisted by a shifting cast of younger masters, sometimes not long out of
school themselves. Geared to Common Entrance requirements, the curriculum included French,
Latin, Scripture and general science, as well as Greek and ancient history.Sport was cricket,
tennis, soccer and rugby, and a few boys took up golf. The uniform included a red-and-black
blazer and a grey suit on Sundays.As the younger sibling of an older pupil, the future Prime
Minister was known as ‘Cameron Minor’, shortened to ‘Cameron Mi’; while his brother –
remembered by former teachers as the more extrovert and popular of the two – was known as
‘Cameron Ma’.According to former teacher Christopher Bromley-Martin, Cameron Mi was ‘tidy’
and ‘a sort of miniature example of what he is now’.‘He hasn’t changed in appearance at all,
really, except in an obvious sort of way. He is quite unmistakable,’ he says.19Carder remembers
both him and his parents with affection.I remember him being a cheerful, happy little guy, lovely
nature. His parents were both delightful. His mother was charming. She was very easy to talk to.
She obviously cared an awful lot about her children. In prep schools in those days, the nannies
did more for the children than the mummies, but I only ever spoke to the mother about things.
His brother was an absolutely delightful child, outgoing, lovely sense of humour, and David was
very like him, though perhaps a little quieter.Cameron did well academically, though he was not
regarded by teachers as exceptional. In an unusual system, Heatherdown promoted children
through the ranks according to performance rather than age, meaning that the most gifted boys
could leapfrog their peers. The future Prime Minister was clever enough to be pushed up a
year.One of his teachers recalls:It was quite possible for a boy to go steaming up the school
much faster than another boy who came at the same time, but who had less intellectual capacity.
Each individual was promoted on merit and capacity. We used to have a meeting at the end of
every term to discuss who should go up from form 3B to 3A, from 5 to 6, and so on. Obviously
we took account of intellectual capacity, but also readiness – whether the child would be rather
swamped by being in the wrong age group. We tried to create a balance between the two
considerations. David went up fairly rapidly.However, he was not thought bright enough to sit the
‘murderous’ exam for a scholarship to Eton. The standard of this paper was set between that of
O level and A level – making it a huge stretch for boys of eleven or twelve.According to the
teacher:It was to test the intellectual character of a boy – not only how much he knew but … how
he was going to cope when his back was against the wall, what his promise was … I used to
teach for it and it was really testing. David was not up to that. He was a very sound, solid, reliable
Common Entrance candidate, definitely in the top category there.The same source describes
Cameron as an ‘adequate’ sportsman, whose best game was cricket. Rugby was never his thing
but, as he grew up, he became an accomplished tennis player.At weekends, Heatherdown boys
were allowed to roam the grounds wearing green boiler suits. Cameron’s best friend at the



school, Simon Andreae, now a television producer, has told how they ‘built camps in the woods,
staged elaborate battles with toy soldiers, and shot air rifles’. He recalled other adventures,
some nocturnal, such as ‘creeping out of our dormitory windows to go midnight swimming in the
school pool, which was freezing’. He has claimed the boys would also have ‘trysts’ with girls
from Heathfield, a nearby girls’ school, in a graveyard that lay between the two
establishments.On occasional Sundays, they were allowed home. After such ‘exeats’, the Queen
would personally escort her young sons back to school, where she would be received by
Edwards and his wife. A former teacher recalls the lengths to which the headmaster went to
protect the young royals. ‘It was a very private school. James Edwards shunned publicity. When
we had the two princes in the school, he was an absolute past master at keeping the school out
of the limelight.’A highlight of the school calendar was the annual play, watched by proud
parents, including the Queen. Chris Black, the teacher who produced the shows in Cameron’s
day, kept various mementoes, including a photograph of a nine-year-old Cameron on stage,
playing ‘Harold Rabbit’ in a 1975 production of Toad of Toad Hall, as well as a programme
signed by all the young actors.Looking back, Black says:I recall there being more than the usual
nervous excitement before that evening’s performance … because we were all aware that Her
Majesty would be in the front row … Queen Elizabeth was merely there in the capacity of a
supportive parent, enjoying watching her youngest son, Prince Edward, playing the role of
‘Mole’. However, to me, as a young schoolmaster recently arrived from South Africa … it was an
unnerving experience. My stress level was not helped by the fact that I had composed a musical
score for the production which required me to sit out front and provide the musical
accompaniment, not only for the young actors up on stage, but also for the whole audience to
stand after the finale and join together in the traditional singing of the national anthem. Playing
‘God Save the Queen’ while the person in question looked on from just a few feet away was a
truly surreal moment!20Black says that Cameron ‘spoke his few lines with complete composure’
and came close to securing the lead role in the play two years later, J. M. Barrie’s The Boy
David.My casting notes from that production reveal that the final selection for the coveted part of
‘David’ came down to a closely run contest between just two contenders, the much younger
David Cameron and the somewhat more experienced Simon Andreae. I still recall agonising
over my final decision, which eventually went in favour of Andreae. However, knowing how
bitterly disappointed David Cameron would be and not wanting to dent his confidence and
enthusiasm, I decided to create an additional role that was not part of [the] original script. And so
David Cameron was made the play’s narrator. Dressed in a flowing white shirt and cummerbund,
he stepped up to the lectern, which had been discreetly scaled down to match his ten-year-old
stature, and, with total poise and confidence, introduced each new scene with a passage from
the Old Testament.At a time when air travel and foreign holidays were beyond the reach of most
ordinary people, pupils at Heatherdown enjoyed ski trips and African safaris. Every year, the
headmaster would take a party of boys to Switzerland, Austria or the French Alps, accompanied
by one or two younger masters to keep them in order. Black recalls taking Cameron’s brother



and three of his classmates on a three-week trip to Natal, in South Africa, in the summer of
1975.We used Cowan House prep school as our base, from where we explored the
Drakensberg and surrounding area, before setting off on a ‘safari’ to Zululand – an adventure
which to this day they still recall with excitement.I came to know the Cameron family well during
those years. I found them extremely well balanced and down-to-earth, and Ian and Mary were
always the most helpful and supportive of parents. The family seemed totally unaffected by the
fact that their two sons just happened to have ended up in the same school as members of the
royal family.21At the age of eleven, Cameron was treated to a trip that must have put all previous
and subsequent school holidays in the shade. It kicked off by Concorde, spanned several
American states, and included a helicopter flight.He was one of four boys invited on the all-
expenses-paid jaunt to celebrate the birthday of their classmate Peter Getty. Accompanied by
Rhidian Llewellyn, who was just ten years older than the boys and was a young master at the
school, they spent four days in Washington, sightseeing by air-conditioned convertible, dining in
fine restaurants and generally larking about, before flying on to New York, where they stayed in a
luxury hotel and explored the Empire State Building and World Trade Center.Llewellyn, who had
been a pupil at Heatherdown, recalls: ‘I was eighteen and had to vaguely try and control this
group of five ten- and eleven-year-old boys! Fortunately the Getty boy had a French nanny, so
between us we just about coped with them.’In an interview published in 2007, Llewellyn
described how, aboard Concorde, the youngsters tucked into caviar, salmon and beef
bordelaise. He ‘turned round to check that all was well and that his charges were more or less
behaving themselves [and] was met with the sight, a few rows behind, of David Cameron, eleven
years old, cheerily raising a glass of Dom Pérignon ’69 and exclaiming, “Good health,
sir!”’22After New York, the boys went to Disneyworld in Florida and the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral, before heading to Las Vegas, where it was too hot for sightseeing. Instead,
they hung around the hotel swimming pool and played the slot machines. The tour concluded
with three days at the Grand Canyon and a trip to Hollywood, followed by a week of rest and
relaxation at the Getty family home at Pacific Heights, overlooking San Francisco’s Golden
Gates.23Most people could only dream of such experiences, but there were few luxuries at
Heatherdown. The environment was tough. These were the days of corporal punishment, as
Cameron Mi learned to his cost. In the interview with the Bracknell News reporter, Edwards
admitted he was ‘not wholly opposed’ to administering the odd thwack, though he claimed it
happened rarely, and said he never used a cane.24 His tool of choice appears to have been a
hairbrush, the sting of which Cameron experienced ‘a couple of times’ for various
misdemeanours,25 including once stealing strawberries from Mrs Edwards’s garden.Speaking
about such punishments, Llewellyn says: ‘The worst thing about it was that it was never done on
the spot. It was scheduled for after breakfast the following morning. I was a pupil at the same
time as Prince Andrew, and he was beaten regularly. But then he was fairly bumptious.’26 Daniel
Wiggin, another former pupil, has spoken of being beaten simply for ‘taking my teddy for a walk
in the corridor after lights out’.27Far darker forces may have been at work. One of Cameron’s



former masters was recently exposed as a paedophile. Andrew Sadler, who appears in a formal
photograph with Cameron at Heatherdown, was a French teacher. (It is not known whether any
former pupils have ever complained about his behaviour.) Long after he left the school, he was
identified by police as a key player in an international paedophile network. He was convicted and
served time behind bars for a string of serious sexual offences against young boys.28Though
there are no reports of abuse having taken place at Heatherdown, some former staff feel, in
retrospect, that aspects of the regime were unduly harsh for very young children.‘Things have
changed so much,’ Carder reflects.In those days, corporal punishment wasn’t frowned upon, and
the parents were always in agreement. The view was that if there had been a misdemeanour, it
was their fault and they deserved to be punished for it. When I became a mother, I realised I was
probably quite hard, quite tough, on children who were really quite small. The thought of sending
my own child away to school was horrendous.After the royals left, Heatherdown fell out of
fashion. The roll declined, and the school slipped into obscurity. Eventually, in the early 1980s, it
closed. The site was sold; everything inside – beds, tables, chairs, photographs and other
memorabilia – was auctioned off, and the buildings eventually razed.By then, Cameron was at
Eton, on an altogether bigger stage.16 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 20.17 Bracknell
News, 23 May 1968.18 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.19 Daily Telegraph, 13 May 2010.20 The
Witness, 12 September 2013.21 Scotland on Sunday, 9 May 2010.22 Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, p. 23.23 Ibid., p. 24.24 Bracknell News, op. cit.25 Mail on Sunday, 8 April 2007.26
Ibid.27 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.28 Mail Online, 7 November 2014.16 Francis Elliott and James
Hanning, p. 20.17 Bracknell News, 23 May 1968.18 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.19 Daily Telegraph,
13 May 2010.20 The Witness, 12 September 2013.21 Scotland on Sunday, 9 May 2010.22
Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 23.23 Ibid., p. 24.24 Bracknell News, op. cit.25 Mail on
Sunday, 8 April 2007.26 Ibid.27 Daily Mail, 15 May 2010.28 Mail Online, 7 November
2014.4POP CONTEST‘The sole Monégasque is so delicious.’– Cameron, aged fourteenAyear
into Cameron’s premiership, Eton held a party to mark the 200th anniversary of its elite sixth-
form club, Pop. All 725 former pupils invited to the jamboree had been singled out at school as
something special. After assembling in the college chapel, the former ‘Poppers’ belted out
‘Jerusalem’ before heading to a marquee and starting on the champagne. A shambolic attempt
to take a group photo from a high window was met, according to one there, with ‘benign
tolerance’ as the atmosphere became increasingly merry.Where was Dave?As Boris Johnson,
one of Pop’s most distinguished former members, could not resist pointing out, the Prime
Minister was not there, because he did not make it into Pop. (Membership was equivalent to
celebrity status at Eton, and was the dream of every boy at the school.)Surveying the ranks of
rich and famous at the party, Chris Berthoud, a former Popper who is now a BBC executive,29
found himself pondering the significance of the school society. Did an individual, he wondered,
need ‘special DNA’ to be in Pop? Why didn’t Cameron get in?The PM’s association with Eton
has repeatedly been exploited by political opponents keen to present him as out of touch. Unlike
Johnson, who also attended the school but is proud of his exclusive education, the Prime



Minister has sometimes seemed embarrassed by his alma mater – so much so that when the
school asked him for a signed photograph a few years ago, to display alongside that of other
prime ministers in the Eton College Museum, they were initially turned down.‘It was sort of
ridiculous,’ says an alumnus who went on to advise Cameron in opposition. ‘There are any
number of Old Etonian politicians who’d have given them signed photographs, but here was the
Leader of the Opposition and they said they were having terrible trouble persuading him.’30No
wonder some masters have been looking forward to the day he leaves office. Proud as the
school is to have produced its nineteenth Prime Minister, privately, some teachers have been
known to reflect gloomily that he has brought only negative publicity.31Yet Cameron’s Eton years
are fundamental to his story. The education he received and the connections he made were
instrumental in his ascent and have coloured his entire political career. Moreover, a number of
the friendships he made proved lifelong, providing him with a remarkably stable and loyal social
base.Today, Eton is well integrated with the local community, with links to state schools in
Slough, Hounslow and Windsor. When Cameron arrived in 1979 as a nervous twelve-year-old,
however, it was a parallel universe of medieval cloisters and coat tails in which centuries of
tradition dictated almost every aspect of the school day. Save for occasional forays into Windsor
to window-shop and buy magazines and sweets, there was little reason for boys to mingle with –
or be troubled by – the world outside. It was a surreal stage on which to play out one’s teenage
years.Founded in 1440 by King Henry VI as a charity school to provide free education to seventy
poor boys, Eton gradually morphed into a school for the privileged few. In Cameron’s day, ‘the
whole ethos was your success story’,32 and boys took it for granted that they would do well in
life.Marcus Warren, who was in the same year as the future Prime Minister, said:It sounds
arrogant, and I don’t think arrogance is necessarily a quality you should attribute to all Etonians,
but there was an assumption that in later life one would probably be in a position of some
authority or privilege. One would be more fortunate than others … That just seemed to be the
way things were. You didn’t see a lot of questioning going on around that … With hindsight, there
was a sort of sense of entitlement. Here we were in this extraordinary school, a fantastic
privilege and fortune, at a time when Britain had just come out of the 1970s. It had been a really
bruising time for the country, and there were changes afoot. There was a sort of low-intensity
revolution underway, with miners’ strikes and mass unemployment. It seemed to pass us
by.Indeed, Cameron had not been at Eton for long before he was telling people he would be
Prime Minister one day. A friend who used to hang out with him in Peasemore during school
holidays recalls:You know when you are a kid you just tend to talk about crap? We would always
say, ‘What do you want to do?’ Cameron would reply, literally from the age of fourteen, ‘I am
going to be Prime Minister.’ Normally you would take the piss if somebody said that, but with
him, you didn’t – he said it with such conviction. It’s just such a weird thing for a fourteen-year-old
to say. It was obvious that he really meant it.This was just teenage banter, of course. There is no
evidence that Cameron was particularly interested in politics or that he planned a career in
public life from a young age. However, he clearly assumed he had a big future ahead of him, a



notion the Eton environment encouraged.Throughout the school, there was intense pressure to
perform. It was ruthlessly academic.‘You could no longer get in because your dad had been
there. Academic standards had risen a lot. People were definitely being steered towards Oxford.
There weren’t a lot of Hooray Henry stupids,’ Warren says.The headmaster was a distinguished
Scot named Eric Anderson, who had previously taught Tony Blair at Fettes and Prince Charles
at Gordonstoun. He has described Cameron as ‘clever’ and ‘nice’, saying that he was an
‘excellent House captain’ who ‘showed leadership qualities early on’.As a new boy, Cameron’s
integration was significantly eased by the presence of his brother Alex, who had by then been at
the school for three years and was extremely popular. This was a mixed blessing. As at
Heatherdown, where it was Alex who made the bigger impression, the future Prime Minister
initially struggled to compete with his effortlessly charming and extrovert sibling, who was,
former pupils say, ‘someone people adored immediately’.33Alex Cameron also had a taste for
practical jokes. James Deen, another of Cameron’s peers, recalls him returning to Eton aged
twenty or twenty-one and locking everyone in the chapel. ‘He was caught and had to go to his
old housemaster,’ he says. ‘Alex was more of a prankster and Dave was just your normal well-
behaved little brother.’Arriving for his first term, Cameron was enrolled in ‘JF’ House, where he
found himself among fifty boys, including Alex, ranging in age from the most junior year (known
as F block) to sixth form, known as B and A blocks. In JF (named after housemaster John
Faulkner), he had his own room, a luxury that gave him some privacy. His year group was the
last to be subjected to so-called ‘fagging’, an arcane tradition in which twelve-and thirteen-year-
olds were forced to carry out menial tasks for sixth-form boys. Curiously, there is no record of
Cameron suffering this indignity, perhaps thanks to the protection of Alex. He was eventually to
become House Captain, a notable though not outstanding achievement (it was a competition
between ten).At Heatherdown, Cameron had done well academically but was not one of the
highest flyers. At Eton, his respectable but unremarkable track record continued. Unlike Johnson
(two years his senior), he was not among the elite group of gifted Etonians known as King’s
scholars, whose academic prowess earns a 10 per cent discount on the annual fee, and
exclusive accommodation in a section of the school known as College. Nor was he in a second
tier of scholars, who did not live in College but were considered gifted. Indeed, when Cameron
and Johnson became political rivals three decades later, the fiercely competitive Johnson (who,
according to friends, still considers he has the superior brain) liked to tease the Prime Minister
about his failure to become a ‘KS’. He once sent him a cheeky text message suggesting that if
he needed any help with a policy, he could call on a long list of fellow Old Etonians who had
made the grade. (Cameron’s riposte is unknown, but he may have countered that he went on to
achieve a First at Oxford, whereas the London mayor scored an Upper Second.)Boys were
continuously ranked via internal exams known as ‘Trials’, establishing a clear academic
hierarchy. There was no hiding place for those who were struggling: the results were read out
publicly in the school theatre, starting at the bottom.Someone who has kept copies of the old
league tables says Cameron ranked in the ‘low 100s … not in the middle, but slightly above the



middle’.Contemporaries feel this was broadly reflective of his ability, at least until he was sixteen.
One who followed him to university says:At Oxford, I was amazed when people would come up
to me and say, ‘You went to Eton, so you must know David. He’s really clever.’ I thought …
What?! He clearly absolutely shone at Oxford, but I think most people at school with him would
have been surprised that he was academically top notch. That was not the impression he
created.William Buckland, who had the same sixth-form history teacher as Cameron, the late
Michael Kidson, is more generous.‘In our history class, my impression was that Kidson felt that
four kids stood out: the two King’s scholars and two others, one of whom was Cameron. When
difficult things were being discussed, Kidson would generally turn to one of those four,’ he
says.Kidson was a charismatic figure whose lively lessons made a lasting impression.Buckland
recalls:We mostly studied nineteenth-century British history, particularly the empire and various
related conflicts and political history – Peel, Gladstone, Disraeli, Palmerston etc. Kidson was an
inspirational teacher who acted many of the major events himself. I vividly remember him playing
out the imperial reactions of British politicians towards rebellious upstarts in places like Egypt
and Sudan. I seem to recall that Cameron sat in the front row on the left. So Kidson was
performing only a few feet from the nose of someone who was later to exhibit similar reactions,
towards Libya, Islamic State, and when he voted in favour of attack on Iraq in 2003.This may be
fanciful, but Cameron certainly appreciated the lessons. When his old master died in 2015, he
sent a tribute to be read out at his memorial service.‘He was an inspirational teacher who made
you feel you were in the room with the people he taught you about. He was so passionate about
Gladstone that when he read the last few pages of [Philip] Magnus’s great biography aloud in
class, he started to cry,’ Cameron said.34Kidson was less gushing about his famous former
pupil.In later life he liked to tell people that Cameron’s success at A level was ‘among the most
inexplicable events in modern history’.35Another teacher to whom the Prime Minister owes
lasting gratitude is Jeff Branch, who was his tutor in 1982. Adrian McGlynn, who was also in
Branch’s group, recalls:Mr Branch, whose nickname was Twiggy, was an accomplished English
teacher and very artistic. It was the first time I had really come into contact with David, and we
had the whole academic year in that tutor group – about six of us, I think.Twiggy was very keen
that we had some experience of public speaking. One term, he set each of us weekly tasks of
research and presentation. He would give us a topic that we had to present to the group in a five-
minute speech the following week. Research to be conducted in the school’s amazing libraries –
this all before the internet, of course – and then we had to stand up and speak in front of our
peers. Naturally, at first we were all hesitant and simply read out a written essay on what we had
discovered. But then Mr Branch asked us to present on things that interested us … and without
reading from notes. Really scary. But I have this memory of David doing something with amazing
fluency and articulacy on, I think, Raphael. Whenever I see him now stand up and pull the trick of
speaking without script or notes, I think back to the Mr Branch tutorial group of ’82.One of
Cameron’s favourite subjects was art. McGlynn recalls him taking it extremely seriously.We were
fifteen or sixteen and he was passionate about it. I recall him reporting to our group what he had



done on the very short three-day half-term we had in October, which was called ‘Long Leave’.
While I just went home to Leeds, slept and returned, David languidly told us that he had been to
Florence for the weekend. This was in the days before cheap and easy flights! The purpose of
his visit was not to drink and get laid, as most fifteen-year-old public schoolboys aimed to do, but
to immerse himself in art. He was very knowledgeable, and I remember feeling rather dim and
narrowly experienced by comparison, even though academically at that stage, I was doing a lot
better than him.As a young teenager, Cameron was indeed remarkably sophisticated. While
other boys his age were preoccupied with their sporting achievements, his godfather Ben
Glazebrook recalls him nonchalantly proffering dining recommendations.We had this party with
some of our godchildren and David’s fifteen-or sixteen-year-old friends from Eton. They were all
talking about getting their cricket colours. David was obviously very bored by this, and said, ‘Do
you know the Etoile restaurant in Soho, Ben?’ He knew the menu by heart. ‘The sole
Monégasque is so delicious,’ he said. The other boys’ jaws were dropping. He was far, far more
sophisticated than his contemporaries.Evidence of an early interest in current affairs is thin.
Neither former teachers nor former classmates remember him showing much taste for politics
until the sixth form.Until that point, he was coasting and had been in danger of flunking some of
his O levels. He has never revealed his grades, but he has admitted they weren’t particularly
good.36Perhaps spurred by fear of failure, he suddenly put his foot on the gas.In his own
words,When I was sixteen, I was definitely going off the track a bit, losing interest in school and
study and doing things wrong … and living in the shadow of an older brother. I remember
thinking, ‘Hold on a minute, if you carry on like this, you’re not going to get any decent grades,
you’re not going to make much of your life.’His A levels were history, history of art, and
economics with politics. He became very focused, coming top of his year for the politics section
of his A level in ‘Trials’ in his penultimate year.‘I really loved what I was doing … I suddenly
thought, “I love my subjects” and I was switched on,’ he has said.Home for the holidays, he told
his mother how much he was enjoying his politics A level.‘You should talk to Cousin Ferdy,’ she
said, a reference to her first cousin Ferdinand Mount, who was head of Downing Street’s policy
unit at the time.On what was to be the first of many occasions, Cameron discovered how helpful
it could be to have friends and relatives in high places.Mount’s son Harry recalls: ‘Mary Cameron
rang Dad up, asking if the sixteen-year-old Dave could interview him for the school magazine.
Dad said he was busy, and that he was restricted by the Official Secrets Act, but might be in
touch.’ Cameron was undeterred. With admirable chutzpah, he rang Mount’s office ‘moments
later’ to book an appointment. According to Harry Mount, he subsequently ‘turned up at
Downing Street, in Dad’s words, “looking pink and perky, not yet the size he grew to, but
abounding in self-confidence”’.37 Ferdinand Mount ‘at first thought it was too much, but was
absolutely charmed by him’.As Cameron entered his mid- to late teens, he began emerging from
his older brother’s shadow. Self-assured and good-looking, he was acquiring some swagger and
discovering girls. Peasemore had an annual barn dance, where he had significant success. One
girl who caught his eye remembers a long slow dance with him to Lionel Richie’s ‘Three Times a



Lady’, after which they kissed.‘He wrote to me from Eton,’ she recalls rather mistily. ‘I wish I could
find the letters.’According to an old edition of The Chronicle, the school magazine, Cameron
fared particularly well in a competition for the greatest number of marriage proposals received
that leap year. The rules had to be clarified to underline that each proposition had to come from
a different girl, ‘thus excluding Dave Cameron’s two calls from the same lovesick princess’.He
was now old enough to frequent the school bar, Tap, where boys had a limited allocation of beer.
In a habit that he would not shake for decades, he also began having the odd sneaky cigarette
behind the cricket pavilions, a transgression that carried the risk of being ‘gated’ (confined to the
boarding house during social events). By this time, corporal punishment at Eton was rare. Minor
disciplinary breaches were treated with detentions or Latin lines, known as ‘Georgics’. Those
who were late for lessons were forced to get up very early to sign a so-called ‘Tardy book’ at the
school office, a punishment imposed for a week.More serious offences could mean immediate
ejection from the school. Cameron’s year group had the ignominious distinction of a record
number of expulsions – a fate the Prime Minister himself narrowly escaped after he was ‘busted’
for taking cannabis.The episode, which took place just a few weeks before he was due to sit his
O levels, was sufficiently serious for police to be called in. Seven boys were thrown out of the
school on the day the scandal broke, and the investigation snowballed, with many others,
Cameron included, hauled before teachers. The affair exposed a significantly more widespread
drug problem than the school authorities had anticipated. When it came to light after Cameron’s
rise to the Conservative Party leadership, it prompted a media furore, but friends say he was
only a bit player.‘I always thought he was an unwilling participant,’ says James Deen.He was
very like me in that I never did anything wrong in five years. All his friends were quite naughty,
drank, smoked … probably did things they didn’t have a fucking clue about. But he was quite
goody-goody. There were some ‘characters’ in his House, and willing or not, he became part of
it. It’s a very typical thing at Eton, that if someone is caught doing something, unfortunately
everybody in that year and that House suffers because of it.Among those expelled was Max
Wigram (who now runs an art gallery on New Bond Street in London), who seems to have been
a dazzling figure at Eton. His sudden departure was a shock to pupils.‘He was a very intelligent
non-conformist – fifteen going on twenty-five. He was hanging out with supermodels at the age
of fourteen, when the rest of us didn’t even know what a pigtail was,’ Deen recalls.Looking back,
Berthoud dismisses the drugs scandal asall just bravado, the equivalent of sneaking behind the
bike sheds for a fag … I remember the expulsions thing as being ‘Oh my God, wow.’ They were
the subversive heroes, in as much as Eton had a counterculture. Max was a bit of a sporting
hero, immensely good-looking and charismatic, and rebellious towards the teachers, and then
he was expelled. I remember I was very shocked by that. I thought in a way that we were all
untouchable.On school trips, boys were given more leeway. A 1984 edition of The Chronicle
records a junket to Rome one Easter that was packed with riotous antics, including a kerfuffle
with the Carabinieri.The article records:It was Franz Calice and Fred Collin who really gave
proceedings a bang when they purchased a couple of remarkably lifelike toy Colt 45s, which



made a satisfactorily loud noise. Within hours the shop was cleared out and the entire party was
armed and firing at any unattractive Italian that moved. Unfortunately the entertainment was
brought to a close when the local police became a little excited and told us to put them
away.Halfway through the expedition, Cameron sprained his ankle ‘when dancing
overenthusiastic reels to the dulcet tones of his old friend Ben Weatherall’s bagpipes’ while
trying to raise a few lire for beers that night. The incident limited his sightseeing somewhat, but
the paper records that he ‘made up for it in other departments’, presumably involving one or
more Italian girls. Parents may have been reassured to learn that the lads were at least on their
best behaviour when they were taken to the British ambassador’s residence, where two of the
boys performed a piano recital while another of the group, one Andrew Morgan-Williams,
‘engaged the ambassador in polite, genteel, cocktail conversation’.Cameron’s closest friends at
Eton included ‘Toppo’ Todhunter, Simon Andreae (whose twin Giles also became a close friend
at Oxford), James Learmond, James Fergusson, Tom Goff and Ben Weatherall, who remain in
close contact with the Prime Minister and fiercely loyal to their friend. (Todhunter and Goff were
joint best men at his wedding.)It is testament to Cameron that few Old Etonians have anything
seriously disobliging to say about their old classmate. Some thought him a little arrogant and
charmless, but his worst social offence seems to have been to stick to a small clique, a habit that
remained.According to one former classmate:My reading of it is that he actually wasn’t that
popular. I knew him well enough to share classes and speak to him every now and then. He
didn’t make friends easily and seemed to cling on to very close friends, who were mainly in his
[boarding] house. From my perspective, that looked to me like he was very cliquey and slightly
arrogant. It definitely did strike me that he was noticeably less sociable, easy-going and friendly
than a lot of people. He defiantly stuck to a very small group of people, much more than anybody
else. Looking back, thirty years later, I sort of read that as maybe he was slightly insecure,
possibly even a bit shy.Former teachers generally recall him as cheerful, confident and well
mannered. Yet it is clear he was not a massive figure at the school. James Wallis, who was in
several of the same ‘divs’ (Eton slang for classes) as Cameron, says:Others from our year did
stand out – Nick Rowe [now an actor]; James Wood [now a successful writer and literary critic];
Giles Andreae; and of course Boris, who despite being two years above us was known to pretty
much everyone in the school. Then there was Josh Astor [an adopted member of Samantha
Cameron’s family], who left early under a drug-related cloud, dated Jade Jagger, and did hard
time for coke dealing. The last I heard of him was a one-paragraph story in The Independent
sometime in the 1990s, headlined something like ‘Naked Man on Hotel Roof “High on
Crack”’.38It was clear even then that these people were going to make some kind of impression
on society, even if it was a skidmark. But David Cameron … nothing. When he first appeared as
an MP, I mentioned my non-memories of him to another OE friend from our year and they
couldn’t remember him either.Others are more complimentary. Philip Bassett, an Eton and
Oxford University contemporary, said:I liked the guy enormously. He was a friend. He was a
fabulous guy, a really nice guy. I went to my first ever ball with him when I was fourteen. It was the



Feathers’ Ball, which is something a lot of thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds go to. There were
three of us going, organised through a friend of ours – me, him and Max Wigram. It was a
formative experience because we didn’t have any partners then. We were rather scared fourteen-
year-old boys! He always handled himself well. He wasn’t a guffawing drunk.James Deen, who
was in all the same classes as Cameron all the way through school, says, ‘I think he played a
very straight bat. He was a very nice person at the periphery of a group of quite naughty boys.
He was what you’d call a very decent Englishman.’The suggestion that Cameron was not as
popular as he would have liked is borne out by his failure to make it into ‘Pop’. At the time, boys
were elected to the society by their peers. For many, acquiring the credentials to be selected
was a major preoccupation.In an article for the school magazine in 2011, Berthoud reflected on
what an obsession it could be:As we progress up the Blocks in school, we all wonder, at some
stage, are we Pop material? Are we bright enough, sporty enough, popular, respected, noticed?
Is our hair interesting enough, do we smell nice, can we make people laugh? Have we joined
enough societies, do we play the right instruments, can we act? How many existing members of
Pop can we count as our friends? What is the magic formula to step into sponge-bag trousers
and a mildly racy waist-coat?Berthoud says modestly that he himself ‘felt a bit of a fraud’ in Pop,
having no great claim to sporting or academic prowess.I certainly wasn’t chosen for my
anticipated abilities of keeping law and order at the school. When it came down to it, I was lucky
– I knew quite a few in Pop, I hadn’t been naughty enough to have a blemished record, and I
think I had … the ability to listen.It seems Cameron simply did not bother to network – and paid
the price. While he was gregarious at school, he did not reach out beyond his immediate social
set. Perhaps his knockback in this early popularity contest made him more determined to shine
in later life, though it would be a mistake to read too much into it. In his article for the school
magazine, written after he attended the 2011 reunion, Berthoud says:I looked around the tables
and tables of OEs. There – a man who was in Pop in 1941. Going very strong. That guy – one of
the most successful hedge fund managers in the country. That one – a property tycoon. A clutch
of celebrities. Yet also among us – engineers, architects, photographers, some unemployed –
even a few journalists. Did anything link these people?His conclusion is not.There was nothing
to distinguish these guys as Poppers. Time had really levelled us. In spite of the privilege, we
were getting old, just like the rest of the population. We faced strife, difficulty, problems in our
lives. Being in Pop was not a golden ticket to wealth and happiness. Pop people are not in any
sense god-like.On other fronts, Cameron was ticking most of the right boxes for holding high
office. He was smart, well rounded and self-assured. In a character trait he would later display as
Prime Minister, he had a tendency to coast, but when it really mattered he pulled out the stops
and could be brilliant.Nonetheless, he did not appear to be anything special, especially when
compared with Johnson.Buckland, who has observed both of their careers, says:By Eton
standards … Cameron was ‘good second-rate’ in terms of talent. Furthermore, there is a world of
difference between the merely very capable, such as Cameron, and the brilliant, verging on
genius, such as Johnson. The latter can, and often do, make their own way in the world, whereas



the former have to compromise, rely on others, work hard, and so on. When I read some time
ago that Cameron did well academically at Oxford, I wasn’t surprised. The top fifty kids in our
Eton year group were all capable of that, if they applied the necessary level of effort.Of course, a
good brain is not the only prerequisite for success in politics. Cameron’s next step – a gap year –
would give him a taste of life at Westminster, as well as adventures in far-flung places.29 Head
of Digital Impact.30 Private information.31 Private information.32 Chris Berthoud.33 Chris
Berthoud.34 Daily Telegraph, 3 July 2015.35 Last Word, Radio 4, 9 August 2015.36 Harry
Mount interview, op. cit.37 Ibid.38 The original Independent article has proved hard to trace; the
incident was recorded in the Daily Record of 13 May 1999.4POP CONTEST‘The sole
Monégasque is so delicious.’– Cameron, aged fourteenAyear into Cameron’s premiership, Eton
held a party to mark the 200th anniversary of its elite sixth-form club, Pop. All 725 former pupils
invited to the jamboree had been singled out at school as something special. After assembling in
the college chapel, the former ‘Poppers’ belted out ‘Jerusalem’ before heading to a marquee and
starting on the champagne. A shambolic attempt to take a group photo from a high window was
met, according to one there, with ‘benign tolerance’ as the atmosphere became increasingly
merry.Where was Dave?As Boris Johnson, one of Pop’s most distinguished former members,
could not resist pointing out, the Prime Minister was not there, because he did not make it into
Pop. (Membership was equivalent to celebrity status at Eton, and was the dream of every boy at
the school.)Surveying the ranks of rich and famous at the party, Chris Berthoud, a former Popper
who is now a BBC executive,29 found himself pondering the significance of the school society.
Did an individual, he wondered, need ‘special DNA’ to be in Pop? Why didn’t Cameron get in?
The PM’s association with Eton has repeatedly been exploited by political opponents keen to
present him as out of touch. Unlike Johnson, who also attended the school but is proud of his
exclusive education, the Prime Minister has sometimes seemed embarrassed by his alma mater
– so much so that when the school asked him for a signed photograph a few years ago, to
display alongside that of other prime ministers in the Eton College Museum, they were initially
turned down.‘It was sort of ridiculous,’ says an alumnus who went on to advise Cameron in
opposition. ‘There are any number of Old Etonian politicians who’d have given them signed
photographs, but here was the Leader of the Opposition and they said they were having terrible
trouble persuading him.’30No wonder some masters have been looking forward to the day he
leaves office. Proud as the school is to have produced its nineteenth Prime Minister, privately,
some teachers have been known to reflect gloomily that he has brought only negative
publicity.31Yet Cameron’s Eton years are fundamental to his story. The education he received
and the connections he made were instrumental in his ascent and have coloured his entire
political career. Moreover, a number of the friendships he made proved lifelong, providing him
with a remarkably stable and loyal social base.Today, Eton is well integrated with the local
community, with links to state schools in Slough, Hounslow and Windsor. When Cameron
arrived in 1979 as a nervous twelve-year-old, however, it was a parallel universe of medieval
cloisters and coat tails in which centuries of tradition dictated almost every aspect of the school



day. Save for occasional forays into Windsor to window-shop and buy magazines and sweets,
there was little reason for boys to mingle with – or be troubled by – the world outside. It was a
surreal stage on which to play out one’s teenage years.Founded in 1440 by King Henry VI as a
charity school to provide free education to seventy poor boys, Eton gradually morphed into a
school for the privileged few. In Cameron’s day, ‘the whole ethos was your success story’,32 and
boys took it for granted that they would do well in life.Marcus Warren, who was in the same year
as the future Prime Minister, said:It sounds arrogant, and I don’t think arrogance is necessarily a
quality you should attribute to all Etonians, but there was an assumption that in later life one
would probably be in a position of some authority or privilege. One would be more fortunate than
others … That just seemed to be the way things were. You didn’t see a lot of questioning going
on around that … With hindsight, there was a sort of sense of entitlement. Here we were in this
extraordinary school, a fantastic privilege and fortune, at a time when Britain had just come out
of the 1970s. It had been a really bruising time for the country, and there were changes afoot.
There was a sort of low-intensity revolution underway, with miners’ strikes and mass
unemployment. It seemed to pass us by.Indeed, Cameron had not been at Eton for long before
he was telling people he would be Prime Minister one day. A friend who used to hang out with
him in Peasemore during school holidays recalls:You know when you are a kid you just tend to
talk about crap? We would always say, ‘What do you want to do?’ Cameron would reply, literally
from the age of fourteen, ‘I am going to be Prime Minister.’ Normally you would take the piss if
somebody said that, but with him, you didn’t – he said it with such conviction. It’s just such a
weird thing for a fourteen-year-old to say. It was obvious that he really meant it.This was just
teenage banter, of course. There is no evidence that Cameron was particularly interested in
politics or that he planned a career in public life from a young age. However, he clearly assumed
he had a big future ahead of him, a notion the Eton environment encouraged.Throughout the
school, there was intense pressure to perform. It was ruthlessly academic.‘You could no longer
get in because your dad had been there. Academic standards had risen a lot. People were
definitely being steered towards Oxford. There weren’t a lot of Hooray Henry stupids,’ Warren
says.The headmaster was a distinguished Scot named Eric Anderson, who had previously
taught Tony Blair at Fettes and Prince Charles at Gordonstoun. He has described Cameron as
‘clever’ and ‘nice’, saying that he was an ‘excellent House captain’ who ‘showed leadership
qualities early on’.As a new boy, Cameron’s integration was significantly eased by the presence
of his brother Alex, who had by then been at the school for three years and was extremely
popular. This was a mixed blessing. As at Heatherdown, where it was Alex who made the bigger
impression, the future Prime Minister initially struggled to compete with his effortlessly charming
and extrovert sibling, who was, former pupils say, ‘someone people adored immediately’.33Alex
Cameron also had a taste for practical jokes. James Deen, another of Cameron’s peers, recalls
him returning to Eton aged twenty or twenty-one and locking everyone in the chapel. ‘He was
caught and had to go to his old housemaster,’ he says. ‘Alex was more of a prankster and Dave
was just your normal well-behaved little brother.’Arriving for his first term, Cameron was enrolled



in ‘JF’ House, where he found himself among fifty boys, including Alex, ranging in age from the
most junior year (known as F block) to sixth form, known as B and A blocks. In JF (named after
housemaster John Faulkner), he had his own room, a luxury that gave him some privacy. His
year group was the last to be subjected to so-called ‘fagging’, an arcane tradition in which twelve-
and thirteen-year-olds were forced to carry out menial tasks for sixth-form boys. Curiously, there
is no record of Cameron suffering this indignity, perhaps thanks to the protection of Alex. He was
eventually to become House Captain, a notable though not outstanding achievement (it was a
competition between ten).At Heatherdown, Cameron had done well academically but was not
one of the highest flyers. At Eton, his respectable but unremarkable track record continued.
Unlike Johnson (two years his senior), he was not among the elite group of gifted Etonians
known as King’s scholars, whose academic prowess earns a 10 per cent discount on the annual
fee, and exclusive accommodation in a section of the school known as College. Nor was he in a
second tier of scholars, who did not live in College but were considered gifted. Indeed, when
Cameron and Johnson became political rivals three decades later, the fiercely competitive
Johnson (who, according to friends, still considers he has the superior brain) liked to tease the
Prime Minister about his failure to become a ‘KS’. He once sent him a cheeky text message
suggesting that if he needed any help with a policy, he could call on a long list of fellow Old
Etonians who had made the grade. (Cameron’s riposte is unknown, but he may have countered
that he went on to achieve a First at Oxford, whereas the London mayor scored an Upper
Second.)Boys were continuously ranked via internal exams known as ‘Trials’, establishing a
clear academic hierarchy. There was no hiding place for those who were struggling: the results
were read out publicly in the school theatre, starting at the bottom.Someone who has kept
copies of the old league tables says Cameron ranked in the ‘low 100s … not in the middle, but
slightly above the middle’.Contemporaries feel this was broadly reflective of his ability, at least
until he was sixteen. One who followed him to university says:At Oxford, I was amazed when
people would come up to me and say, ‘You went to Eton, so you must know David. He’s really
clever.’ I thought … What?! He clearly absolutely shone at Oxford, but I think most people at
school with him would have been surprised that he was academically top notch. That was not
the impression he created.William Buckland, who had the same sixth-form history teacher as
Cameron, the late Michael Kidson, is more generous.‘In our history class, my impression was
that Kidson felt that four kids stood out: the two King’s scholars and two others, one of whom
was Cameron. When difficult things were being discussed, Kidson would generally turn to one of
those four,’ he says.Kidson was a charismatic figure whose lively lessons made a lasting
impression.Buckland recalls:We mostly studied nineteenth-century British history, particularly
the empire and various related conflicts and political history – Peel, Gladstone, Disraeli,
Palmerston etc. Kidson was an inspirational teacher who acted many of the major events
himself. I vividly remember him playing out the imperial reactions of British politicians towards
rebellious upstarts in places like Egypt and Sudan. I seem to recall that Cameron sat in the front
row on the left. So Kidson was performing only a few feet from the nose of someone who was



later to exhibit similar reactions, towards Libya, Islamic State, and when he voted in favour of
attack on Iraq in 2003.This may be fanciful, but Cameron certainly appreciated the lessons.
When his old master died in 2015, he sent a tribute to be read out at his memorial service.‘He
was an inspirational teacher who made you feel you were in the room with the people he taught
you about. He was so passionate about Gladstone that when he read the last few pages of
[Philip] Magnus’s great biography aloud in class, he started to cry,’ Cameron said.34Kidson was
less gushing about his famous former pupil.In later life he liked to tell people that Cameron’s
success at A level was ‘among the most inexplicable events in modern history’.35Another
teacher to whom the Prime Minister owes lasting gratitude is Jeff Branch, who was his tutor in
1982. Adrian McGlynn, who was also in Branch’s group, recalls:Mr Branch, whose nickname
was Twiggy, was an accomplished English teacher and very artistic. It was the first time I had
really come into contact with David, and we had the whole academic year in that tutor group –
about six of us, I think.Twiggy was very keen that we had some experience of public speaking.
One term, he set each of us weekly tasks of research and presentation. He would give us a topic
that we had to present to the group in a five-minute speech the following week. Research to be
conducted in the school’s amazing libraries – this all before the internet, of course – and then we
had to stand up and speak in front of our peers. Naturally, at first we were all hesitant and simply
read out a written essay on what we had discovered. But then Mr Branch asked us to present on
things that interested us … and without reading from notes. Really scary. But I have this memory
of David doing something with amazing fluency and articulacy on, I think, Raphael. Whenever I
see him now stand up and pull the trick of speaking without script or notes, I think back to the Mr
Branch tutorial group of ’82.One of Cameron’s favourite subjects was art. McGlynn recalls him
taking it extremely seriously.We were fifteen or sixteen and he was passionate about it. I recall
him reporting to our group what he had done on the very short three-day half-term we had in
October, which was called ‘Long Leave’. While I just went home to Leeds, slept and returned,
David languidly told us that he had been to Florence for the weekend. This was in the days
before cheap and easy flights! The purpose of his visit was not to drink and get laid, as most
fifteen-year-old public schoolboys aimed to do, but to immerse himself in art. He was very
knowledgeable, and I remember feeling rather dim and narrowly experienced by comparison,
even though academically at that stage, I was doing a lot better than him.As a young teenager,
Cameron was indeed remarkably sophisticated. While other boys his age were preoccupied with
their sporting achievements, his godfather Ben Glazebrook recalls him nonchalantly proffering
dining recommendations.We had this party with some of our godchildren and David’s fifteen-or
sixteen-year-old friends from Eton. They were all talking about getting their cricket colours. David
was obviously very bored by this, and said, ‘Do you know the Etoile restaurant in Soho, Ben?’ He
knew the menu by heart. ‘The sole Monégasque is so delicious,’ he said. The other boys’ jaws
were dropping. He was far, far more sophisticated than his contemporaries.Evidence of an early
interest in current affairs is thin. Neither former teachers nor former classmates remember him
showing much taste for politics until the sixth form.Until that point, he was coasting and had



been in danger of flunking some of his O levels. He has never revealed his grades, but he has
admitted they weren’t particularly good.36Perhaps spurred by fear of failure, he suddenly put his
foot on the gas.In his own words,When I was sixteen, I was definitely going off the track a bit,
losing interest in school and study and doing things wrong … and living in the shadow of an
older brother. I remember thinking, ‘Hold on a minute, if you carry on like this, you’re not going to
get any decent grades, you’re not going to make much of your life.’His A levels were history,
history of art, and economics with politics. He became very focused, coming top of his year for
the politics section of his A level in ‘Trials’ in his penultimate year.‘I really loved what I was doing
… I suddenly thought, “I love my subjects” and I was switched on,’ he has said.Home for the
holidays, he told his mother how much he was enjoying his politics A level.‘You should talk to
Cousin Ferdy,’ she said, a reference to her first cousin Ferdinand Mount, who was head of
Downing Street’s policy unit at the time.On what was to be the first of many occasions, Cameron
discovered how helpful it could be to have friends and relatives in high places.Mount’s son Harry
recalls: ‘Mary Cameron rang Dad up, asking if the sixteen-year-old Dave could interview him for
the school magazine. Dad said he was busy, and that he was restricted by the Official Secrets
Act, but might be in touch.’ Cameron was undeterred. With admirable chutzpah, he rang Mount’s
office ‘moments later’ to book an appointment. According to Harry Mount, he subsequently
‘turned up at Downing Street, in Dad’s words, “looking pink and perky, not yet the size he grew
to, but abounding in self-confidence”’.37 Ferdinand Mount ‘at first thought it was too much, but
was absolutely charmed by him’.As Cameron entered his mid- to late teens, he began emerging
from his older brother’s shadow. Self-assured and good-looking, he was acquiring some
swagger and discovering girls. Peasemore had an annual barn dance, where he had significant
success. One girl who caught his eye remembers a long slow dance with him to Lionel Richie’s
‘Three Times a Lady’, after which they kissed.‘He wrote to me from Eton,’ she recalls rather
mistily. ‘I wish I could find the letters.’According to an old edition of The Chronicle, the school
magazine, Cameron fared particularly well in a competition for the greatest number of marriage
proposals received that leap year. The rules had to be clarified to underline that each proposition
had to come from a different girl, ‘thus excluding Dave Cameron’s two calls from the same
lovesick princess’.He was now old enough to frequent the school bar, Tap, where boys had a
limited allocation of beer. In a habit that he would not shake for decades, he also began having
the odd sneaky cigarette behind the cricket pavilions, a transgression that carried the risk of
being ‘gated’ (confined to the boarding house during social events). By this time, corporal
punishment at Eton was rare. Minor disciplinary breaches were treated with detentions or Latin
lines, known as ‘Georgics’. Those who were late for lessons were forced to get up very early to
sign a so-called ‘Tardy book’ at the school office, a punishment imposed for a week.More
serious offences could mean immediate ejection from the school. Cameron’s year group had the
ignominious distinction of a record number of expulsions – a fate the Prime Minister himself
narrowly escaped after he was ‘busted’ for taking cannabis.The episode, which took place just a
few weeks before he was due to sit his O levels, was sufficiently serious for police to be called in.



Seven boys were thrown out of the school on the day the scandal broke, and the investigation
snowballed, with many others, Cameron included, hauled before teachers. The affair exposed a
significantly more widespread drug problem than the school authorities had anticipated. When it
came to light after Cameron’s rise to the Conservative Party leadership, it prompted a media
furore, but friends say he was only a bit player.‘I always thought he was an unwilling participant,’
says James Deen.He was very like me in that I never did anything wrong in five years. All his
friends were quite naughty, drank, smoked … probably did things they didn’t have a fucking clue
about. But he was quite goody-goody. There were some ‘characters’ in his House, and willing or
not, he became part of it. It’s a very typical thing at Eton, that if someone is caught doing
something, unfortunately everybody in that year and that House suffers because of it.Among
those expelled was Max Wigram (who now runs an art gallery on New Bond Street in London),
who seems to have been a dazzling figure at Eton. His sudden departure was a shock to
pupils.‘He was a very intelligent non-conformist – fifteen going on twenty-five. He was hanging
out with supermodels at the age of fourteen, when the rest of us didn’t even know what a pigtail
was,’ Deen recalls.Looking back, Berthoud dismisses the drugs scandal asall just bravado, the
equivalent of sneaking behind the bike sheds for a fag … I remember the expulsions thing as
being ‘Oh my God, wow.’ They were the subversive heroes, in as much as Eton had a
counterculture. Max was a bit of a sporting hero, immensely good-looking and charismatic, and
rebellious towards the teachers, and then he was expelled. I remember I was very shocked by
that. I thought in a way that we were all untouchable.On school trips, boys were given more
leeway. A 1984 edition of The Chronicle records a junket to Rome one Easter that was packed
with riotous antics, including a kerfuffle with the Carabinieri.The article records:It was Franz
Calice and Fred Collin who really gave proceedings a bang when they purchased a couple of
remarkably lifelike toy Colt 45s, which made a satisfactorily loud noise. Within hours the shop
was cleared out and the entire party was armed and firing at any unattractive Italian that moved.
Unfortunately the entertainment was brought to a close when the local police became a little
excited and told us to put them away.Halfway through the expedition, Cameron sprained his
ankle ‘when dancing overenthusiastic reels to the dulcet tones of his old friend Ben Weatherall’s
bagpipes’ while trying to raise a few lire for beers that night. The incident limited his sightseeing
somewhat, but the paper records that he ‘made up for it in other departments’, presumably
involving one or more Italian girls. Parents may have been reassured to learn that the lads were
at least on their best behaviour when they were taken to the British ambassador’s residence,
where two of the boys performed a piano recital while another of the group, one Andrew Morgan-
Williams, ‘engaged the ambassador in polite, genteel, cocktail conversation’.Cameron’s closest
friends at Eton included ‘Toppo’ Todhunter, Simon Andreae (whose twin Giles also became a
close friend at Oxford), James Learmond, James Fergusson, Tom Goff and Ben Weatherall, who
remain in close contact with the Prime Minister and fiercely loyal to their friend. (Todhunter and
Goff were joint best men at his wedding.)It is testament to Cameron that few Old Etonians have
anything seriously disobliging to say about their old classmate. Some thought him a little



arrogant and charmless, but his worst social offence seems to have been to stick to a small
clique, a habit that remained.According to one former classmate:My reading of it is that he
actually wasn’t that popular. I knew him well enough to share classes and speak to him every
now and then. He didn’t make friends easily and seemed to cling on to very close friends, who
were mainly in his [boarding] house. From my perspective, that looked to me like he was very
cliquey and slightly arrogant. It definitely did strike me that he was noticeably less sociable, easy-
going and friendly than a lot of people. He defiantly stuck to a very small group of people, much
more than anybody else. Looking back, thirty years later, I sort of read that as maybe he was
slightly insecure, possibly even a bit shy.Former teachers generally recall him as cheerful,
confident and well mannered. Yet it is clear he was not a massive figure at the school. James
Wallis, who was in several of the same ‘divs’ (Eton slang for classes) as Cameron, says:Others
from our year did stand out – Nick Rowe [now an actor]; James Wood [now a successful writer
and literary critic]; Giles Andreae; and of course Boris, who despite being two years above us
was known to pretty much everyone in the school. Then there was Josh Astor [an adopted
member of Samantha Cameron’s family], who left early under a drug-related cloud, dated Jade
Jagger, and did hard time for coke dealing. The last I heard of him was a one-paragraph story in
The Independent sometime in the 1990s, headlined something like ‘Naked Man on Hotel Roof
“High on Crack”’.38It was clear even then that these people were going to make some kind of
impression on society, even if it was a skidmark. But David Cameron … nothing. When he first
appeared as an MP, I mentioned my non-memories of him to another OE friend from our year
and they couldn’t remember him either.Others are more complimentary. Philip Bassett, an Eton
and Oxford University contemporary, said:I liked the guy enormously. He was a friend. He was a
fabulous guy, a really nice guy. I went to my first ever ball with him when I was fourteen. It was the
Feathers’ Ball, which is something a lot of thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds go to. There were
three of us going, organised through a friend of ours – me, him and Max Wigram. It was a
formative experience because we didn’t have any partners then. We were rather scared fourteen-
year-old boys! He always handled himself well. He wasn’t a guffawing drunk.James Deen, who
was in all the same classes as Cameron all the way through school, says, ‘I think he played a
very straight bat. He was a very nice person at the periphery of a group of quite naughty boys.
He was what you’d call a very decent Englishman.’The suggestion that Cameron was not as
popular as he would have liked is borne out by his failure to make it into ‘Pop’. At the time, boys
were elected to the society by their peers. For many, acquiring the credentials to be selected
was a major preoccupation.In an article for the school magazine in 2011, Berthoud reflected on
what an obsession it could be:As we progress up the Blocks in school, we all wonder, at some
stage, are we Pop material? Are we bright enough, sporty enough, popular, respected, noticed?
Is our hair interesting enough, do we smell nice, can we make people laugh? Have we joined
enough societies, do we play the right instruments, can we act? How many existing members of
Pop can we count as our friends? What is the magic formula to step into sponge-bag trousers
and a mildly racy waist-coat?Berthoud says modestly that he himself ‘felt a bit of a fraud’ in Pop,



having no great claim to sporting or academic prowess.I certainly wasn’t chosen for my
anticipated abilities of keeping law and order at the school. When it came down to it, I was lucky
– I knew quite a few in Pop, I hadn’t been naughty enough to have a blemished record, and I
think I had … the ability to listen.It seems Cameron simply did not bother to network – and paid
the price. While he was gregarious at school, he did not reach out beyond his immediate social
set. Perhaps his knockback in this early popularity contest made him more determined to shine
in later life, though it would be a mistake to read too much into it. In his article for the school
magazine, written after he attended the 2011 reunion, Berthoud says:I looked around the tables
and tables of OEs. There – a man who was in Pop in 1941. Going very strong. That guy – one of
the most successful hedge fund managers in the country. That one – a property tycoon. A clutch
of celebrities. Yet also among us – engineers, architects, photographers, some unemployed –
even a few journalists. Did anything link these people?His conclusion is not.There was nothing
to distinguish these guys as Poppers. Time had really levelled us. In spite of the privilege, we
were getting old, just like the rest of the population. We faced strife, difficulty, problems in our
lives. Being in Pop was not a golden ticket to wealth and happiness. Pop people are not in any
sense god-like.On other fronts, Cameron was ticking most of the right boxes for holding high
office. He was smart, well rounded and self-assured. In a character trait he would later display as
Prime Minister, he had a tendency to coast, but when it really mattered he pulled out the stops
and could be brilliant.Nonetheless, he did not appear to be anything special, especially when
compared with Johnson.Buckland, who has observed both of their careers, says:By Eton
standards … Cameron was ‘good second-rate’ in terms of talent. Furthermore, there is a world of
difference between the merely very capable, such as Cameron, and the brilliant, verging on
genius, such as Johnson. The latter can, and often do, make their own way in the world, whereas
the former have to compromise, rely on others, work hard, and so on. When I read some time
ago that Cameron did well academically at Oxford, I wasn’t surprised. The top fifty kids in our
Eton year group were all capable of that, if they applied the necessary level of effort.Of course, a
good brain is not the only prerequisite for success in politics. Cameron’s next step – a gap year –
would give him a taste of life at Westminster, as well as adventures in far-flung places.29 Head
of Digital Impact.30 Private information.31 Private information.32 Chris Berthoud.33 Chris
Berthoud.34 Daily Telegraph, 3 July 2015.35 Last Word, Radio 4, 9 August 2015.36 Harry
Mount interview, op. cit.37 Ibid.38 The original Independent article has proved hard to trace; the
incident was recorded in the Daily Record of 13 May 1999.29 Head of Digital Impact.30 Private
information.31 Private information.32 Chris Berthoud.33 Chris Berthoud.34 Daily Telegraph, 3
July 2015.35 Last Word, Radio 4, 9 August 2015.36 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.37 Ibid.38
The original Independent article has proved hard to trace; the incident was recorded in the Daily
Record of 13 May 1999.5I SPY‘I was not that young man who fed David Cameron with caviar.
Though if I had been that man, I would not admit it.’– General Yuri Kobaladze, former KGB
spyCameron was lounging on a beach after a 6,000-mile odyssey across Siberia when he had
one of the strangest encounters of his life.It was 1985, and the liberating breeze of glasnost had



yet to sweep across Mikhail Gorbachev’s Russia, thawing the icy grip of the Cold War.The
repressive Soviet empire was still a place of hammer-and-sickle totalitarianism, where KGB eyes
were everywhere and informants lurked on street corners.Cameron has never spoken publicly
about the train journey from Japan to Moscow on the Trans-Siberian Express (unlike David
Bowie, who did the same trip twelve years earlier and has described it as ‘a glimpse into another
world’).However, he has talked about a strange incident afterwards when he and an old school
friend, Anthony Griffith, were in Crimea. As they sunbathed on a beach in Yalta reserved for
foreign tourists, they were surprised to be approached by two Russians rather older than
themselves who spoke perfect English. The men were normally dressed, extremely friendly and
clearly well off, and proceeded to engage them in conversation, before inviting them for lunch
and dinner. Over caviar and sturgeon, Cameron and Griffith found themselves being
‘interrogated in a very friendly way about life in England and politics’. Surprised, they became
guarded, and turned down an offer to meet their new friends again the following evening. The
identity of the Russians was a mystery – as it remains, tantalising so. Cameron himself has
speculated that they were KGB spies looking to recruit him. However, a fresh investigation has
now cast a different light on what happened – suggesting that while the men were indeed KGB
agents, their motives were different.The Soviet trip was the third element of Cameron’s gap year.
Before embarking on his Siberian travels, he’d taken up two enviable internships. Cameron’s
parents had been happy to call on relatives in high places to pique their son’s interest in politics
while he was at Eton. Now they used their extensive social and professional network to set him
up with two prestigious job placements shortly after he left school: one in the House of
Commons; the other working for a billionaire in the Far East. They were the sort of internships
most school leavers can only dream of, and they fell into Cameron’s lap.The first came about
because his godfather, Tim Rathbone, was a Tory MP. Rathbone was a pro-European, described
by Cameron himself as ‘a very nice guy but a bit of a wet’.39 The MP set him to work
investigating the poor provision of nursery education and the failure of government drugs policy.
This research seems to have caught his imagination: he showed an unusual interest in drugs
policy when he entered politics himself.The second placement was in the Hong Kong offices of
Jardine Matheson, a highly successful trading conglomerate whose origins traced back to
Imperial China. It was run by an old friend of Cameron’s father, Sir Henry Keswick, who was
delighted to help out by offering Cameron a role as a so-called ‘ship jumper’.Keswick recalls:He
worked for us for six months. His father was our broker and very good friends with everybody.
David was what they call a ship jumper, which is actually a rather nice job. When the ships come
into Hong Kong, somebody has to go out to the launch with the customs and immigration and
the port authorities, and organise to take off the cargo. You have to be ready night and day, so
you are quite busy. It’s a proper job, and he did it very well. We liked him very much.The crews he
dealt with spoke to each other in pidgin English. Cameron has recalled how he found himself
trying to translate Mandarin pidgin English into Cantonese pidgin English.40Keswick was so
impressed by Cameron’s general performance that he offered him a place on Jardine



Matheson’s graduate training scheme after he finished at Oxford. He remembers Cameron
politely declining, saying he wanted to go into politics.Instead of flying home from Hong Kong,
Cameron decided on a much more adventurous route home by land and sea. His first stop was
Japan, from where he took a ferry to the bleak Soviet port of Nakhodka, then the stepping-off
point for the Trans-Siberian Railway. (Its eastern terminus, Vladivostok, headquarters of the
Soviet Pacific Fleet, was closed to foreigners at the time.)For an eighteen-year-old fresh out of
Eton, the Trans-Siberian Express must have been unforgettable. Those familiar with the
experience in those days talk of primitive toilets and dreadful, monotonous food; the feeling of
being snooped on; looking out of grubby windows at endless birch trees. They talk of seeing
conscripts going to work in their units, unsmiling train attendants bearing samovars of tea,
stunning Siberian women, and the boredom of an eight-day journey through wasteland. They
remember brief stops at some of the remotest stations in the world, with babushkas selling
smoked fish, pickled vegetables and fur hats to passengers on the platform. Some itineraries
included overnight stops in bleak hotels, devoid of basics like bath plugs. For many Westerners,
the sheer culture shock of that first gulp of the USSR was monumental.The experience of
Communist Russia affected Cameron deeply.He has said of the visit:It was just remarkable. You
had people following you everywhere and you had to have passes to go here, there and
everywhere. It was such a controlled existence … That split between East and West was one of
the things that definitely got me interested in politics and in particular Conservative politics; that
whole issue of the individual versus the state, that whole thing, that was what fired me
up.41However, attempting to get to the bottom of what happened to him once he arrived in
Crimea is no easy task, not least because the Russian authorities are so twitchy. The incident
first came to light in 2006 when Cameron appeared on BBC Radio 4’s Desert Island Discs.
During the programme he talked about the encounter on the beach, speculating that the men
were KGB agents. He revealed that MI5 showed considerable interest in his trip to Russia when
he later applied for security clearance to become a special adviser at the Treasury. He said he
discussed the encounter with Vernon Bogdanor, his politics tutor at Oxford, who also interpreted
it as an attempt by the KGB to recruit him. He repeated the claim after he became Prime
Minister, mentioning it during a speech at Moscow State University on an official trip to Russia in
2011. Afterwards, Dmitry Medvedev, now Prime Minister, was asked by journalists if he thought
Cameron would have made a good KGB agent. The British Prime Minister immediately
interjected, saying, ‘No.’ In good humour, Medvedev disagreed. ‘I am sure that David would have
been a very good KGB agent, but then, he would never have become Prime Minister of Great
Britain,’ he replied.Evidently the exchange unsettled the Kremlin. It has emerged that spy chiefs
were ordered to get to the bottom of it. According to a highly placed secret service source in
Russia: ‘Checks were made and the definite conclusion was that there was no attempt to recruit
him. Nothing like that happened, it wasn’t true.’So anxious was the Kremlin to quash the story
that shortly before this book was published, in July 2015, a rambling article appeared in
Komsomolskaya Pravda, a pet newspaper of the regime, suggesting that the two men who



approached Cameron and his friend were notorious local gays and that Cameron’s Russia trip
was in fact sponsored by MI6.42 As we shall see, this does not stack up.We retraced Cameron’s
journey across Russia, tracking down various retired officials involved in foreign tourism at the
time. We also spoke to several KGB veterans and Russian intelligence experts. Our research
suggests Cameron attracted attention from the Soviet authorities long before he reached
Crimea, not least because of his high-level family connections.As a British teenager a few
months out of Eton, with connections to both the Conservative Party and the royal family (his
godmother, Fiona Aird, was a lady-in-waiting to Princess Margaret, and her husband, Sir Alastair
Aird, was at the time Comptroller of the Queen Mother’s Household), travelling alone across
Russia ‘the wrong way’ from the Pacific coast to Moscow, he was always going to stand out. It is
likely he came under special scrutiny from the moment he applied for his visa.The Russian
intelligence expert and author Gennady Sokolov has examined Cameron’s trip across Siberia at
this time and spoken to his contacts among Cold War KGB spies.‘Let’s look at the facts here,
starting with his background,’ he says.Of course, no one could know about his future career
then, but there were some interesting elements about him which might have begun to show up
after he made his booking and provided information for his visa application for what was a most
unusual trip. Being an Etonian on his way to Oxford University was one factor, but other aspects
about him too might have shown on checks.Sokolov lists Ian Cameron’s work for Panmure
Gordon, a company that dealt with the foreign debt of various countries, and his position as
chairman of White’s, as well as the Camerons’ proximity to the Tory establishment and links with
the royal family.‘A close family friend and neighbour of the Cameron family was Sir Brian
McGrath, who, in 1985, the year of David’s trip, was private secretary and treasurer to Prince
Philip. So this was a very well-connected young man,’ he says.How much of this would Russian
intelligence agents have known, though?KGB veteran Igor Prelin – a colonel who coached a
young spy named Vladimir Putin in the dark arts of espionage – said that even before the age of
super-fast computers ‘we had a good system of databases and a simple check of the name
could have brought amazing results’.In the long history of spying between the Soviet Union and
Britain, 1985 was a remarkable year. Shortly before Cameron arrived in the USSR, Oleg
Gordievsky, Moscow’s senior spy in London, was abruptly recalled amid suspicions that he was
an MI6 double agent – as indeed he was. He was drugged and subjected to ruthless
interrogation. He managed to alert the British that he was in danger, and a plot was hatched to
smuggle him out of Russia to Finland in the boot of a diplomatic car in July 1985, giving Britain
one of its greatest espionage triumphs of the entire Cold War.Against a backdrop of deep
political mistrust, foreign travellers to the USSR were issued with a number of blunt warnings by
their embassies, echoed in guidebooks. It is likely that Cameron had a copy of Fodor’s Soviet
Union, which cautioned travellers not to compare Russian standards with those in the West.
‘Beware of agents provocateurs. Avoid sexual entanglements,’ it counselled.We tracked down
the Russian official who oversaw Cameron’s arrival. As head of ‘Intourist-Nakhodka’ – the local
government tourist office – Gennady Eslikov was responsible for all travellers who entered the



Soviet Union from Japan during this period. He explained how the process worked.‘All tourists,
even if they came as individuals rather than on a group tour, were accompanied by our
translators. This was the system. It was easier for us to control foreigners.’Travellers arrived by
ferry: either the Felix Dzerzhinsky, named after the cruel founder of the Soviet secret service
following the Bolshevik revolution – or one of three smaller vessels. The circuitous journey took
fifty-four hours and would have been Cameron’s first taste of Soviet Communism.Eslikov
says:The crew of these ships included musicians, who gave two concerts during the journey. All
the waitresses and chambermaids were selected according to their ability to sing or dance
traditional Russian songs. Some talented girls were selected. They did their jobs during the day,
and performed with the musicians in the evening. Why were they interested in such work? They
were paid in hard currency and could use it to buy foreign goods in Yokohama.They had another
function too: to monitor new arrivals to the USSR on behalf of the KGB.Entering the Soviet Union
at Nakhodka was a cumbersome and bureaucratic process. ‘The sea port was built by Japanese
prisoners of war in the 1950s,’ Eslikov says. ‘It was wooden and cramped, with insufficient space
for customs and border guards. With several hundred people disembarking, the paperwork went
very slowly, and the train to Khabarovsk, where tourists joined the Trans-Siberian train, often left
later than scheduled.’ Bags were routinely opened and searched by unsmiling officers, who were
ordered to seize any pornography or religious literature, as well as anything deemed to be
spying or printing equipment. All supplies of foreign cigarettes or liquor in quantities that might
be used for black market trading were also confiscated.The shepherding and controlling of
tourist groups began at once. Though it was only a three-minute walk, travellers were usually
bussed from the port to the modest railway station. The aim was to shield them from the squalor
they might observe, and from the risk of being robbed.‘The fact is we lived much poorer [lives]
than our foreign visitors, but we did not want them to see the poverty, to avoid giving them facts
for counterpropaganda,’ Eslikov says.For the 547-mile overnight run to Khabarovsk, Cameron is
thought to have joined one of the plushest trains then in service in Russia. ‘It was quite exotic,
made before the Second World War in Germany,’ according to Eslikov. It would have swiftly
dispelled the idea that the USSR was classless.‘Usually, the train had eight or nine wagons, two
of them superior class, and the rest first class. The schedule was connected to the timing of the
ships.’The unusually luxurious sleeping berths on this special green and creamcoloured train,
with its air conditioning, comfortable couches, bronze handles and even shower cabins, were
almost exclusively occupied by foreigners. It left at 8 p.m., after which passengers would have
dinner and then settle down for the night.According to Fodor’s guidebook:The next morning, lady
attendants call passengers with tea from the samovar, typical Russian tea in a glass, while
breakfast is taken in the diner, the Ussuri River may be seen on the left of the train, with wild
forest and hill country on the other. In the forests are the last Siberian tigers.’Russian Intourist
guides who accompanied the train were taught to be vigilant and report anything untoward to the
KGB.Some individuals would come under ‘intense scrutiny’.‘It was noticed that one Japanese
tourist woke up at about 4 a.m. and tried to take pictures through the window. It turned out that



his target was military airfields which were hidden by trees and earth walls,’ Eslikov recalls.The
secret services often worked through interpreters and guides accompanying tourists. According
to Eslikov, ‘They could ask, for example, to talk to tourists in order to know their mood; their
impressions; their views. Just to try to understand them.’According to another former worker on
the route, Cameron would have stood out because of his age. Intourist translator Natalia
Shevarkova, who worked in Nakhodka, says it was very rare to see British tourists travelling east
to west. Most were much older than Cameron and came from Australia and New
Zealand.Generally, foreigners on the actual Trans-Siberian trains, from Khabarovsk to Moscow,
were physically segregated from locals in tourist wagons. However, there were occasional
opportunities to meet and interact with Soviet travellers, for example, in the restaurant car or
wandering around the train.‘We helped with the translations. Russians told about themselves,
about their families, children, told their stories. Some had relatives that moved abroad or
participated in the World War Two … They exchanged souvenirs, books, postcards, badges,’
Shevarkova says.When he finally arrived in Moscow, Cameron met up with Griffith, an old friend
from Eton. It is not known what the other Old Etonian, son of a well-connected Welsh farmer and
landowner, was doing in Russia, but the pair travelled to Leningrad and then by plane to
Simferopol, the capital of Crimea, and on to Yalta. On the southern coastline of the Crimean
peninsula, Yalta was the Soviet Union’s premier summer playground. Dubbed the Russian
Riviera, it had a subtropical climate and pebbly beaches beneath a craggy mountain ridge thick
with pine and juniper forests.In Yalta, as on the Trans-Siberian journey, the extent of snooping on
foreigners in 1985 was prodigious. The resort was seen as the tourism jewel of the USSR, and
had two main hotels for foreigners, including Western diplomats. There were small KGB offices
on the premises.A guide and interpreter who worked there the year Cameron visited says:
‘Diplomats were closely watched, but so too were other foreigners who were perceived as being
of interest. I was told that bugging hotel rooms, and listening to phone calls, was easy for them,
and not uncommon.’Another guide explains: ‘The old men on the external doors of the hotel,
checking hotel cards to ensure only guests got inside, were KGB pensioners. The floor ladies in
the hotel were by and large the wives of KGB officers.’Stationed on each floor of the Soviet hotel,
these female staff were a peculiarity of the Communist era. Having checked in at reception,
guests would be issued with a hotel card, which they would exchange with the floor lady for a
key. The women might also sell bottled water and small snacks and would watch guests with a
hawk’s eye, especially foreigners, who stayed in slightly better-quality rooms on separate floors
from Soviet guests.Today, security in Yalta is also vigilant, following the political upheaval linked
to Russian annexation, though at the larger hotels, there is still scope for revelry. Some offer
‘erotic shows’ and spa treatments and massages. The restaurants serve wide-ranging
international cuisine. Back in 1985, things were more restrained. In a section on ‘Nightlife’,
Fodor’s guide would have told Cameron: ‘By and large, there is no such thing in the Soviet
Union, no nightclubs or bars, though there is often singing while you eat in restaurants and
hotels.’However, there were plenty of beachside cafés and some better restaurants where it



could be very difficult to get a table. This does not seem to have been a problem for the two men
who took a shine to Cameron and Griffith on the beach and invited them to lunch and dinner.
They claimed to work at one of the local hotels.Griffith has told how they were plied with large
quantities of vodka and ‘may have been a little intoxicated when they began hitting us with
questions. It all seemed rather strange.’After a while the Old Etonians began feeling uneasy. The
men appeared to be encouraging them to criticise Britain and the Thatcher regime. It seems to
have been Cameron who began wondering how the pair could afford such extravagant food and
drink if they only had fairly menial jobs. ‘How can he afford to pay for this lunch on his meagre
salary?’ he is said to have whispered, before taking the lead in opting not to meet the Russians
for a second night.43Our research among those familiar with both main hotels in Yalta at the
time – the art deco tsarist-era Oreanda, much later visited by Tony Blair (whose grinning picture
hangs on a wall of the hotel along with such luminaries as Dominique Strauss-Kahn), and the
gargantuan concrete monster the Yalta Intourist – suggests Cameron was right to be wary. The
men did not work at either of the hotels.However, nor were they from the local KGB office. We
tracked down the former head of the KGB office in Yalta at the time, who spoke to us on strict
condition of anonymity.‘I can assure you that this was not an operation by Yalta KGB,’ he
declared. ‘None of my former colleagues can recall two young British men. If we’d had a plan to
take them for dinner, then invite them to a second dinner, and they got scared and left, this
would have been remembered.’He believes the approach may have come from KGB
headquarters in Moscow or the Far East.This moment was on Yalta beach but these KGB men
from another region were not obliged to inform us in Yalta about their work here, not even about
their visit. We can only guess what this other KGB needed them for. Maybe it was an attempted
long shot, like the Cambridge Five story, just because they were two Eton students.This view is
echoed by another Yalta source with a sharp memory of this period.If they were indeed KGB
officers, ordered to find more about these two Old Etonians on their Soviet adventure, then it
would appear they were sent from Moscow, and were not the local agents. The descriptions
given of these men do not fit those who worked here at the time.He pointed out that buying
caviar and sturgeon in the mid-1980s, in large quantities, was exceptional. While they are well-
known Russian delicacies, and were available to the masses in Soviet times, in 1985 such
largesse would have been expensive. We can conclude that the men either had a large expense
account or considerable sway with the restaurant. KGB agents might have both.Sokolov
suggests that so far from attempting to recruit Cameron and his friend, the KGB may have feared
the Old Etonians were actually MI6 assets.‘Cameron’s trip echoed an earlier adventure by
another Eton and Oxford man half a century before. That man was Duncan Sandys, and he went
on to be a Conservative politician and, indeed, the Minister for Defence of the United Kingdom,’
Sokolov says.He was accompanied by Christopher Fuller, the son of a former MP. There were
other such ‘tourist’ trips too, over the years, and the KGB came to believe that the British secret
services used these visits as intelligence-gathering operations and/or to test out the ability and
suitability of young men who might later be recruited as agents. How well did they notice things?



Could they talk to the Russians they met without arousing suspicions? The belief was that on
such trips there was sometimes a minder posing as an older tourist, who was indeed a career
spy, in the same group, watching and assessing.It sounds far-fetched – after all, Cameron was
only eighteen – but at the time, the Russians were convinced young travellers were used in this
way. It was an era in which foreign intelligence services struggled to engineer access to the
Soviet Union, and young tourists were a potential vehicle for information gathering.The
suggestion in Pravda that the approach was homosexual – a consideration that also occurred to
Cameron and Griffith – was rubbished by our sources. Gay sex was illegal in Russia at the time,
and the men would have been taking an extraordinary risk. Furthermore, it seems unlikely they
would have attempted to engage their targets in hostile political questioning.‘It doesn’t make
sense,’ says a former Yalta tourist guide.If these men wanted to get them into bed, why did they
annoy them so much by leading them into a political discussion that made the young Brits so
uneasy? The other point is that for two Soviet citizens to openly try and pick up these foreigners
on the beach with a sexual motive – knowing that these foreigners could have been closely
watched by the KGB – would mean that the two men were extremely powerful and had very high-
level protection indeed.Pravda’s claim that the two Russians were also ‘fartsovschiki’ – small-
time black market traders who would sometimes approach Western tourists to trade things like
jeans, T-shirts and electronic goods – has attracted equal scepticism from those in the know.
Such individuals might have been hoping to make useful business contacts through Cameron
and Griffith, but the explanation does not fit with the heavy political conversation or expensive
entertaining.‘The black marketeer idea is nonsense,’ says the former head of the KGB in Yalta. ‘I
never met a black marketeer the age of the older man. They were all youngsters. And they were
keen to make money, not to waste it on dinners with unknown people, even foreigners.’So if the
pair were KGB officers from Moscow, what did they hope to achieve?Igor Prelin believes it may
simply have been a fishing exercise.‘I can believe it was a generous meeting, with good food –
we always knew how to please our guests. I would not necessarily call it “recruiting”, but it might
have been a meeting aimed at making friends.’ He agrees that Cameron may have aroused
interest as he applied to enter Russia, or on the Trans-Siberian, or perhaps because of some
contacts the pair had in Moscow. He adds that it could have been the KGB just ticking boxes:
agents were encouraged to file reports, however trivial.Retired General Yuri Kobaladze was
regarded as one of the ablest KGB spies of his generation during his seven years working
undercover in Britain. Posing as a Soviet radio journalist, he targeted mainly Labour and trade
union figures, winning a reputation for being able to drink Fleet Street’s finest hacks under the
table. He is unsure how to interpret what happened.He says cryptically:One needs to be very
cautious here, since we are talking about the country’s Prime Minister. I can tell you one thing for
sure – I was not that young man who fed David Cameron with caviar. Though, I can tell you
another: if I had been that man, I would not admit it.The most compelling explanation is that
Cameron and his friend were being used by the KGB as part of a routine training exercise. This
theory was advanced by another retired spy with vast Cold War experience. He reviewed all



available information about the case and talked to former colleagues. He asked to meet in a
small, unfashionable café, a mile and a half north of the Kremlin. He arrived ten minutes early,
sat unobtrusively in a corner, and ordered black tea. He spoke clearly and fluently, saying he had
little time.‘No one will ever provide documents to show you what happened here, but I have a
strong hunch, though you cannot take this as any kind of official confirmation,’ he said.It is very
possibly right that this was a meeting with serving agents, as these two suspected at the time,
but I think the reason is rather different to what has been suggested. I am pretty certain there
was no thought of recruitment. Let’s be logical. These boys were straight out of school, and
theirs was hardly an academy that produced ardent Communists, though maybe there were the
occasional exceptions. The direction of their life was not set yet. They were in this gap year,
which by its name implies these lads have not yet found themselves, nor their path.What
happened here, to my mind, was that Yasenevo [the area of Moscow where the KGB’s foreign
intelligence directorate was sited; now the headquarters of the SVR espionage agency] became
aware that these two Etonians were taking their vacations in the Soviet Union, and this offered
the chance for a couple of agents to meet and converse with real-life well-educated young Brits.
I would think the agents in question were people who might be later posted abroad, very
possibly to Britain, but who – because of our system – had very little experience of
communicating with educated British people. Nowadays tens of thousands of young Russians
go to London each year to language school; they mix freely, travel widely, so this is hardly an
issue. But then it was different. The agents were, to my mind, seeking to learn about what these
people believed, their interests, their way of speaking, what they liked, what annoyed them.
Trying to get a hook on the British.In fact, it wasn’t so unusual. Our agents might be deployed as
Foreign Ministry interpreters for socialist politicians coming to the Soviet Union, say Labour MPs
or trade unionists, or journalists or businessmen. It was like a training exercise, trying to
understand better the people you would later be working amongst. Some could later turn into
contacts, perhaps, but with two such young guys, no.He laughed and took a final sip of tea. ‘Now
then, if we had known how high Cameron would rise, we might have tried harder.’There is a final
curious twist to the tale. Just before this book went to press, we were alerted to an old article
buried in a Russian weekly newspaper, Argumenti Nedeli. It was published in 2011, shortly after
Cameron’s comments at Moscow State University, and went unnoticed by Western media. The
author of the article, a reporter called Alexander Kondrashov, claimed to have tracked down one
of the two men who wined and dined Cameron and Griffith. He identified the individual as Igor
Kuznetsov, a former KGB colonel.The reporter met the retired spy, who gave him a highly
colourful account of his supposed encounter with the future Prime Minister, claiming that it was
indeed a recruitment attempt, and involved a ‘swallow’ – a busty female agent – in whom the two
Englishmen showed no interest. Kuznetsov further claimed that during the evening, Cameron
asked his new Russian friends for drugs.‘I remember David was so surprised when for the dinner
with black caviar we paid just ten roubles per person, fifty roubles altogether,’ he told the
reporter.At first there were only men. And after the fifth glass of wine a girl of fantastic beauty



joined us. Her operational nickname was Oksa – just a short version of her real name. She was
the best ‘swallow’ of the Yalta KGB office. We drank a lot that day. The black caviar was very
much appreciated by the young aristocrats [sic]. And provocative Oksana with her large breasts
did not attract them. The nineteen-year-old boys were more interested in a slim figure called
Valery, a local Intourist interpreter who was in the KGB.Asked how the evening ended, the retired
KGB officer told the reporter: ‘Oksana was the first to leave – she felt offended with the lack of
male attention. Then we carried deadly drunk Griffith to his room. David Cameron kept going, but
asked us to find some “grass” for him or maybe even something stronger. We promised to do it
next day.’He claimed KGB bosses refused to let him supply any narcotics, and decided to
abandon any recruitment attempt. ‘In London, it is said, the Soviet resident considered Cameron
to have no prospects. Young man, likes drugs, he won’t go too far in his career … As we see
now, the resident of Soviet intelligence made a serious mistake.’Our attempts to substantiate this
tantalising tale drew a blank. We could not find any record of an Igor Kuznetsov in the KGB in
Yalta at that time. Then again, he may have used a different name back then. He died two years
ago, perhaps carrying the key to what really happened in Yalta to his grave.39 David Cameron
and Dylan Jones, p. 42. Rathbone was later expelled from the Conservatives for backing a
breakaway pro-European party, having become a serial parliamentary rebel.40 Interview in
Woodstock Town Hall between David Cameron and Godfrey Howard, author of The Macmillan
Good English Handbook, 13 October 2006.41 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, pp. 33–4.42
http://www.kp.ru/daily/26413.3/3286488.43 Sunday Telegraph, 18 September 2011. There was
a subsequent apology for misquotation in the article, which has been removed from the
Telegraph website. Extensive efforts were made to get Griffith to identify inaccuracies, to no
avail.5I SPY‘I was not that young man who fed David Cameron with caviar. Though if I had been
that man, I would not admit it.’– General Yuri Kobaladze, former KGB spyCameron was lounging
on a beach after a 6,000-mile odyssey across Siberia when he had one of the strangest
encounters of his life.It was 1985, and the liberating breeze of glasnost had yet to sweep across
Mikhail Gorbachev’s Russia, thawing the icy grip of the Cold War.The repressive Soviet empire
was still a place of hammer-and-sickle totalitarianism, where KGB eyes were everywhere and
informants lurked on street corners.Cameron has never spoken publicly about the train journey
from Japan to Moscow on the Trans-Siberian Express (unlike David Bowie, who did the same
trip twelve years earlier and has described it as ‘a glimpse into another world’).However, he has
talked about a strange incident afterwards when he and an old school friend, Anthony Griffith,
were in Crimea. As they sunbathed on a beach in Yalta reserved for foreign tourists, they were
surprised to be approached by two Russians rather older than themselves who spoke perfect
English. The men were normally dressed, extremely friendly and clearly well off, and proceeded
to engage them in conversation, before inviting them for lunch and dinner. Over caviar and
sturgeon, Cameron and Griffith found themselves being ‘interrogated in a very friendly way
about life in England and politics’. Surprised, they became guarded, and turned down an offer to
meet their new friends again the following evening. The identity of the Russians was a mystery –



as it remains, tantalising so. Cameron himself has speculated that they were KGB spies looking
to recruit him. However, a fresh investigation has now cast a different light on what happened –
suggesting that while the men were indeed KGB agents, their motives were different.The Soviet
trip was the third element of Cameron’s gap year. Before embarking on his Siberian travels, he’d
taken up two enviable internships. Cameron’s parents had been happy to call on relatives in high
places to pique their son’s interest in politics while he was at Eton. Now they used their extensive
social and professional network to set him up with two prestigious job placements shortly after
he left school: one in the House of Commons; the other working for a billionaire in the Far East.
They were the sort of internships most school leavers can only dream of, and they fell into
Cameron’s lap.The first came about because his godfather, Tim Rathbone, was a Tory MP.
Rathbone was a pro-European, described by Cameron himself as ‘a very nice guy but a bit of a
wet’.39 The MP set him to work investigating the poor provision of nursery education and the
failure of government drugs policy. This research seems to have caught his imagination: he
showed an unusual interest in drugs policy when he entered politics himself.The second
placement was in the Hong Kong offices of Jardine Matheson, a highly successful trading
conglomerate whose origins traced back to Imperial China. It was run by an old friend of
Cameron’s father, Sir Henry Keswick, who was delighted to help out by offering Cameron a role
as a so-called ‘ship jumper’.Keswick recalls:He worked for us for six months. His father was our
broker and very good friends with everybody. David was what they call a ship jumper, which is
actually a rather nice job. When the ships come into Hong Kong, somebody has to go out to the
launch with the customs and immigration and the port authorities, and organise to take off the
cargo. You have to be ready night and day, so you are quite busy. It’s a proper job, and he did it
very well. We liked him very much.The crews he dealt with spoke to each other in pidgin English.
Cameron has recalled how he found himself trying to translate Mandarin pidgin English into
Cantonese pidgin English.40Keswick was so impressed by Cameron’s general performance that
he offered him a place on Jardine Matheson’s graduate training scheme after he finished at
Oxford. He remembers Cameron politely declining, saying he wanted to go into politics.Instead
of flying home from Hong Kong, Cameron decided on a much more adventurous route home by
land and sea. His first stop was Japan, from where he took a ferry to the bleak Soviet port of
Nakhodka, then the stepping-off point for the Trans-Siberian Railway. (Its eastern terminus,
Vladivostok, headquarters of the Soviet Pacific Fleet, was closed to foreigners at the time.)For
an eighteen-year-old fresh out of Eton, the Trans-Siberian Express must have been
unforgettable. Those familiar with the experience in those days talk of primitive toilets and
dreadful, monotonous food; the feeling of being snooped on; looking out of grubby windows at
endless birch trees. They talk of seeing conscripts going to work in their units, unsmiling train
attendants bearing samovars of tea, stunning Siberian women, and the boredom of an eight-day
journey through wasteland. They remember brief stops at some of the remotest stations in the
world, with babushkas selling smoked fish, pickled vegetables and fur hats to passengers on the
platform. Some itineraries included overnight stops in bleak hotels, devoid of basics like bath



plugs. For many Westerners, the sheer culture shock of that first gulp of the USSR was
monumental.The experience of Communist Russia affected Cameron deeply.He has said of the
visit:It was just remarkable. You had people following you everywhere and you had to have
passes to go here, there and everywhere. It was such a controlled existence … That split
between East and West was one of the things that definitely got me interested in politics and in
particular Conservative politics; that whole issue of the individual versus the state, that whole
thing, that was what fired me up.41However, attempting to get to the bottom of what happened
to him once he arrived in Crimea is no easy task, not least because the Russian authorities are
so twitchy. The incident first came to light in 2006 when Cameron appeared on BBC Radio 4’s
Desert Island Discs. During the programme he talked about the encounter on the beach,
speculating that the men were KGB agents. He revealed that MI5 showed considerable interest
in his trip to Russia when he later applied for security clearance to become a special adviser at
the Treasury. He said he discussed the encounter with Vernon Bogdanor, his politics tutor at
Oxford, who also interpreted it as an attempt by the KGB to recruit him. He repeated the claim
after he became Prime Minister, mentioning it during a speech at Moscow State University on an
official trip to Russia in 2011. Afterwards, Dmitry Medvedev, now Prime Minister, was asked by
journalists if he thought Cameron would have made a good KGB agent. The British Prime
Minister immediately interjected, saying, ‘No.’ In good humour, Medvedev disagreed. ‘I am sure
that David would have been a very good KGB agent, but then, he would never have become
Prime Minister of Great Britain,’ he replied.Evidently the exchange unsettled the Kremlin. It has
emerged that spy chiefs were ordered to get to the bottom of it. According to a highly placed
secret service source in Russia: ‘Checks were made and the definite conclusion was that there
was no attempt to recruit him. Nothing like that happened, it wasn’t true.’So anxious was the
Kremlin to quash the story that shortly before this book was published, in July 2015, a rambling
article appeared in Komsomolskaya Pravda, a pet newspaper of the regime, suggesting that the
two men who approached Cameron and his friend were notorious local gays and that Cameron’s
Russia trip was in fact sponsored by MI6.42 As we shall see, this does not stack up.We retraced
Cameron’s journey across Russia, tracking down various retired officials involved in foreign
tourism at the time. We also spoke to several KGB veterans and Russian intelligence experts.
Our research suggests Cameron attracted attention from the Soviet authorities long before he
reached Crimea, not least because of his high-level family connections.As a British teenager a
few months out of Eton, with connections to both the Conservative Party and the royal family (his
godmother, Fiona Aird, was a lady-in-waiting to Princess Margaret, and her husband, Sir Alastair
Aird, was at the time Comptroller of the Queen Mother’s Household), travelling alone across
Russia ‘the wrong way’ from the Pacific coast to Moscow, he was always going to stand out. It is
likely he came under special scrutiny from the moment he applied for his visa.The Russian
intelligence expert and author Gennady Sokolov has examined Cameron’s trip across Siberia at
this time and spoken to his contacts among Cold War KGB spies.‘Let’s look at the facts here,
starting with his background,’ he says.Of course, no one could know about his future career



then, but there were some interesting elements about him which might have begun to show up
after he made his booking and provided information for his visa application for what was a most
unusual trip. Being an Etonian on his way to Oxford University was one factor, but other aspects
about him too might have shown on checks.Sokolov lists Ian Cameron’s work for Panmure
Gordon, a company that dealt with the foreign debt of various countries, and his position as
chairman of White’s, as well as the Camerons’ proximity to the Tory establishment and links with
the royal family.‘A close family friend and neighbour of the Cameron family was Sir Brian
McGrath, who, in 1985, the year of David’s trip, was private secretary and treasurer to Prince
Philip. So this was a very well-connected young man,’ he says.How much of this would Russian
intelligence agents have known, though?KGB veteran Igor Prelin – a colonel who coached a
young spy named Vladimir Putin in the dark arts of espionage – said that even before the age of
super-fast computers ‘we had a good system of databases and a simple check of the name
could have brought amazing results’.In the long history of spying between the Soviet Union and
Britain, 1985 was a remarkable year. Shortly before Cameron arrived in the USSR, Oleg
Gordievsky, Moscow’s senior spy in London, was abruptly recalled amid suspicions that he was
an MI6 double agent – as indeed he was. He was drugged and subjected to ruthless
interrogation. He managed to alert the British that he was in danger, and a plot was hatched to
smuggle him out of Russia to Finland in the boot of a diplomatic car in July 1985, giving Britain
one of its greatest espionage triumphs of the entire Cold War.Against a backdrop of deep
political mistrust, foreign travellers to the USSR were issued with a number of blunt warnings by
their embassies, echoed in guidebooks. It is likely that Cameron had a copy of Fodor’s Soviet
Union, which cautioned travellers not to compare Russian standards with those in the West.
‘Beware of agents provocateurs. Avoid sexual entanglements,’ it counselled.We tracked down
the Russian official who oversaw Cameron’s arrival. As head of ‘Intourist-Nakhodka’ – the local
government tourist office – Gennady Eslikov was responsible for all travellers who entered the
Soviet Union from Japan during this period. He explained how the process worked.‘All tourists,
even if they came as individuals rather than on a group tour, were accompanied by our
translators. This was the system. It was easier for us to control foreigners.’Travellers arrived by
ferry: either the Felix Dzerzhinsky, named after the cruel founder of the Soviet secret service
following the Bolshevik revolution – or one of three smaller vessels. The circuitous journey took
fifty-four hours and would have been Cameron’s first taste of Soviet Communism.Eslikov
says:The crew of these ships included musicians, who gave two concerts during the journey. All
the waitresses and chambermaids were selected according to their ability to sing or dance
traditional Russian songs. Some talented girls were selected. They did their jobs during the day,
and performed with the musicians in the evening. Why were they interested in such work? They
were paid in hard currency and could use it to buy foreign goods in Yokohama.They had another
function too: to monitor new arrivals to the USSR on behalf of the KGB.Entering the Soviet Union
at Nakhodka was a cumbersome and bureaucratic process. ‘The sea port was built by Japanese
prisoners of war in the 1950s,’ Eslikov says. ‘It was wooden and cramped, with insufficient space



for customs and border guards. With several hundred people disembarking, the paperwork went
very slowly, and the train to Khabarovsk, where tourists joined the Trans-Siberian train, often left
later than scheduled.’ Bags were routinely opened and searched by unsmiling officers, who were
ordered to seize any pornography or religious literature, as well as anything deemed to be
spying or printing equipment. All supplies of foreign cigarettes or liquor in quantities that might
be used for black market trading were also confiscated.The shepherding and controlling of
tourist groups began at once. Though it was only a three-minute walk, travellers were usually
bussed from the port to the modest railway station. The aim was to shield them from the squalor
they might observe, and from the risk of being robbed.‘The fact is we lived much poorer [lives]
than our foreign visitors, but we did not want them to see the poverty, to avoid giving them facts
for counterpropaganda,’ Eslikov says.For the 547-mile overnight run to Khabarovsk, Cameron is
thought to have joined one of the plushest trains then in service in Russia. ‘It was quite exotic,
made before the Second World War in Germany,’ according to Eslikov. It would have swiftly
dispelled the idea that the USSR was classless.‘Usually, the train had eight or nine wagons, two
of them superior class, and the rest first class. The schedule was connected to the timing of the
ships.’The unusually luxurious sleeping berths on this special green and creamcoloured train,
with its air conditioning, comfortable couches, bronze handles and even shower cabins, were
almost exclusively occupied by foreigners. It left at 8 p.m., after which passengers would have
dinner and then settle down for the night.According to Fodor’s guidebook:The next morning, lady
attendants call passengers with tea from the samovar, typical Russian tea in a glass, while
breakfast is taken in the diner, the Ussuri River may be seen on the left of the train, with wild
forest and hill country on the other. In the forests are the last Siberian tigers.’Russian Intourist
guides who accompanied the train were taught to be vigilant and report anything untoward to the
KGB.Some individuals would come under ‘intense scrutiny’.‘It was noticed that one Japanese
tourist woke up at about 4 a.m. and tried to take pictures through the window. It turned out that
his target was military airfields which were hidden by trees and earth walls,’ Eslikov recalls.The
secret services often worked through interpreters and guides accompanying tourists. According
to Eslikov, ‘They could ask, for example, to talk to tourists in order to know their mood; their
impressions; their views. Just to try to understand them.’According to another former worker on
the route, Cameron would have stood out because of his age. Intourist translator Natalia
Shevarkova, who worked in Nakhodka, says it was very rare to see British tourists travelling east
to west. Most were much older than Cameron and came from Australia and New
Zealand.Generally, foreigners on the actual Trans-Siberian trains, from Khabarovsk to Moscow,
were physically segregated from locals in tourist wagons. However, there were occasional
opportunities to meet and interact with Soviet travellers, for example, in the restaurant car or
wandering around the train.‘We helped with the translations. Russians told about themselves,
about their families, children, told their stories. Some had relatives that moved abroad or
participated in the World War Two … They exchanged souvenirs, books, postcards, badges,’
Shevarkova says.When he finally arrived in Moscow, Cameron met up with Griffith, an old friend



from Eton. It is not known what the other Old Etonian, son of a well-connected Welsh farmer and
landowner, was doing in Russia, but the pair travelled to Leningrad and then by plane to
Simferopol, the capital of Crimea, and on to Yalta. On the southern coastline of the Crimean
peninsula, Yalta was the Soviet Union’s premier summer playground. Dubbed the Russian
Riviera, it had a subtropical climate and pebbly beaches beneath a craggy mountain ridge thick
with pine and juniper forests.In Yalta, as on the Trans-Siberian journey, the extent of snooping on
foreigners in 1985 was prodigious. The resort was seen as the tourism jewel of the USSR, and
had two main hotels for foreigners, including Western diplomats. There were small KGB offices
on the premises.A guide and interpreter who worked there the year Cameron visited says:
‘Diplomats were closely watched, but so too were other foreigners who were perceived as being
of interest. I was told that bugging hotel rooms, and listening to phone calls, was easy for them,
and not uncommon.’Another guide explains: ‘The old men on the external doors of the hotel,
checking hotel cards to ensure only guests got inside, were KGB pensioners. The floor ladies in
the hotel were by and large the wives of KGB officers.’Stationed on each floor of the Soviet hotel,
these female staff were a peculiarity of the Communist era. Having checked in at reception,
guests would be issued with a hotel card, which they would exchange with the floor lady for a
key. The women might also sell bottled water and small snacks and would watch guests with a
hawk’s eye, especially foreigners, who stayed in slightly better-quality rooms on separate floors
from Soviet guests.Today, security in Yalta is also vigilant, following the political upheaval linked
to Russian annexation, though at the larger hotels, there is still scope for revelry. Some offer
‘erotic shows’ and spa treatments and massages. The restaurants serve wide-ranging
international cuisine. Back in 1985, things were more restrained. In a section on ‘Nightlife’,
Fodor’s guide would have told Cameron: ‘By and large, there is no such thing in the Soviet
Union, no nightclubs or bars, though there is often singing while you eat in restaurants and
hotels.’However, there were plenty of beachside cafés and some better restaurants where it
could be very difficult to get a table. This does not seem to have been a problem for the two men
who took a shine to Cameron and Griffith on the beach and invited them to lunch and dinner.
They claimed to work at one of the local hotels.Griffith has told how they were plied with large
quantities of vodka and ‘may have been a little intoxicated when they began hitting us with
questions. It all seemed rather strange.’After a while the Old Etonians began feeling uneasy. The
men appeared to be encouraging them to criticise Britain and the Thatcher regime. It seems to
have been Cameron who began wondering how the pair could afford such extravagant food and
drink if they only had fairly menial jobs. ‘How can he afford to pay for this lunch on his meagre
salary?’ he is said to have whispered, before taking the lead in opting not to meet the Russians
for a second night.43Our research among those familiar with both main hotels in Yalta at the
time – the art deco tsarist-era Oreanda, much later visited by Tony Blair (whose grinning picture
hangs on a wall of the hotel along with such luminaries as Dominique Strauss-Kahn), and the
gargantuan concrete monster the Yalta Intourist – suggests Cameron was right to be wary. The
men did not work at either of the hotels.However, nor were they from the local KGB office. We



tracked down the former head of the KGB office in Yalta at the time, who spoke to us on strict
condition of anonymity.‘I can assure you that this was not an operation by Yalta KGB,’ he
declared. ‘None of my former colleagues can recall two young British men. If we’d had a plan to
take them for dinner, then invite them to a second dinner, and they got scared and left, this
would have been remembered.’He believes the approach may have come from KGB
headquarters in Moscow or the Far East.This moment was on Yalta beach but these KGB men
from another region were not obliged to inform us in Yalta about their work here, not even about
their visit. We can only guess what this other KGB needed them for. Maybe it was an attempted
long shot, like the Cambridge Five story, just because they were two Eton students.This view is
echoed by another Yalta source with a sharp memory of this period.If they were indeed KGB
officers, ordered to find more about these two Old Etonians on their Soviet adventure, then it
would appear they were sent from Moscow, and were not the local agents. The descriptions
given of these men do not fit those who worked here at the time.He pointed out that buying
caviar and sturgeon in the mid-1980s, in large quantities, was exceptional. While they are well-
known Russian delicacies, and were available to the masses in Soviet times, in 1985 such
largesse would have been expensive. We can conclude that the men either had a large expense
account or considerable sway with the restaurant. KGB agents might have both.Sokolov
suggests that so far from attempting to recruit Cameron and his friend, the KGB may have feared
the Old Etonians were actually MI6 assets.‘Cameron’s trip echoed an earlier adventure by
another Eton and Oxford man half a century before. That man was Duncan Sandys, and he went
on to be a Conservative politician and, indeed, the Minister for Defence of the United Kingdom,’
Sokolov says.He was accompanied by Christopher Fuller, the son of a former MP. There were
other such ‘tourist’ trips too, over the years, and the KGB came to believe that the British secret
services used these visits as intelligence-gathering operations and/or to test out the ability and
suitability of young men who might later be recruited as agents. How well did they notice things?
Could they talk to the Russians they met without arousing suspicions? The belief was that on
such trips there was sometimes a minder posing as an older tourist, who was indeed a career
spy, in the same group, watching and assessing.It sounds far-fetched – after all, Cameron was
only eighteen – but at the time, the Russians were convinced young travellers were used in this
way. It was an era in which foreign intelligence services struggled to engineer access to the
Soviet Union, and young tourists were a potential vehicle for information gathering.The
suggestion in Pravda that the approach was homosexual – a consideration that also occurred to
Cameron and Griffith – was rubbished by our sources. Gay sex was illegal in Russia at the time,
and the men would have been taking an extraordinary risk. Furthermore, it seems unlikely they
would have attempted to engage their targets in hostile political questioning.‘It doesn’t make
sense,’ says a former Yalta tourist guide.If these men wanted to get them into bed, why did they
annoy them so much by leading them into a political discussion that made the young Brits so
uneasy? The other point is that for two Soviet citizens to openly try and pick up these foreigners
on the beach with a sexual motive – knowing that these foreigners could have been closely



watched by the KGB – would mean that the two men were extremely powerful and had very high-
level protection indeed.Pravda’s claim that the two Russians were also ‘fartsovschiki’ – small-
time black market traders who would sometimes approach Western tourists to trade things like
jeans, T-shirts and electronic goods – has attracted equal scepticism from those in the know.
Such individuals might have been hoping to make useful business contacts through Cameron
and Griffith, but the explanation does not fit with the heavy political conversation or expensive
entertaining.‘The black marketeer idea is nonsense,’ says the former head of the KGB in Yalta. ‘I
never met a black marketeer the age of the older man. They were all youngsters. And they were
keen to make money, not to waste it on dinners with unknown people, even foreigners.’So if the
pair were KGB officers from Moscow, what did they hope to achieve?Igor Prelin believes it may
simply have been a fishing exercise.‘I can believe it was a generous meeting, with good food –
we always knew how to please our guests. I would not necessarily call it “recruiting”, but it might
have been a meeting aimed at making friends.’ He agrees that Cameron may have aroused
interest as he applied to enter Russia, or on the Trans-Siberian, or perhaps because of some
contacts the pair had in Moscow. He adds that it could have been the KGB just ticking boxes:
agents were encouraged to file reports, however trivial.Retired General Yuri Kobaladze was
regarded as one of the ablest KGB spies of his generation during his seven years working
undercover in Britain. Posing as a Soviet radio journalist, he targeted mainly Labour and trade
union figures, winning a reputation for being able to drink Fleet Street’s finest hacks under the
table. He is unsure how to interpret what happened.He says cryptically:One needs to be very
cautious here, since we are talking about the country’s Prime Minister. I can tell you one thing for
sure – I was not that young man who fed David Cameron with caviar. Though, I can tell you
another: if I had been that man, I would not admit it.The most compelling explanation is that
Cameron and his friend were being used by the KGB as part of a routine training exercise. This
theory was advanced by another retired spy with vast Cold War experience. He reviewed all
available information about the case and talked to former colleagues. He asked to meet in a
small, unfashionable café, a mile and a half north of the Kremlin. He arrived ten minutes early,
sat unobtrusively in a corner, and ordered black tea. He spoke clearly and fluently, saying he had
little time.‘No one will ever provide documents to show you what happened here, but I have a
strong hunch, though you cannot take this as any kind of official confirmation,’ he said.It is very
possibly right that this was a meeting with serving agents, as these two suspected at the time,
but I think the reason is rather different to what has been suggested. I am pretty certain there
was no thought of recruitment. Let’s be logical. These boys were straight out of school, and
theirs was hardly an academy that produced ardent Communists, though maybe there were the
occasional exceptions. The direction of their life was not set yet. They were in this gap year,
which by its name implies these lads have not yet found themselves, nor their path.What
happened here, to my mind, was that Yasenevo [the area of Moscow where the KGB’s foreign
intelligence directorate was sited; now the headquarters of the SVR espionage agency] became
aware that these two Etonians were taking their vacations in the Soviet Union, and this offered



the chance for a couple of agents to meet and converse with real-life well-educated young Brits.
I would think the agents in question were people who might be later posted abroad, very
possibly to Britain, but who – because of our system – had very little experience of
communicating with educated British people. Nowadays tens of thousands of young Russians
go to London each year to language school; they mix freely, travel widely, so this is hardly an
issue. But then it was different. The agents were, to my mind, seeking to learn about what these
people believed, their interests, their way of speaking, what they liked, what annoyed them.
Trying to get a hook on the British.In fact, it wasn’t so unusual. Our agents might be deployed as
Foreign Ministry interpreters for socialist politicians coming to the Soviet Union, say Labour MPs
or trade unionists, or journalists or businessmen. It was like a training exercise, trying to
understand better the people you would later be working amongst. Some could later turn into
contacts, perhaps, but with two such young guys, no.He laughed and took a final sip of tea. ‘Now
then, if we had known how high Cameron would rise, we might have tried harder.’There is a final
curious twist to the tale. Just before this book went to press, we were alerted to an old article
buried in a Russian weekly newspaper, Argumenti Nedeli. It was published in 2011, shortly after
Cameron’s comments at Moscow State University, and went unnoticed by Western media. The
author of the article, a reporter called Alexander Kondrashov, claimed to have tracked down one
of the two men who wined and dined Cameron and Griffith. He identified the individual as Igor
Kuznetsov, a former KGB colonel.The reporter met the retired spy, who gave him a highly
colourful account of his supposed encounter with the future Prime Minister, claiming that it was
indeed a recruitment attempt, and involved a ‘swallow’ – a busty female agent – in whom the two
Englishmen showed no interest. Kuznetsov further claimed that during the evening, Cameron
asked his new Russian friends for drugs.‘I remember David was so surprised when for the dinner
with black caviar we paid just ten roubles per person, fifty roubles altogether,’ he told the
reporter.At first there were only men. And after the fifth glass of wine a girl of fantastic beauty
joined us. Her operational nickname was Oksa – just a short version of her real name. She was
the best ‘swallow’ of the Yalta KGB office. We drank a lot that day. The black caviar was very
much appreciated by the young aristocrats [sic]. And provocative Oksana with her large breasts
did not attract them. The nineteen-year-old boys were more interested in a slim figure called
Valery, a local Intourist interpreter who was in the KGB.Asked how the evening ended, the retired
KGB officer told the reporter: ‘Oksana was the first to leave – she felt offended with the lack of
male attention. Then we carried deadly drunk Griffith to his room. David Cameron kept going, but
asked us to find some “grass” for him or maybe even something stronger. We promised to do it
next day.’He claimed KGB bosses refused to let him supply any narcotics, and decided to
abandon any recruitment attempt. ‘In London, it is said, the Soviet resident considered Cameron
to have no prospects. Young man, likes drugs, he won’t go too far in his career … As we see
now, the resident of Soviet intelligence made a serious mistake.’Our attempts to substantiate this
tantalising tale drew a blank. We could not find any record of an Igor Kuznetsov in the KGB in
Yalta at that time. Then again, he may have used a different name back then. He died two years



ago, perhaps carrying the key to what really happened in Yalta to his grave.39 David Cameron
and Dylan Jones, p. 42. Rathbone was later expelled from the Conservatives for backing a
breakaway pro-European party, having become a serial parliamentary rebel.40 Interview in
Woodstock Town Hall between David Cameron and Godfrey Howard, author of The Macmillan
Good English Handbook, 13 October 2006.41 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, pp. 33–4.42
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September 2011. There was a subsequent apology for misquotation in the article, which has
been removed from the Telegraph website. Extensive efforts were made to get Griffith to identify
inaccuracies, to no avail.6THE FLAM CLUB‘We were probably the last of an era. We drank
champagne…’– James DelingpoleSafely back from his adventures in Russia, Cameron headed
up to Oxford to begin his degree. At university, he was in no hurry to join any of the many political
clubs, but he did become a member of an obscure secret society whose activities were of the
illicit recreational variety.Now and again, members of the club would meet in an upstairs
bedroom in Christ Church College, where they could be found sprawled on the floor smoking
dope. Naturally, the door was shut, but anyone walking past might have caught a whiff of the
sweet musky smell of drugs and heard laughter and music coming from within.Whiling away the
hours riffing about this and that while dragging on joints were three exceptionally bright young
men: James Fergusson, who was to become a distinguished writer; James Delingpole, who was
to become a high-profile right-wing journalist; and the future Prime Minister.The setting was
Delingpole’s room in Peckwater Quad, one of the finest quadrangles in one of the finest, if not
the finest, colleges in Oxford. More likely than not, the trio would be listening to the 1970s rock
band Supertramp and bantering inconsequentially about their love lives while getting stoned.
They even gave themselves a name: ‘The Flam Club’.‘My drug of choice was weed, and I
smoked weed with Dave because James’s drug of choice was also weed,’ says Delingpole.So
he and James would come round to my room and the three of us would listen to Supertramp
albums. I wasn’t in one of the grand shared rooms in Peckwater Quad – I had a room on the top
floor, and we would all sit on the floor and smoke dope, and we would call ourselves the Flam
Club. A flam is a succession of drum beats close together, designed to create a richly satisfying
noise, and Supertramp use them quite a lot.The origins of the Flam Club lay in the friendship
between Delingpole and Fergusson, who were both studying English. Fergusson had been at
Eton with Cameron, as a result of which the three became friends, though they were very
different personalities.Delingpole remembers:James had just come back from Guatemala and El



Salvador and he was wearing those hippy threads and had long hair and he’d strum his guitar.
Dave and I used to tease him for being a fucking hippy. We’d tell him to go get a haircut. Dave
was much more obviously Old Etonian than James – he had a much fruitier accent. He had that
assured accent of the upper classes, and was always well presented; very conventional. He
would be wearing a cricket sweater.While Cameron was still at Eton, Christ Church had featured
heavily as a location in Granada TV’s adaptation of the Evelyn Waugh classic Brideshead
Revisted, which explores the relationship between the unsophisticated undergraduate Charles
Ryder and a dazzling aristocratic student called Lord Sebastian Flyte and his family. The series
made a huge impact. While the novel was set in the 1920s, some who watched it in the early
1980s and became Oxford students themselves were so struck by it that they appear to have
wanted to make life imitate art.According to Delingpole:Dave arrived a year after me. When I
arrived, Brideshead Revisited had just been on TV. There was a division at Oxford between
those of us who wanted to live the Brideshead lifestyle – to ape it – and the people wearing
donkey jackets who were in support of the miners. The atmosphere among those of us who
wanted to live the Brideshead life was really quite pleasant. There were cocktail parties in the
Masters’ Garden … and we could all play at being Sebastian Flyte.A 1987 issue of the student
newspaper Cherwell reported that Oxford ‘remains obsessed with the eccentricities of public
school privilege and the Brideshead Sloane clone set. Students here seem to have avoided all
the more radical manifestations of alternative culture, as if 1977 took the ring road to avoid
passing through the dreaming spires…’Christ Church has produced thirteen British prime
ministers, as many as all other Oxford colleges combined, but Cameron is not among them.
Before leaving Eton, apparently on the advice of Eton masters, he had applied to a less famous
college, Brasenose. In the early 1980s it was generally considered to be a ‘sports’ college, rather
than an academic one. However, it had begun to acquire a good reputation for PPE, and for
economics in particular. Cameron gave a sufficiently impressive performance to be awarded an
exhibition, a form of partial scholarship, despite being caught bluffing in the interview.44 Along
with four other Old Etonians from his year, he took up his place in autumn 1985.Arriving in
college, he was eager to make friends with people like himself. A contemporary who had a room
across the corridor from his recalls:I met David on the very first day. He asked where I had come
from, and I didn’t realise he actually meant which school I had been to, so I said, ‘Luton’, as that
was where I was living at the time. He then gave me a big smile and exclaimed, ‘But I’m from
Eton too! Have we never met?’ He had misheard. It was funny. When I repeated that I was from
Luton he looked at me in disbelief. Luton was a bit of a dump, and he had probably never met
anyone from a place like that.45Cameron’s political coming-of-age coincided almost exactly with
Margaret Thatcher’s eleven years in office: by the time he arrived at Oxford, Thatcher was
comfortably into her second term. Arthur Scargill and the National Union of Mineworkers had
agreed to return to work seven months earlier, ending a year of brutal confrontation between the
government and the NUM. As with much of the Thatcher government’s programme, the episode
was divisive, but Cameron was always clear which side he was on. ‘If you grew up under



Thatcher,’ he reflected later, ‘you either thought she was doing the wrong thing or she was doing
the right thing and I thought she was doing the right thing.’46 He took a similar view of the
Wapping unions dispute, which began during his second term in Oxford. ‘I thought it was bizarre,
these people at university who refused to take The Times because of the Wapping dispute,’ he
has said47 of the row between print workers and Rupert Murdoch’s News International. For him,
advancing economic progress and eradicating outdated practices was paramount. ‘I was never
in any doubt about the print unions; it was always very clear-cut to me.’It was a period of bitter
ideological battles: protectionism versus free trade; privatisation versus nationalisation and trade
union power versus consumer power. Cameron has said that these arguments were ‘uppermost’
in his mind during this period.48 If so, he was insufficiently exercised to play an active part in the
debate. While the Oxford Union is not formally a party political institution, and membership does
not require allegiance to any party – it is simply a debating society – it is an ideal platform for
students who aspire to a career in politics. Running for office in the Union, or the Oxford
University Conservative Association, or a college, was an obvious opportunity to practise for
future electioneering. Yet Cameron was not interested.It would be wrong to suggest he didn’t
enjoy a hearty intellectual debate. Steve Rathbone, who was at Brasenose with him, says he
showed a clear interest in the key issues of the day and seemed ‘quietly confident he had
formed a sensible position on things’. However, he preferred to chew things over in the bar.Our
college was a place of feisty debate in the JCR. There were some very witty people. David
Cameron was very much one of those. In those days you would have the very po-faced lot
known as the Left Caucus; they really were po-faced beyond measure. They would earnestly trot
in and want to talk about the weighty issues of the day. Then there was quite a raw group of
people who wanted to have a good time and not lament what was happening elsewhere. David
was very good – he was part of the group that was able to have a good laugh and puncture
pomposity with wit.Some were so struck by his repartee that they speculated that he was
destined for a political career. Rathbone remembers: ‘I said, “He’ll be in the Cabinet one day.” It
was his brain power; his ability to communicate quite complex ideas very clearly; his self-
confidence – there was a very strong vein of that going through him.’Yet all this was informal. His
most proactive political intervention seems to have been throwing a party in his college room to
celebrate Thatcher’s 1987 election triumph.49 His failure to participate in student politics has
been a source of puzzlement, especially as it was such a lively scene.A cursory glance at the
pages of Oxford’s student press at the time reveals just how febrile the political atmosphere was
among students of this era. Street protests were regular occurrences, and ‘no platform’
controversies surrounding the invitation of far-right guests to speak at the Oxford Union were
frequent and often fiercely contested. Contemporaries who went on to have stellar political
careers were getting stuck in.Fellow PPE-er Ed Balls, who had joined the Labour Party at
sixteen, was so keen that he joined all three of the Labour, Conservative and SDP Societies
when he arrived at Oxford, apparently because he wanted to see as many visiting speakers as
possible.50Jeremy Hunt, who went on to become Culture Secretary and Health Secretary under



Cameron, was President of the Oxford University Conservative Association (OUCA).
Surprisingly, for a politician who now has a reputation for well-mannered diplomacy, he was a
divisive figure. The Cherwell described him variously as a ‘failed hack’; a ‘self-styled over-
achiever’ and finally, in a particularly bilious piece taking aim at his ‘dadsie’ for purportedly
securing him a post with a Hong Kong financial house, ‘the king of yuppies … Jeremy “Merchant
wanker” Hunt’.Meanwhile Michael Gove, later to become Cameron’s Education Secretary, was
so outspoken when he arrived at Oxford that he was anointed ‘Pushy Fresher of the Year’ by the
Cherwell (an honour also bestowed on the future BBC political editor Nick Robinson). His name
crops up in numerous back issues, where he is described as ‘the best debater in the Union’.
There are references to his ‘lilting Aberdeen tones and impeccable Young Fogey dress sense’,
as well as a claim that he concealed ‘rabidly reactionary political views under a Jane Austen
cleric-like exterior’. Gove also achieved notoriety for an alleged five-in-a-bed ‘romp’ with fellow
Oxford Union members and for his role in a bitter love triangle.As for Boris Johnson, he was
President of the Union in 1986, having already made his mark running unsuccessfully for the
post a year earlier.Delingpole says: ‘Everyone knew who Boris was. Boris had, in that
Churchillian way, made up his mind who he was going to be by that time, while most of us were
still experimenting with our personalities. Boris was already fully formed.’Many other future MPs
who were at Oxford during this period made their mark in student politics: David Miliband (who
led a campaign to boycott Barclays Bank and hassled the university authorities to build more
student accommodation); Ed Vaizey (described variously as a ‘pompous, round-bellied windbag’
and an ‘inflatable bore’ with a ‘Friar Tuck girth’ by Cherwell) who set his sights, unsuccessfully,
on the Union presidency and was active in the OUCA; and Jacob Rees-Mogg, another winner of
Cherwell’s ‘Pushiest Fresher’ award and later an OUCA president. Yet there is no mention of
Cameron in back copies of these student publications.It was global issues that most exercised
his Oxford contemporaries. By the mid-1980s, the anti-apartheid movement was reaching its
zenith on British campuses, and Oxford students were at the forefront of the international
divestment campaign. Four colleges – although not Brasenose – closed their Barclays bank
accounts early in 1986 and urged the entire university to do the same. Palestine, too, was a
cause célèbre: in Cameron’s last year the First Intifada broke out in the Occupied Territories,
capturing the imagination of student journalists and activists throughout the university and
prompting calls for student solidarity with the Palestinians. Gay rights, Women’s Lib and AIDS
awareness campaigning were also zeitgeist concerns for large numbers of students of this
generation.An exhaustive search of the university archives reveals no record of Cameron
speaking out on these issues, though he did join a committee to organise his college May Ball.
This marked the beginning of an important friendship – the chairman was Andrew Feldman, who
has been described as Cameron’s ‘oldest political friend’ – but it was hardly evidence of a
burning desire to set the world to rights.A consequence of his avoidance of student politics is
that primary source evidence of his early political thinking is thin on the ground. We are left with
the recollections of his former tutors and Oxford contemporaries. Peter Sinclair, his former



economics tutor, recalls him taking a ‘more pro-market’ view than many of his
contemporaries.‘He was rather keener than the others on the logic of what the market would
lead to and slightly less concerned with the wrinkles that could justify a different view … His
views were on the whole a bit more to the right than most of the others,’ Sinclair has
said.51Cameron’s philosophy don, John Foster, has said he ‘didn’t lose sleep over philosophical
problems, about the ultimate nature of things’, an observation now made by a number of
sources commenting on his political thinking as party leader (‘You don’t get many levels down
the argument with him,’ says one who knows him.) Steve Rathbone, president of Brasenose JCR
in Cameron’s day, has said his politics were ‘very much centrist Tory’, adding that he had no time
for ‘Monday Club types’.52However, he did support the right of a Monday Club representative to
speak at Brasenose, adopting the same freedom of speech principle in relation to an
appearance by Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams, a view he apparently changed having listened to
the speech.53Why, after securing a stint in the Commons during his gap year and apparently
declaring aged fourteen that he would one day be Prime Minister, did he not get more involved?
Perhaps he simply thought that there would be plenty of time for all that in later life. After all, his
father, who had been incredibly proud when Cameron won his place at Oxford, had always
encouraged him to strike a healthy work–life balance.‘He thought you could work and enjoy
yourself … You should have some time to think and make friends,’ Cameron has said.54It is
certainly not that Cameron was lazy. Having set his sights on a First, he worked hard. Delingpole
has described the Oxford University experience as ‘a bit like a war – long periods of blissful
inactivity and then intense moments of overnight essay crises when you’d take your Pro Plus
and your coffee, because otherwise you’d get your arse kicked by your tutor’, adding that there
was ‘room in our lives for the occasional spliff … particularly in the summer term’. Yet Cameron
was well organised and conscientious. Fergusson remembers being ‘impressed and slightly
alarmed’ by his intense focus. ‘I was keen on my subject, but nothing like as keen as he was. He
knew exactly what he wanted, which was to be the top-dog student and to get a First. That was it
without a doubt. He loved it, he was passionate about it.’55 In recognition of his talent and
commitment, his tutors upgraded his exhibition to a full scholarship.56 He also chose the more
difficult path to obtaining a top-class degree, opting to continue with all three elements of the
PPE course after his first year, rather than dropping one subject and sitting extra papers in the
others, as he was entitled to do. His former tutor Vernon Bogdanor, whose distinguished
reputation apparently attracted Cameron to Brasenose, has said he was among the brightest 5
per cent of students he has ever taught. He has suggested that Cameron made such an
impressive contribution in tutorials that he may have helped lift the grades of less able students
in his group. Peter Sinclair has also described him as an ‘outstanding student’, saying he was
diplomatic and charming in response to those who disagreed with his point of view and would
thank his tutors after sessions.57Delingpole thinks Cameron simply didn’t feel the need to play
the student politics game.It comes back to this thing of it being the Thatcher era – we’d won the
battle! If we were at Oxford now, I think we’d be talking seriously about the way that government



has got too big; the way that our freedoms have been taken away; about political correctness. Of
course, there was political correctness, but nothing like there is now. It was a different era. I’d say
our era had more in common with the period written about in Children of the Sun – the 1930s of
Evelyn Waugh and Brian Howard – than it does with the Oxford of today. We were probably the
last of an era. We drank champagne…Sinclair has suggested that the relaxed atmosphere at
Brasenose may also have been a deterrent. He has described howpeople would just sit around
and drink coffee, chatting and just loving it. It was a contented, cheerful, unstressed place. When
[Cameron] arrived, people in the year above would have said, ‘Don’t bother with the Union,
they’re horrible hacks, knifing each other, publicity-seeking creeps.’ That’s the line he would have
heard from everybody in Brasenose, so he might have thought, ‘Right, that sounds good
advice.’58Steve Rathbone agrees. ‘He probably groaned a bit at the clichéd stuff that would
have been going on at the Oxford Union and the Conservative Society. I think he probably
wanted to have a good time and not become too earnest too quickly.’Cameron himself has said
his happiest memories of university were ‘drinking and chatting’. Asked what obsessed him at
the time, he replied: ‘Mainly girfriends!’Clean cut, supremely self-assured, and good-looking,
with ‘slightly floppy hair’, he did not want for female attention. Rathbone says he would dress ‘in
a way that reflected that he was fairly well heeled. He would have been considered to be well
dressed, but by no means a dandy.’By all accounts he was a hit with women, enjoying nights on
the pull (a recreation he apparently called ‘wooding’) at a club called Playpen, run by some
friends. The venue had a reputation as a meat market.A contemporary whose room was across
the corridor from his in college recalls ‘a conveyor belt of pretty girls coming in and out of his
room’.‘Living next to him, I was quite jealous. Most people were, I imagine. I think he slept with all
the good-looking girls from college,’ he recalls.However, his romantic encounters were not all
brief. At Oxford, he had two serious girlfriends, Catherine Snow whom he dated in his first term,
and Francesca Ferguson, a tall, half-German history student, with whom he had a long and
committed affair. The daughter of a diplomat, she was far from the typical Sloane who fell at
Cameron’s feet. She has said that she ‘didn’t really feel part of his very English world’, and ‘didn’t
go skiing with everyone else, or stay in the same house in France as they all did’. She was bored
by many of the people she met on the social circuit and felt Cameron was different. For his part,
he was ‘mad about Fran’ and happily took up an invitation to stay with her and her family in
Kenya, finding a holiday job ‘shifting crates’ to save money for the trip. Fran’s parents apparently
found him delightful, and were impressed when he discreetly left a thank-you note and tip for the
Kenyan lady who cleaned his room.59Cameron was not only well mannered, he was also kind,
perhaps unusually so for someone at what is typically a self-absorbed age. Giles Andreae, who
developed Hodgkin’s disease in their last year at Oxford, has given a touching account of how
Cameron helped care for him, even though they were in the middle of finals. Andreae was
diagnosed late and his condition was life-threatening. Cameron used to drive him to Peasemore
to recuperate after bouts of chemotherapy which would leave him very weak.‘Dave used to take
me down in his car, tuck me up in bed, and give me some videos,’ he has recalled. Andreae



would stay in Peasemore for several days, watched over by Cameron’s mother, while Cameron
himself returned to Oxford to sit his exams.Another Brasenose contemporary witnessed a
similar act of compassion.In the summer of 1986, we let a fire extinguisher off through the
letterbox of the Cherwell offices. Two of my co-conspirators were hauled before the college
dean. One guy, Mark Mitchell, was hit with disciplinary action. Just after he was sentenced, he
was moping around in New Quad at Brasenose. Dave came up to him and asked him what was
up. To cheer him up, he offered to take him to his house in the countryside, where he had a
lovely time, lounging by the pool and being fed cookies and milkshakes.Not everybody was
enchanted. To some, Cameron was an arrogant social climber.He was a regular guy, who would
be in the Brasenose JCR drinking pints. But at the same time, there would be something in him
that meant he could at any time just cut you, for not being quite the thing … Dave would have
‘cocktail eyes’ – so if you were at a drinks party, he’d give you the time of day, but if somebody
more interesting came along, he’d soon be off.The observation comes from someone who liked
him anyway.Before Cameron went up to Oxford, his godfather Tim Rathbone urged him to have
fun. It was a piece of advice he took to heart. Later, he would defend what he called a ‘normal
university experience’, but some of his behaviour would return to haunt him, particularly his
involvement with the notorious Bullingdon Club.Founded in 1780, the club began life as a
hunting and cricket society (the badge still shows a cricket bat, stumps and a man on
horseback) but gradually descended into a riotous drinking club for a highly select band of the
super-rich. The bespoke uniform, of navy tailcoats, mustard-coloured waistcoats and sky-blue
bow ties, could run to thousands of pounds, putting membership beyond the reach of ordinary
students.No other aspect of Cameron’s life before he became an MP has played so beautifully
into the hands of his political opponents, or proven such an ongoing source of embarrassment,
as his fateful decision to join the ‘Buller’. It may be an old story, but throughout his leadership
various theatrical and cinematic representations ensured it never went away. Strangely, the
highestprofile of these, a movie called The Riot Club which went on main release in cinemas
across the UK in autumn 2014, was produced by Cameron’s close friend Pete Czernin, with
whom he was at Eton, and with whom he shared a flat when he was in his twenties. How Czernin
could have imagined the film, a graphic and shocking tale of a debauched Buller gathering in an
Oxfordshire pub, would do anything other than a disservice to his old friend is a mystery.The
worst damage was done by a photograph showing Cameron posing with fellow members of the
society. The excruciating image of him in full ‘Buller’ regalia, which first emerged in 2006,
kiboshed his early attempts to portray himself as a different kind of Conservative, conveying the
message that he was hopelessly over-privileged and out of touch with ordinary people. So
inconvenient was the image, that when the company that owned the original, Gillman & Soame,
suddenly withdrew all copyright, rumours swirled that they had been paid off.The photograph
was originally uncovered by investigative journalist Margaret Crick, when she visited the office of
Gillman & Soame asking to see any Oxford society or club photographs from Cameron’s period.
A picture assistant produced the image, taken in 1986 or 1987. It is thought the picture had



previously hung in the nearby university outfitters, Ede & Ravenscroft, which supplies Bullingdon
uniforms, which was why it was framed. Crick, who was helping Francis Elliott and James
Hanning research their early biography of Cameron at the time, told them about the image, and
permission was secured to reproduce it in their book. The agreement was that it would be
credited to a ‘private collection’. It is not known how much money changed hands.The
publication of the picture triggered a furore and copyright permission was abruptly withdrawn.
Fleet Street picture desks and TV stations were issued with warnings. Simultaneously, Gillman &
Soame withdrew its entire archive, stretching back decades, from media use. Whether the
blanket ban was a way of justifying the removal of the controversial Bullingdon photo or whether
it was genuine company policy following some kind of review is a matter of debate.Gillman &
Soame went bankrupt in 2001, reappearing as Gillman & Soame UK in 2002. The company’s
chequered financial history fuelled speculation that the directors may have accepted a lump sum
in 2007 to withdraw their archive. Such a windfall would presumably have been welcome. For
one thing, the company would have made a small fortune if it had carried on charging thousands
of pounds for use of the picture. Rumours swirled that either Lord Chadlington – a wealthy PR
man, Cotswold neighbour of Cameron and one of his earliest backers – or the party’s former
treasurer, the multimillionaire Michael Spencer, might have made a sizeable donation to the
photographers to compensate them for such a loss. Both men vigorously deny it. It appears
Gillman & Soame simply decided its reputation would suffer long-term damage if it developed a
track record of releasing embarrassing pictures of students after they became public figures.A
spokeswoman for the company told us they felt it was not ‘good business practice to release
images to the media of photographs that were meant for private individuals; something that
could affect our relationships with our main customers such as schools and colleges’. She
added that the picture of Cameron was published before the new policy kicked in. ‘We have
never been offered money, or indeed accepted money, to withdraw this photograph. We
understand that it might seem an interesting story to suggest otherwise, but the truth is much
more mundane,’ she said.After Gillman & Soame slapped their ban on the Buller picture,
television channels found ingenious ways to give viewers a flavour. Margaret Crick’s former
husband Michael, then a journalist on Newsnight, commissioned an Oxford artist called Rona to
paint a replica. In any case, the original picture kept resurfacing. When a new Bullingdon photo
emerged on the eve of the 2015 election, showing Cameron right in the middle of the group shot,
nobody bothered trying to suppress it.How much significance should be attached to Cameron’s
decision to join the Bullingdon Club? One Tory colleague, no fan, thinks the answer is
‘considerable’. The MP concerned was himself once asked to join the club but attended just one
gathering before walking out in disgust. ‘What it basically involved was getting drunk and
standing on restaurant tables shouting about “fucking plebs”. It was all about despising poor
people.’ He questioned whether youthful exuberance is sufficient excuse.Delingpole admits he
‘rather wanted’ to be in the Bullingdon, recalling how his hopes of admission were momentarily
raised when members of the society arrived at the flat he shared with Ewen Fergusson (no



relation to James) to perform the traditional recruitment ritual of trashing a prospective
candidate’s room.Depending how much they liked you, they’d either trash it majorly or minorly.
But they’d come to trash the room not of James Delingpole, but of Ewen Fergusson, who was
one of my housemates…Looking back, a) I didn’t have enough money to be in the Bullingdon,
and b) I wouldn’t have actually enjoyed the sort of things they did, because I’m not very good at
drinking heinous quantities and behaving really, really badly. It’s weird now, because I’m actually
slightly appalled to think that being in the Bullingdon was something I ever wanted to do. Actually
it’s about mindless destruction, and conspicuous excess, and the rather ugly side of upper-class
life. It’s interesting that Dave was a member … Imagine if you were running a restaurant and
were on the receiving end of these nasty little twenty-somethings doing horrible things? It’s
actually loathsome. I don’t think this is me editorialising after the event and trying to justify, or
make excuses, for my failure to have been admitted – it’s just the process of maturity.In
Cameron’s defence, there is no evidence that he personally damaged any property or hurt or
offended others. Like so much else about his life, his participation appears to have been
measured.David Worth, an American postgraduate student at Oxford who was in the club at the
same time as Cameron, recalls how his first outing with fellow Bullers involved taking a boat to
Cliveden House, a former stately home in Berkshire converted into a magnificent luxury hotel.
According to the hotel’s website, its history is ‘speckled with unapologetic debauchery’.60As
they floated along the Thames, quaffing champagne, Worth recalls the future Prime Minister
spouting quotes from Churchill.‘There was a surreal Brideshead Regurgitated quality to the
evening,’ he told the journalist Catherine Mayer in 2008.I remember David quoting Winston
Churchill extensively by memory – Churchill was a bit of a lush, so they were quotes about
drinking – and he was very funny. A few people leaned over the side of the boat occasionally
because if you’ve drunk two bottles of champagne in an hour, your stomach is going to get
queasy. I don’t know if David had only sipped a bit, but he was articulate and lucid, and I always
remember him like that – the centre of attention.61Boris Johnson, a fellow ‘Buller’, brushes it all
off as the legacy of a public school education at an elite school that encouraged elite societies
(Pop) involving ‘wearing fancy bits’.As he puts it:You’re an undergraduate, you haven’t got a clue
what’s going on; you have these people invade your room in the middle of the night. They watch
you drink some utterly ghastly thing; you feel a sense of prickly horror and embarrassment every
time, [but] you go along with it because you think it must be vaguely traditional.For all the
showing off and male bonding, Johnson claims – rather unconvincingly – that being in the Buller
was ‘thoroughly dull’, primarily because it was ‘all male’.‘You wake up in the morning with that
terrible hungover sense of shame, accentuated by the feeling that you could have had much
more fun if you’d just taken your girlfriend out to dinner. I mean, what was the bloody
point?’Andreae claims Cameron preferred playing pool to hanging out with the ‘Buller’.‘What we
tended to do at the end of the day was basically go to the pub and shoot pool. We weren’t all
dressing up in tails and prancing around drinking champagne by any means. And he’s very good
at pool.’62Steve Rathbone, who arrived at Oxford from a grammar school in North Yorkshire, is



even more generous.‘I don’t think anyone would have realised just how toxic these societies
would be for them in the future. If you’ve come from Eton, you walk effortlessly into that sort of
thing and you don’t think much about it,’ he says.In any case, the Bullingdon was not necessarily
the forum for Cameron’s worst excesses. It has emerged that he was also involved in another
notorious Oxford dining society, the Piers Gaveston, whose gatherings were the scene of more
shocking student behaviour. During the course of our research, a distinguished contemporary of
Cameron’s at Oxford claimed the future Prime Minister once took part in an outrageous initiation
ceremony at a Piers Gaveston event involving a dead pig. His extraordinary suggestion is that
Cameron put his penis in the animal’s mouth.The source – himself an MP – first made the
allegation out of the blue at a business dinner in June 2014. Though it was a private
conversation, he was sitting at a table of eight people, meaning he could have been overheard.
Sotto voce, he claimed to have seen photographic evidence.Our initial assumption was that it
was a joke. It was therefore a surprise when, some weeks later, the MP repeated the allegation.
He stuck to his story. Some months later, he repeated the allegation a third time, providing a little
more detail. He claimed the hog’s head was resting on the lap of a Piers Gaveston society
member while Cameron performed the bizarre act. He gave dimensions of the alleged
photograph and provided the name of the individual he says has the image. This person failed to
respond to our approaches.Perhaps it is a case of mistaken identity. Yet it is an elaborate story
for an otherwise credible figure to invent. Furthermore, there are a number of accounts of pigs’
heads at debauched parties in Cameron’s day. The late Count Gottfried von Bismarck, an
Oxford contemporary of Cameron who became notorious after Olivia Channon, the daughter of
a Tory government minister, died of a heroin overdose in his Christ Church bedroom, was an
enthusiastic member of the Piers Gaveston Society and reportedly threw various dinner parties
featuring pigs’ heads. The Piers Gaveston, named after the lover of Edward II, specialises in
bizarre rituals and sexual excess. Its gatherings, typically held amid great secrecy in country
houses, were described in a 2014 article in society magazine Tatler as ‘basically a very well-
organised orgy’.As his university years drew to a close, events in the wider world were drawing
many of Cameron’s contemporaries to a career in the City. On 27 October 1986, the ‘Big Bang’
blew open the nepotistic guild of the City of London. It would no longer be dominated by small
institutions that had been around forever. De-regulation attached booster rockets to the British
economy, with the big privatisations of the late ’80s – British Gas in 1986, British Airways in 1987
– opening a plethora of money-making opportunities.For many of Cameron’s peers, a career in
finance was now the only game in town. The Cherwell lampooned ‘yuppie’ students for
‘scrambling for summer jobs in London with ludicrously named companies like Kleinwort Gusset
Buttocks & Co.’, while the student magazine Isis reported disapprovingly that the university
seemed ‘obsessed’ with ‘yuppiedom, just as England in general is’.‘Oxford is already churning
out quite enough mammonistic, moronic clones designed to communicate with VDUs rather
than real people, eager to join the new breed of city brokers and merchant bankers, and seems
set fair to produce thousands more in future.’With his father’s connections, and the fall-back



option of a place on Jardine Matheson’s graduate training scheme, it would have been a natural
next step for Cameron. Yet it did not appeal.It was not that he was committed to a specific
alternative. As his finals loomed, he didn’t know what he wanted to do. He had interviews with
The Economist and various management consultancies, but nothing came of it.‘I didn’t have a
career plan,’ he has said.63Then an advert in the university careers department caught his
eye.‘Conservative Research Department: bright graduates needed’, it said.‘I thought, that looks
interesting,’ Cameron would later recall.64 Of course, getting into what was then an elite part of
the Conservative machine would be highly competitive.Luckily he had friends in high places who
were happy to help. For the third time in his young life, somebody had a quiet word with
somebody, and his path was smoothed.44 About how much philosophy he had read; Francis
Elliott and James Hanning, p. 45.45 Private information.46 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, p.
34.47 Ibid., p. 35.48 Ibid, p. 79.49 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 68.50 Guy Adams, The
Independent, 5 July 2006.51 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 71.52 The Monday Club was
a right-wing Conservative group disaffiliated from the party in 2001 because of its policies
relating to race and ethnic minorities.53 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 70.54 Harry
Mount interview, op. cit.55 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 56.56 Ibid., p. 57.57 Ibid., p.
56.58 Ibid., p. 71.59 Ibid., p. 65.60 It is said to be where John Profumo met Christine Keeler.
http://www.clivedenhouse.co.uk/hotel/profumo-affair.aspx.61 Time magazine: http://
content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1840461,00.html.62 Trevor McDonald Meets David
Cameron.63 David Cameron and Dylan Jones, p. 42.64 Harry Mount interview, op. cit.6THE
FLAM CLUB‘We were probably the last of an era. We drank champagne…’– James
DelingpoleSafely back from his adventures in Russia, Cameron headed up to Oxford to begin
his degree. At university, he was in no hurry to join any of the many political clubs, but he did
become a member of an obscure secret society whose activities were of the illicit recreational
variety.Now and again, members of the club would meet in an upstairs bedroom in Christ
Church College, where they could be found sprawled on the floor smoking dope. Naturally, the
door was shut, but anyone walking past might have caught a whiff of the sweet musky smell of
drugs and heard laughter and music coming from within.Whiling away the hours riffing about this
and that while dragging on joints were three exceptionally bright young men: James Fergusson,
who was to become a distinguished writer; James Delingpole, who was to become a high-profile
right-wing journalist; and the future Prime Minister.The setting was Delingpole’s room in
Peckwater Quad, one of the finest quadrangles in one of the finest, if not the finest, colleges in
Oxford. More likely than not, the trio would be listening to the 1970s rock band Supertramp and
bantering inconsequentially about their love lives while getting stoned. They even gave
themselves a name: ‘The Flam Club’.‘My drug of choice was weed, and I smoked weed with
Dave because James’s drug of choice was also weed,’ says Delingpole.So he and James would
come round to my room and the three of us would listen to Supertramp albums. I wasn’t in one of
the grand shared rooms in Peckwater Quad – I had a room on the top floor, and we would all sit
on the floor and smoke dope, and we would call ourselves the Flam Club. A flam is a succession



of drum beats close together, designed to create a richly satisfying noise, and Supertramp use
them quite a lot.The origins of the Flam Club lay in the friendship between Delingpole and
Fergusson, who were both studying English. Fergusson had been at Eton with Cameron, as a
result of which the three became friends, though they were very different
personalities.Delingpole remembers:James had just come back from Guatemala and El
Salvador and he was wearing those hippy threads and had long hair and he’d strum his guitar.
Dave and I used to tease him for being a fucking hippy. We’d tell him to go get a haircut. Dave
was much more obviously Old Etonian than James – he had a much fruitier accent. He had that
assured accent of the upper classes, and was always well presented; very conventional. He
would be wearing a cricket sweater.While Cameron was still at Eton, Christ Church had featured
heavily as a location in Granada TV’s adaptation of the Evelyn Waugh classic Brideshead
Revisted, which explores the relationship between the unsophisticated undergraduate Charles
Ryder and a dazzling aristocratic student called Lord Sebastian Flyte and his family. The series
made a huge impact. While the novel was set in the 1920s, some who watched it in the early
1980s and became Oxford students themselves were so struck by it that they appear to have
wanted to make life imitate art.According to Delingpole:Dave arrived a year after me. When I
arrived, Brideshead Revisited had just been on TV. There was a division at Oxford between
those of us who wanted to live the Brideshead lifestyle – to ape it – and the people wearing
donkey jackets who were in support of the miners. The atmosphere among those of us who
wanted to live the Brideshead life was really quite pleasant. There were cocktail parties in the
Masters’ Garden … and we could all play at being Sebastian Flyte.A 1987 issue of the student
newspaper Cherwell reported that Oxford ‘remains obsessed with the eccentricities of public
school privilege and the Brideshead Sloane clone set. Students here seem to have avoided all
the more radical manifestations of alternative culture, as if 1977 took the ring road to avoid
passing through the dreaming spires…’Christ Church has produced thirteen British prime
ministers, as many as all other Oxford colleges combined, but Cameron is not among them.
Before leaving Eton, apparently on the advice of Eton masters, he had applied to a less famous
college, Brasenose. In the early 1980s it was generally considered to be a ‘sports’ college, rather
than an academic one. However, it had begun to acquire a good reputation for PPE, and for
economics in particular. Cameron gave a sufficiently impressive performance to be awarded an
exhibition, a form of partial scholarship, despite being caught bluffing in the interview.44 Along
with four other Old Etonians from his year, he took up his place in autumn 1985.Arriving in
college, he was eager to make friends with people like himself. A contemporary who had a room
across the corridor from his recalls:I met David on the very first day. He asked where I had come
from, and I didn’t realise he actually meant which school I had been to, so I said, ‘Luton’, as that
was where I was living at the time. He then gave me a big smile and exclaimed, ‘But I’m from
Eton too! Have we never met?’ He had misheard. It was funny. When I repeated that I was from
Luton he looked at me in disbelief. Luton was a bit of a dump, and he had probably never met
anyone from a place like that.45Cameron’s political coming-of-age coincided almost exactly with



Margaret Thatcher’s eleven years in office: by the time he arrived at Oxford, Thatcher was
comfortably into her second term. Arthur Scargill and the National Union of Mineworkers had
agreed to return to work seven months earlier, ending a year of brutal confrontation between the
government and the NUM. As with much of the Thatcher government’s programme, the episode
was divisive, but Cameron was always clear which side he was on. ‘If you grew up under
Thatcher,’ he reflected later, ‘you either thought she was doing the wrong thing or she was doing
the right thing and I thought she was doing the right thing.’46 He took a similar view of the
Wapping unions dispute, which began during his second term in Oxford. ‘I thought it was bizarre,
these people at university who refused to take The Times because of the Wapping dispute,’ he
has said47 of the row between print workers and Rupert Murdoch’s News International. For him,
advancing economic progress and eradicating outdated practices was paramount. ‘I was never
in any doubt about the print unions; it was always very clear-cut to me.’It was a period of bitter
ideological battles: protectionism versus free trade; privatisation versus nationalisation and trade
union power versus consumer power. Cameron has said that these arguments were ‘uppermost’
in his mind during this period.48 If so, he was insufficiently exercised to play an active part in the
debate. While the Oxford Union is not formally a party political institution, and membership does
not require allegiance to any party – it is simply a debating society – it is an ideal platform for
students who aspire to a career in politics. Running for office in the Union, or the Oxford
University Conservative Association, or a college, was an obvious opportunity to practise for
future electioneering. Yet Cameron was not interested.It would be wrong to suggest he didn’t
enjoy a hearty intellectual debate. Steve Rathbone, who was at Brasenose with him, says he
showed a clear interest in the key issues of the day and seemed ‘quietly confident he had
formed a sensible position on things’. However, he preferred to chew things over in the bar.Our
college was a place of feisty debate in the JCR. There were some very witty people. David
Cameron was very much one of those. In those days you would have the very po-faced lot
known as the Left Caucus; they really were po-faced beyond measure. They would earnestly trot
in and want to talk about the weighty issues of the day. Then there was quite a raw group of
people who wanted to have a good time and not lament what was happening elsewhere. David
was very good – he was part of the group that was able to have a good laugh and puncture
pomposity with wit.Some were so struck by his repartee that they speculated that he was
destined for a political career. Rathbone remembers: ‘I said, “He’ll be in the Cabinet one day.” It
was his brain power; his ability to communicate quite complex ideas very clearly; his self-
confidence – there was a very strong vein of that going through him.’Yet all this was informal. His
most proactive political intervention seems to have been throwing a party in his college room to
celebrate Thatcher’s 1987 election triumph.49 His failure to participate in student politics has
been a source of puzzlement, especially as it was such a lively scene.A cursory glance at the
pages of Oxford’s student press at the time reveals just how febrile the political atmosphere was
among students of this era. Street protests were regular occurrences, and ‘no platform’
controversies surrounding the invitation of far-right guests to speak at the Oxford Union were



frequent and often fiercely contested. Contemporaries who went on to have stellar political
careers were getting stuck in.Fellow PPE-er Ed Balls, who had joined the Labour Party at
sixteen, was so keen that he joined all three of the Labour, Conservative and SDP Societies
when he arrived at Oxford, apparently because he wanted to see as many visiting speakers as
possible.50Jeremy Hunt, who went on to become Culture Secretary and Health Secretary under
Cameron, was President of the Oxford University Conservative Association (OUCA).
Surprisingly, for a politician who now has a reputation for well-mannered diplomacy, he was a
divisive figure. The Cherwell described him variously as a ‘failed hack’; a ‘self-styled over-
achiever’ and finally, in a particularly bilious piece taking aim at his ‘dadsie’ for purportedly
securing him a post with a Hong Kong financial house, ‘the king of yuppies … Jeremy “Merchant
wanker” Hunt’.Meanwhile Michael Gove, later to become Cameron’s Education Secretary, was
so outspoken when he arrived at Oxford that he was anointed ‘Pushy Fresher of the Year’ by the
Cherwell (an honour also bestowed on the future BBC political editor Nick Robinson). His name
crops up in numerous back issues, where he is described as ‘the best debater in the Union’.
There are references to his ‘lilting Aberdeen tones and impeccable Young Fogey dress sense’,
as well as a claim that he concealed ‘rabidly reactionary political views under a Jane Austen
cleric-like exterior’. Gove also achieved notoriety for an alleged five-in-a-bed ‘romp’ with fellow
Oxford Union members and for his role in a bitter love triangle.As for Boris Johnson, he was
President of the Union in 1986, having already made his mark running unsuccessfully for the
post a year earlier.Delingpole says: ‘Everyone knew who Boris was. Boris had, in that
Churchillian way, made up his mind who he was going to be by that time, while most of us were
still experimenting with our personalities. Boris was already fully formed.’Many other future MPs
who were at Oxford during this period made their mark in student politics: David Miliband (who
led a campaign to boycott Barclays Bank and hassled the university authorities to build more
student accommodation); Ed Vaizey (described variously as a ‘pompous, round-bellied windbag’
and an ‘inflatable bore’ with a ‘Friar Tuck girth’ by Cherwell) who set his sights, unsuccessfully,
on the Union presidency and was active in the OUCA; and Jacob Rees-Mogg, another winner of
Cherwell’s ‘Pushiest Fresher’ award and later an OUCA president. Yet there is no mention of
Cameron in back copies of these student publications.It was global issues that most exercised
his Oxford contemporaries. By the mid-1980s, the anti-apartheid movement was reaching its
zenith on British campuses, and Oxford students were at the forefront of the international
divestment campaign. Four colleges – although not Brasenose – closed their Barclays bank
accounts early in 1986 and urged the entire university to do the same. Palestine, too, was a
cause célèbre: in Cameron’s last year the First Intifada broke out in the Occupied Territories,
capturing the imagination of student journalists and activists throughout the university and
prompting calls for student solidarity with the Palestinians. Gay rights, Women’s Lib and AIDS
awareness campaigning were also zeitgeist concerns for large numbers of students of this
generation.An exhaustive search of the university archives reveals no record of Cameron
speaking out on these issues, though he did join a committee to organise his college May Ball.



This marked the beginning of an important friendship – the chairman was Andrew Feldman, who
has been described as Cameron’s ‘oldest political friend’ – but it was hardly evidence of a
burning desire to set the world to rights.A consequence of his avoidance of student politics is
that primary source evidence of his early political thinking is thin on the ground. We are left with
the recollections of his former tutors and Oxford contemporaries. Peter Sinclair, his former
economics tutor, recalls him taking a ‘more pro-market’ view than many of his
contemporaries.‘He was rather keener than the others on the logic of what the market would
lead to and slightly less concerned with the wrinkles that could justify a different view … His
views were on the whole a bit more to the right than most of the others,’ Sinclair has
said.51Cameron’s philosophy don, John Foster, has said he ‘didn’t lose sleep over philosophical
problems, about the ultimate nature of things’, an observation now made by a number of
sources commenting on his political thinking as party leader (‘You don’t get many levels down
the argument with him,’ says one who knows him.) Steve Rathbone, president of Brasenose JCR
in Cameron’s day, has said his politics were ‘very much centrist Tory’, adding that he had no time
for ‘Monday Club types’.52However, he did support the right of a Monday Club representative to
speak at Brasenose, adopting the same freedom of speech principle in relation to an
appearance by Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams, a view he apparently changed having listened to
the speech.53Why, after securing a stint in the Commons during his gap year and apparently
declaring aged fourteen that he would one day be Prime Minister, did he not get more involved?
Perhaps he simply thought that there would be plenty of time for all that in later life. After all, his
father, who had been incredibly proud when Cameron won his place at Oxford, had always
encouraged him to strike a healthy work–life balance.‘He thought you could work and enjoy
yourself … You should have some time to think and make friends,’ Cameron has said.54It is
certainly not that Cameron was lazy. Having set his sights on a First, he worked hard. Delingpole
has described the Oxford University experience as ‘a bit like a war – long periods of blissful
inactivity and then intense moments of overnight essay crises when you’d take your Pro Plus
and your coffee, because otherwise you’d get your arse kicked by your tutor’, adding that there
was ‘room in our lives for the occasional spliff … particularly in the summer term’. Yet Cameron
was well organised and conscientious. Fergusson remembers being ‘impressed and slightly
alarmed’ by his intense focus. ‘I was keen on my subject, but nothing like as keen as he was. He
knew exactly what he wanted, which was to be the top-dog student and to get a First. That was it
without a doubt. He loved it, he was passionate about it.’55 In recognition of his talent and
commitment, his tutors upgraded his exhibition to a full scholarship.56 He also chose the more
difficult path to obtaining a top-class degree, opting to continue with all three elements of the
PPE course after his first year, rather than dropping one subject and sitting extra papers in the
others, as he was entitled to do. His former tutor Vernon Bogdanor, whose distinguished
reputation apparently attracted Cameron to Brasenose, has said he was among the brightest 5
per cent of students he has ever taught. He has suggested that Cameron made such an
impressive contribution in tutorials that he may have helped lift the grades of less able students



in his group. Peter Sinclair has also described him as an ‘outstanding student’, saying he was
diplomatic and charming in response to those who disagreed with his point of view and would
thank his tutors after sessions.57Delingpole thinks Cameron simply didn’t feel the need to play
the student politics game.It comes back to this thing of it being the Thatcher era – we’d won the
battle! If we were at Oxford now, I think we’d be talking seriously about the way that government
has got too big; the way that our freedoms have been taken away; about political correctness. Of
course, there was political correctness, but nothing like there is now. It was a different era. I’d say
our era had more in common with the period written about in Children of the Sun – the 1930s of
Evelyn Waugh and Brian Howard – than it does with the Oxford of today. We were probably the
last of an era. We drank champagne…Sinclair has suggested that the relaxed atmosphere at
Brasenose may also have been a deterrent. He has described howpeople would just sit around
and drink coffee, chatting and just loving it. It was a contented, cheerful, unstressed place. When
[Cameron] arrived, people in the year above would have said, ‘Don’t bother with the Union,
they’re horrible hacks, knifing each other, publicity-seeking creeps.’ That’s the line he would have
heard from everybody in Brasenose, so he might have thought, ‘Right, that sounds good
advice.’58Steve Rathbone agrees. ‘He probably groaned a bit at the clichéd stuff that would
have been going on at the Oxford Union and the Conservative Society. I think he probably
wanted to have a good time and not become too earnest too quickly.’Cameron himself has said
his happiest memories of university were ‘drinking and chatting’. Asked what obsessed him at
the time, he replied: ‘Mainly girfriends!’Clean cut, supremely self-assured, and good-looking,
with ‘slightly floppy hair’, he did not want for female attention. Rathbone says he would dress ‘in
a way that reflected that he was fairly well heeled. He would have been considered to be well
dressed, but by no means a dandy.’By all accounts he was a hit with women, enjoying nights on
the pull (a recreation he apparently called ‘wooding’) at a club called Playpen, run by some
friends. The venue had a reputation as a meat market.A contemporary whose room was across
the corridor from his in college recalls ‘a conveyor belt of pretty girls coming in and out of his
room’.‘Living next to him, I was quite jealous. Most people were, I imagine. I think he slept with all
the good-looking girls from college,’ he recalls.However, his romantic encounters were not all
brief. At Oxford, he had two serious girlfriends, Catherine Snow whom he dated in his first term,
and Francesca Ferguson, a tall, half-German history student, with whom he had a long and
committed affair. The daughter of a diplomat, she was far from the typical Sloane who fell at
Cameron’s feet. She has said that she ‘didn’t really feel part of his very English world’, and ‘didn’t
go skiing with everyone else, or stay in the same house in France as they all did’. She was bored
by many of the people she met on the social circuit and felt Cameron was different. For his part,
he was ‘mad about Fran’ and happily took up an invitation to stay with her and her family in
Kenya, finding a holiday job ‘shifting crates’ to save money for the trip. Fran’s parents apparently
found him delightful, and were impressed when he discreetly left a thank-you note and tip for the
Kenyan lady who cleaned his room.59Cameron was not only well mannered, he was also kind,
perhaps unusually so for someone at what is typically a self-absorbed age. Giles Andreae, who



developed Hodgkin’s disease in their last year at Oxford, has given a touching account of how
Cameron helped care for him, even though they were in the middle of finals. Andreae was
diagnosed late and his condition was life-threatening. Cameron used to drive him to Peasemore
to recuperate after bouts of chemotherapy which would leave him very weak.‘Dave used to take
me down in his car, tuck me up in bed, and give me some videos,’ he has recalled. Andreae
would stay in Peasemore for several days, watched over by Cameron’s mother, while Cameron
himself returned to Oxford to sit his exams.Another Brasenose contemporary witnessed a
similar act of compassion.In the summer of 1986, we let a fire extinguisher off through the
letterbox of the Cherwell offices. Two of my co-conspirators were hauled before the college
dean. One guy, Mark Mitchell, was hit with disciplinary action. Just after he was sentenced, he
was moping around in New Quad at Brasenose. Dave came up to him and asked him what was
up. To cheer him up, he offered to take him to his house in the countryside, where he had a
lovely time, lounging by the pool and being fed cookies and milkshakes.Not everybody was
enchanted. To some, Cameron was an arrogant social climber.He was a regular guy, who would
be in the Brasenose JCR drinking pints. But at the same time, there would be something in him
that meant he could at any time just cut you, for not being quite the thing … Dave would have
‘cocktail eyes’ – so if you were at a drinks party, he’d give you the time of day, but if somebody
more interesting came along, he’d soon be off.The observation comes from someone who liked
him anyway.Before Cameron went up to Oxford, his godfather Tim Rathbone urged him to have
fun. It was a piece of advice he took to heart. Later, he would defend what he called a ‘normal
university experience’, but some of his behaviour would return to haunt him, particularly his
involvement with the notorious Bullingdon Club.Founded in 1780, the club began life as a
hunting and cricket society (the badge still shows a cricket bat, stumps and a man on
horseback) but gradually descended into a riotous drinking club for a highly select band of the
super-rich. The bespoke uniform, of navy tailcoats, mustard-coloured waistcoats and sky-blue
bow ties, could run to thousands of pounds, putting membership beyond the reach of ordinary
students.No other aspect of Cameron’s life before he became an MP has played so beautifully
into the hands of his political opponents, or proven such an ongoing source of embarrassment,
as his fateful decision to join the ‘Buller’. It may be an old story, but throughout his leadership
various theatrical and cinematic representations ensured it never went away. Strangely, the
highestprofile of these, a movie called The Riot Club which went on main release in cinemas
across the UK in autumn 2014, was produced by Cameron’s close friend Pete Czernin, with
whom he was at Eton, and with whom he shared a flat when he was in his twenties. How Czernin
could have imagined the film, a graphic and shocking tale of a debauched Buller gathering in an
Oxfordshire pub, would do anything other than a disservice to his old friend is a mystery.The
worst damage was done by a photograph showing Cameron posing with fellow members of the
society. The excruciating image of him in full ‘Buller’ regalia, which first emerged in 2006,
kiboshed his early attempts to portray himself as a different kind of Conservative, conveying the
message that he was hopelessly over-privileged and out of touch with ordinary people. So



inconvenient was the image, that when the company that owned the original, Gillman & Soame,
suddenly withdrew all copyright, rumours swirled that they had been paid off.The photograph
was originally uncovered by investigative journalist Margaret Crick, when she visited the office of
Gillman & Soame asking to see any Oxford society or club photographs from Cameron’s period.
A picture assistant produced the image, taken in 1986 or 1987. It is thought the picture had
previously hung in the nearby university outfitters, Ede & Ravenscroft, which supplies Bullingdon
uniforms, which was why it was framed. Crick, who was helping Francis Elliott and James
Hanning research their early biography of Cameron at the time, told them about the image, and
permission was secured to reproduce it in their book. The agreement was that it would be
credited to a ‘private collection’. It is not known how much money changed hands.The
publication of the picture triggered a furore and copyright permission was abruptly withdrawn.
Fleet Street picture desks and TV stations were issued with warnings. Simultaneously, Gillman &
Soame withdrew its entire archive, stretching back decades, from media use. Whether the
blanket ban was a way of justifying the removal of the controversial Bullingdon photo or whether
it was genuine company policy following some kind of review is a matter of debate.Gillman &
Soame went bankrupt in 2001, reappearing as Gillman & Soame UK in 2002. The company’s
chequered financial history fuelled speculation that the directors may have accepted a lump sum
in 2007 to withdraw their archive. Such a windfall would presumably have been welcome. For
one thing, the company would have made a small fortune if it had carried on charging thousands
of pounds for use of the picture. Rumours swirled that either Lord Chadlington – a wealthy PR
man, Cotswold neighbour of Cameron and one of his earliest backers – or the party’s former
treasurer, the multimillionaire Michael Spencer, might have made a sizeable donation to the
photographers to compensate them for such a loss. Both men vigorously deny it. It appears
Gillman & Soame simply decided its reputation would suffer long-term damage if it developed a
track record of releasing embarrassing pictures of students after they became public figures.A
spokeswoman for the company told us they felt it was not ‘good business practice to release
images to the media of photographs that were meant for private individuals; something that
could affect our relationships with our main customers such as schools and colleges’. She
added that the picture of Cameron was published before the new policy kicked in. ‘We have
never been offered money, or indeed accepted money, to withdraw this photograph. We
understand that it might seem an interesting story to suggest otherwise, but the truth is much
more mundane,’ she said.After Gillman & Soame slapped their ban on the Buller picture,
television channels found ingenious ways to give viewers a flavour. Margaret Crick’s former
husband Michael, then a journalist on Newsnight, commissioned an Oxford artist called Rona to
paint a replica. In any case, the original picture kept resurfacing. When a new Bullingdon photo
emerged on the eve of the 2015 election, showing Cameron right in the middle of the group shot,
nobody bothered trying to suppress it.How much significance should be attached to Cameron’s
decision to join the Bullingdon Club? One Tory colleague, no fan, thinks the answer is
‘considerable’. The MP concerned was himself once asked to join the club but attended just one



gathering before walking out in disgust. ‘What it basically involved was getting drunk and
standing on restaurant tables shouting about “fucking plebs”. It was all about despising poor
people.’ He questioned whether youthful exuberance is sufficient excuse.Delingpole admits he
‘rather wanted’ to be in the Bullingdon, recalling how his hopes of admission were momentarily
raised when members of the society arrived at the flat he shared with Ewen Fergusson (no
relation to James) to perform the traditional recruitment ritual of trashing a prospective
candidate’s room.Depending how much they liked you, they’d either trash it majorly or minorly.
But they’d come to trash the room not of James Delingpole, but of Ewen Fergusson, who was
one of my housemates…Looking back, a) I didn’t have enough money to be in the Bullingdon,
and b) I wouldn’t have actually enjoyed the sort of things they did, because I’m not very good at
drinking heinous quantities and behaving really, really badly. It’s weird now, because I’m actually
slightly appalled to think that being in the Bullingdon was something I ever wanted to do. Actually
it’s about mindless destruction, and conspicuous excess, and the rather ugly side of upper-class
life. It’s interesting that Dave was a member … Imagine if you were running a restaurant and
were on the receiving end of these nasty little twenty-somethings doing horrible things? It’s
actually loathsome. I don’t think this is me editorialising after the event and trying to justify, or
make excuses, for my failure to have been admitted – it’s just the process of maturity.In
Cameron’s defence, there is no evidence that he personally damaged any property or hurt or
offended others. Like so much else about his life, his participation appears to have been
measured.David Worth, an American postgraduate student at Oxford who was in the club at the
same time as Cameron, recalls how his first outing with fellow Bullers involved taking a boat to
Cliveden House, a former stately home in Berkshire converted into a magnificent luxury hotel.
According to the hotel’s website, its history is ‘speckled with unapologetic debauchery’.60As
they floated along the Thames, quaffing champagne, Worth recalls the future Prime Minister
spouting quotes from Churchill.‘There was a surreal Brideshead Regurgitated quality to the
evening,’ he told the journalist Catherine Mayer in 2008.I remember David quoting Winston
Churchill extensively by memory – Churchill was a bit of a lush, so they were quotes about
drinking – and he was very funny. A few people leaned over the side of the boat occasionally
because if you’ve drunk two bottles of champagne in an hour, your stomach is going to get
queasy. I don’t know if David had only sipped a bit, but he was articulate and lucid, and I always
remember him like that – the centre of attention.61Boris Johnson, a fellow ‘Buller’, brushes it all
off as the legacy of a public school education at an elite school that encouraged elite societies
(Pop) involving ‘wearing fancy bits’.As he puts it:You’re an undergraduate, you haven’t got a clue
what’s going on; you have these people invade your room in the middle of the night. They watch
you drink some utterly ghastly thing; you feel a sense of prickly horror and embarrassment every
time, [but] you go along with it because you think it must be vaguely traditional.For all the
showing off and male bonding, Johnson claims – rather unconvincingly – that being in the Buller
was ‘thoroughly dull’, primarily because it was ‘all male’.‘You wake up in the morning with that
terrible hungover sense of shame, accentuated by the feeling that you could have had much



more fun if you’d just taken your girlfriend out to dinner. I mean, what was the bloody
point?’Andreae claims Cameron preferred playing pool to hanging out with the ‘Buller’.‘What we
tended to do at the end of the day was basically go to the pub and shoot pool. We weren’t all
dressing up in tails and prancing around drinking champagne by any means. And he’s very good
at pool.’62Steve Rathbone, who arrived at Oxford from a grammar school in North Yorkshire, is
even more generous.‘I don’t think anyone would have realised just how toxic these societies
would be for them in the future. If you’ve come from Eton, you walk effortlessly into that sort of
thing and you don’t think much about it,’ he says.In any case, the Bullingdon was not necessarily
the forum for Cameron’s worst excesses. It has emerged that he was also involved in another
notorious Oxford dining society, the Piers Gaveston, whose gatherings were the scene of more
shocking student behaviour. During the course of our research, a distinguished contemporary of
Cameron’s at Oxford claimed the future Prime Minister once took part in an outrageous initiation
ceremony at a Piers Gaveston event involving a dead pig. His extraordinary suggestion is that
Cameron put his penis in the animal’s mouth.The source – himself an MP – first made the
allegation out of the blue at a business dinner in June 2014. Though it was a private
conversation, he was sitting at a table of eight people, meaning he could have been overheard.
Sotto voce, he claimed to have seen photographic evidence.Our initial assumption was that it
was a joke. It was therefore a surprise when, some weeks later, the MP repeated the allegation.
He stuck to his story. Some months later, he repeated the allegation a third time, providing a little
more detail. He claimed the hog’s head was resting on the lap of a Piers Gaveston society
member while Cameron performed the bizarre act. He gave dimensions of the alleged
photograph and provided the name of the individual he says has the image. This person failed to
respond to our approaches.Perhaps it is a case of mistaken identity. Yet it is an elaborate story
for an otherwise credible figure to invent. Furthermore, there are a number of accounts of pigs’
heads at debauched parties in Cameron’s day. The late Count Gottfried von Bismarck, an
Oxford contemporary of Cameron who became notorious after Olivia Channon, the daughter of
a Tory government minister, died of a heroin overdose in his Christ Church bedroom, was an
enthusiastic member of the Piers Gaveston Society and reportedly threw various dinner parties
featuring pigs’ heads. The Piers Gaveston, named after the lover of Edward II, specialises in
bizarre rituals and sexual excess. Its gatherings, typically held amid great secrecy in country
houses, were described in a 2014 article in society magazine Tatler as ‘basically a very well-
organised orgy’.As his university years drew to a close, events in the wider world were drawing
many of Cameron’s contemporaries to a career in the City. On 27 October 1986, the ‘Big Bang’
blew open the nepotistic guild of the City of London. It would no longer be dominated by small
institutions that had been around forever. De-regulation attached booster rockets to the British
economy, with the big privatisations of the late ’80s – British Gas in 1986, British Airways in 1987
– opening a plethora of money-making opportunities.For many of Cameron’s peers, a career in
finance was now the only game in town. The Cherwell lampooned ‘yuppie’ students for
‘scrambling for summer jobs in London with ludicrously named companies like Kleinwort Gusset



Buttocks & Co.’, while the student magazine Isis reported disapprovingly that the university
seemed ‘obsessed’ with ‘yuppiedom, just as England in general is’.‘Oxford is already churning
out quite enough mammonistic, moronic clones designed to communicate with VDUs rather
than real people, eager to join the new breed of city brokers and merchant bankers, and seems
set fair to produce thousands more in future.’With his father’s connections, and the fall-back
option of a place on Jardine Matheson’s graduate training scheme, it would have been a natural
next step for Cameron. Yet it did not appeal.It was not that he was committed to a specific
alternative. As his finals loomed, he didn’t know what he wanted to do. He had interviews with
The Economist and various management consultancies, but nothing came of it.‘I didn’t have a
career plan,’ he has said.63Then an advert in the university careers department caught his
eye.‘Conservative Research Department: bright graduates needed’, it said.‘I thought, that looks
interesting,’ Cameron would later recall.64 Of course, getting into what was then an elite part of
the Conservative machine would be highly competitive.Luckily he had friends in high places who
were happy to help. For the third time in his young life, somebody had a quiet word with
somebody, and his path was smoothed.44 About how much philosophy he had read; Francis
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Independent, 5 July 2006.51 Francis Elliott and James Hanning, p. 71.52 The Monday Club was
a right-wing Conservative group disaffiliated from the party in 2001 because of its policies
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superior.’– Derek Laud, on Cameron at twenty-oneBarry Nicholas, the Principal of Brasenose,
did not expect Cameron to excel in his finals. On the day the future Prime Minister’s exam results



were announced, he raised his eyes in surprise.‘Did you expect Cameron to do so well?’ he
asked one of Cameron’s tutors. He thought the sociable PPE-ist had been too busy having a
good time to fulfil his potential.‘Absolutely,’ his colleague replied. He had seen something special
in Cameron and was not surprised when he was awarded a good First.‘He has a very high
intellect, and an impressive ability to learn and reflect. There’s a quiet confidence about him,’ he
said. He then predicted that Cameron would be ‘very successful’ in both his professional and
personal life. He was not wrong: by autumn, his former student had sauntered into a plum job in
an elite department of the Conservative Party.Exactly who helped Cameron get this job and how
is a matter of debate. Until now, attention has focused on a mysterious phone call, purporting to
be from the royal household. However, he may also have been helped by a second source.The
anonymous phone call went through to Alistair Cooke, now Lord Lexden, then deputy director of
the Research Department, shortly before Cameron’s first interview. The caller, who had a grand
voice, told Cooke to stand by for someone special.7PETER’S PINK BOUDOIR‘Effortlessly
superior.’– Derek Laud, on Cameron at twenty-oneBarry Nicholas, the Principal of Brasenose,
did not expect Cameron to excel in his finals. On the day the future Prime Minister’s exam results
were announced, he raised his eyes in surprise.‘Did you expect Cameron to do so well?’ he
asked one of Cameron’s tutors. He thought the sociable PPE-ist had been too busy having a
good time to fulfil his potential.‘Absolutely,’ his colleague replied. He had seen something special
in Cameron and was not surprised when he was awarded a good First.‘He has a very high
intellect, and an impressive ability to learn and reflect. There’s a quiet confidence about him,’ he
said. He then predicted that Cameron would be ‘very successful’ in both his professional and
personal life. He was not wrong: by autumn, his former student had sauntered into a plum job in
an elite department of the Conservative Party.Exactly who helped Cameron get this job and how
is a matter of debate. Until now, attention has focused on a mysterious phone call, purporting to
be from the royal household. However, he may also have been helped by a second source.The
anonymous phone call went through to Alistair Cooke, now Lord Lexden, then deputy director of
the Research Department, shortly before Cameron’s first interview. The caller, who had a grand
voice, told Cooke to stand by for someone special.
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Julian Allitt, “All the reviews said it was a demolition job on .... All the reviews said it was a
demolition job on David Cameron Michael Ashcroft but I did not read it that way and found it
ultimately a sympathetic profile. The biography portrayed him as a decent human being and
family man, not something one would say about every politician. The pig's head episode
admittedly was a bit of mischief but can surely have done no serious damage.”

frances, “born to rule. Good insights into cameron's attitudes and modus operandi. An ordinary
and very privilaged 'born to rule' man. No work in real world ... out of touch arrogant tory.”

Spontaneous one, “Excellent book. Very enjoyable read,not heavy stuff atall”

Adrienne, “Well researched and fascinating. I bought this after reading Camerons biography,
partly in order to rid myself of the anger I felt at his self congratulatory smugness. I had low
expectations of this book, which, because of the title, I feared might be nothing more than
tabloid sensationalist gossip. I was extremely pleasantly surprised – it is thoroughly researched,
and whilst by no means a fan book for Cameron, is balanced and indeed favourable in parts
where the Tory government deserves such praise. There is also insight into Boris‘s character in a
number of chapters, which definitely bears reading. The research base is extensive and
although some sources wished to remain anonymous, a number of public figures have been
willing to go on record. The latter part of the book on polling data is particularly interesting – I had
no idea that polls collected such diverse data from prospective voters. It’s certainly helped me
to understand how we have ended up with the government we have. Overall, a well written,
fascinating book that is more than an antidote to the current Cameron biography.”

Brookyn Road Revisted, “A well researched book by Michael Ashcroft. and Isabel Oakshott. A
good insight into David Cameron’s life and times & presents a decent man doing his best.
History will be kind to him as a man who kept his word on the referendum which many promised
on EU membership. His wealth is minor compared to many celebritys rock stars & sports icons
who have never undertaken Cameron’s civic duties. I heartily recommend the new Ashcroft &
Oakeshott’s “White Flag” on the current state of the British Army.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A revealing insight into his rise to power.. Considering this was an
unauthorised biography the book is both balanced and fair. Sadly it also gives worrying insights
into the factors which motivate individuals who enter politics with minimal experience of life
beyond university and the Conservative Central Office. If still leaves me wondering what is
Cameron's vision. The Camborne duopoly of the PM and the Chancellor, with little reference to
the party at large, is a real worry, a factor which is very evident having read this book”



Mrs. Pauline Annetta Hall, “Bought as present David Cameron biography. I bought this as a
present for my sons partner he was very pleased with. It was de,I’ve read quickly and a good
price”

The book by Benjamin Bloomfield has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 103 people have provided
feedback.
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